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This thesis addresses three important issues that arise in the analysis and design of joint human-robot teams. Each issue deals with a different aspect of
the following question: how to best combine human and robot capabilities to
accomplish some set of tasks? The first issue addressed here is that of predicting human supervisory control performance in large-scale networked teams of
robots. It is shown that models based on individual operator characteristics
such as working memory capacity can be used to probabilistically predict human supervisory control metrics under different operating conditions via linear
regression, Bayesian network, and Gaussian process models. The second issue
addressed here is that of modeling human supervisors of multi-robot teams as
discrete strategic decision makers. A probabilistic discriminative modeling approach is presented here, and novel fully Bayesian learning techniques are presented and validated for identifying appropriate discriminative model parameters and model structures from experimental data. The third issue addressed
here is that of combining useful information from human observations with information obtained from traditional robot sensors. A novel recursive Bayesian
estimation framework is presented for fusing imprecise soft categorical human
observations with robot sensor data via Gaussian and Gaussian mixture approximations. The proposed data fusion approach is validated in hardware with a
real human-robot team on a cooperative multi-target search experiment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Thesis overview

For the forseeable future, humans are to remain key elements of automated
multi-robot systems, which have found wide use via unmanned air and ground
vehicle teams in areas such as surveillance [133], search and rescue [21], military operations [18], construction [62], and scientific exploration [54]. While the
automatic sensing and control capabilities of such robots are always improving
(or, in some cases, have already matched or exceeded the capabilities of expert
human operators [98, 47, 19]), they remain especially vulnerable to unforeseen
events and random failures. As such, robots are still fairly limited in what they
can accomplish entirely on their own. To ensure robustness in real applications,
human agents must often perform actions or acquire information for robots that
cannot be reliably performed or acquired autonomously. For instance, humans
may be required to solve complex high-level problems such as agent coordination and mission planning in battle situations [44] or object and scene classification in cluttered environments [134, 79]. In unfamiliar or risky situations,
humans may also be called upon to assist robots with more basic tasks, such as
navigation [55, 12], target search and tracking [23, 75, 89], or teleoperation [62].
Humans, however, are also imperfect. Indeed, the last several decades of
human factors research has shown that human supervisory performance in
semi-autonomous systems is heavily influenced by the interaction of many cognitive factors, such as situational awareness, trust in autonomy, prior experience/training, fatigue, boredom, frustration, and mental demand, to name a
1

few [124, 125, 109]. Such cognitive factors must be carefully addressed in the
design and application of joint human-robot teams in order to avoid serious
performance degradations that could, for instance, arise through human errors
induced by operator overload or underload [48]. In addition, humans are prone
to a variety of subtle perceptual and decision-making biases (e.g. fuzzy labeling, hindsight bias, tendencies to ignore the reliability of evidence, etc.) that
also must be accounted for in the design of robotic systems that rely on human
input [59, 125].
Thus, as the potential number of applications for semi-autonomous multirobot systems grows, so does the list of open research issues stemming from one
key question: how to best combine the capabilities of human agents and their
robot counterparts to accomplish some desired set of objectives? Three particularly important issues derived from this question are specifically considered in
this thesis:

1. How well can humans perform as supervisors of multiple robots under different
operating conditions? For instance, is it possible to predict how some set
of task performance metrics will change for a particular human UAV supervisor as the number of robots and operating conditions change? What
individual human factors can be used to determine how well a particular
human operator will handle challenging supervision tasks in the face of
boredom, fatigue, mental overload, frustration, etc.?
2. How do humans actually make decisions for their robot counterparts? For example, under what conditions will a human UAV squadron operator decide
to send in a group of robots to investigate an unknown object in hostile territory, instead of ”playing it safe” by keeping the robots far away from it?
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Under what conditions will the operator assign a reconaissance task to one
group of vehicles as opposed to another? What patterns of supervisory behavior can be inferred and exploited from observing human operators in
action?
3. How can humans effectively collaborate with their robot counterparts? In particular, how can humans provide useful information to robots to help them
complete their tasks? For instance, aside from confirming target identities,
what other information can a UAV operator provide to a group of robots
in order to reduce their uncertainty in the location of a lost target?

Answers to these questions have important implications for the design of
new semi-autonomous systems and may suggest ways to improve the overall
behavior of existing ones. In addressing the first question for a common set of
joint human-robot tasks, we seek models that describe realistic expected performance limits for joint human-robot teams. Such models can be directly used to
design semi-autonomous systems more effectively around appropriate balances
of human input and robot autonomy [124]. In addressing the second question,
we seek models that can predict how humans will make decisions for robots in
different scenarios. Such models can be used to determine the most relevant set
of variables that affect human-decision making in a particular application and
can therefore be used to design more effective decision aides for human operators [125]. Finally, in addressing the third question, we seek models of human
input that can be used to enhance human-robot interaction and help overcome
the reasoning/perceptual limitations of both humans and robots, thereby improving overall semi-autonomous system behavior.
This thesis develops models of human performance and human inputs that
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will help improve the design and performance of semi-autonomous systems.
Since the late 1940’s, the literature on mathematical modeling of human behavior and human-machine interaction has grown immensely due to the relevance
of such models in military and manufacturing applications [125]. While ref.
[125] provides a good overview of this vast field, it is worth noting that many existing mathematical human-machine interaction models are derived from control theory [67], physiological and cognitive human factors modeling [7], game
theory, expert systems theory, and probabilistic analysis [48]. As discussed in
[125], models of human behavior can also generally be categorized either normative (i.e. they attempt to prescribe how humans ought to behave, e.g. as
rational utility maximizing agents), or descriptive (i.e. they attempt to convey
how humans actually behave).
The models proposed in this thesis are descriptive and probabilistic in nature. This descriptive approach is justified since humans do not always act rationally or consistently. Furthermore, unlike autonomous robot behavior, human
behavior is not predictably governed by a fixed set of mathematical or physical
laws; it is instead mediated by mental/physiological factors that are difficult to
measure or explicitly model mathematically. By adopting probabilistic descriptive models, observed human behavior can be modeled as being conditionally
dependent on some known set of variables that are believed to be relevant to the
human-robot task at hand, subject to some degree of uncertainty that accounts
for the effects of unmeasured/unmodeled factors. Such probabilistic models
also have other important features that are relevant to describing, analyzing
and predicting human behavior and inputs:

• they provide a great deal of flexibility. For instance, restrictions to deter-
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ministic continuous dynamics models or discrete rule-based systems no
longer become necessary, as such classical models can be readily combined
to form richer and more complex behavioral descriptions in the probabilistic framework [88, 42].
• their parameters/hyperparameters can always be learned and updated directly from data, and so need not be entirely well-defined before they are
used. Indeed, vast strides in statistical machine learning research over
the last two decades have led to efficient Bayesian methods for identifying hierarchical and modular probabilistic models from data that provide
formal guarantees on parameter estimation and model selection accuracy
[16].
• they mesh well with modern uncertainty-based robotic reasoning methods and are particularly well-suited for integration with conventional
Bayesian approaches for robotic perception and sensor fusion [131].

1.2

1.2.1

Chapter by chapter thesis overview

Preliminary material

This thesis relies heavily on the application of concepts from basic probability
and statistics (Bayes’ rule, probability density functions, etc.), estimation theory
(Kalman filtering, Monte Carlo methods, etc.), and modern machine learning
(probabilistic graphical modeling, approximate inference and nonparametric regression). While prior familiarity with all the modeling and estimation methods
used in this thesis is not required, readers unfamiliar with any of the modern
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machine learning concepts used here (i.e. Bayesian networks, variational Bayes
inference, Monte Carlo inference, and Gaussian process regression) may find
the following concise overviews/tutorials particularly useful as supplementary
references:

• ‘A Tutorial on Learning with Bayesian Networks’, by D. Heckerman, ref.
[61]
• ‘Gaussian Processes for the Kalman Filter Expert’, by S. Reece and S.
Roberts, ref. [114]
• ‘Bayesian Networks without Tears’, by E. Charniak, ref. [32]
• ‘An Introduction to Variational Methods for Graphical Models’, by M.I.
Jordan, Z. Gharamani, T.S. Jaakkola, and L.K. Saul, ref. [69]
• ‘An Introduction to Monte Carlo Methods’, D.J.C. Mackay, [92]
• ‘Explaning Variational Approximations’, J.T. Ormerod and M.P. Wand, ref.
[105]
• Chapters 6, 8 10, and 11 of the excellent Pattern Recognition and Machine
Learning textbook by C. Bishop, ref. [16], also provide good background
on Gaussian Processes, Bayesian Networks, variational Bayes and Monte
Carlo, respectively.
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1.2.2

Chapter 2: Predicting Human-Automation Performance
in Networked Systems Using Statistical Models: the Role
of Working Memory Capacity

This chapter focuses on the problem of predicting human supervisory performance in large-scale networked teams of semi-autonomous agents. Previous
work on this problem has mainly focused on the application of detailed cognitive [7] and probabilistic [25, 53, 63, 48] models that attempt to simulate dynamic
human operator performance under a variety of supervisory tasking scenarios.
In these models, statistical predictions on human operator performance metrics
(e.g. task completion rate, task completion time, wait times between vehicle
tasking assignments, etc.) under different operating conditions (e.g. operator
tasking load, tasking difficulty, number of robots to supervise, etc.) are made
by repeatedly running simulations under a given set of operating conditions to
capture variability due to random differences in reaction time, loss of situational
awareness, tasking errors, etc.
Unlike these previous approaches, the models proposed in this chapter can
make useful probabilistic predictions about human operator performance without first building detailed dynamic operator decision models. We first consider
the identification of relevant cognitive and task-specific factors for a networked
UAV supervision task using real human operator data, and find that individual
operator working memory capacity measures can be used to significantly improve supervisory performance predictions under varying task load and communication quality conditions. We then use results to compare three popular
predictive statistical models (classical linear regression, Bayesian networks, and
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Gaussian processes), and discuss their practical advantages and limitations.

1.2.3

Chapter 3: Variational Bayesian Learning of Probabilistic
Discriminative Models with Latent Softmax Variables

This chapter focuses on the problem of modeling and predicting human inputs/actions that are elements of a discrete set as a function of dynamic continuous states that are relevant to a particular task. Such human inputs are
relevant in the context of multi-robot supervisory control since they allow operators to more efficiently assign robots common tasks (e.g. coordinated evasive
maneuvers, search patterns or target tracking for a team of UAVs) that can be
preprogrammed into a strategic ”playbook” [58]. This high-level supervisory
strategy frees the operator from the burden of managing low-level control details for individual robots, and thereby helps to reduce the operator’s mental
workload and improve the operator’s situational awareness when supervising
multiple robots. However, when emergency situations arise, a human operator
may be called upon to temporarily take control of a distressed vehicle, in which
case the human’s ability to supervise all other robots in a multi-robot team will
be diminished. Models of discrete human decision-making could be used by
‘neglected’ robots in such situations to alleviate such temporary losses of supervisory capacity, so that discrete high-level commands that the human operator
would likely make for each vehicle can still be assigned automatically while the
human is preoccupied.
Previous work on probabilistic modeling of discrete human actions has
largely focused on the application of ”stochastic open-loop” models [26, 121, 25].
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Such models assume that any sequence of actions can be modeled via a discretetime Markov chain, in which the probability that the human performs an action
at some given time step is conditionally dependent only on some fixed number
of actions made at previous time steps. These models are primarily designed
to use Bayesian inference for solving the intention recognition problem, which
seeks to infer a human’s underlying goals/strategies (which are assumed to
be hidden states and therefore not directly observable) from a set of directly
observed set of related actions. However, the main shortcoming of these models is that they do not explicitly model the conditionaly dependence of discrete
human strategies or actions on external environmental variables that directly
impact them. For example, if a UAV operator spots a new threat, this causes
the UAV operator to take notice of the threat’s range to any friendly vehicles.
If the threat starts getting too close to any one of the operator’s vehicles, the
operator is much more likely to order that vehicles into an evasive maneuver
rather than a search pattern at its current location. Yet, the stochastic open-loop
models proposed in [26, 121, 25] are unable to model the causal influence of
the continuous ”range to threat” variable on the hidden operator strategic state,
since these models assume that this only depends on the hidden state from the
previous time step. As such, any predictions made about the operator’s future
strategic decisions via a stochastic open-loop model will not be able to account
for the influence of the probable future values of the ”range to threat” variable.
We consider an alternative probabilistic modeling strategy in order to explicitly account for the influence of such environmental variables in human strategic
decision making. The application considered here is a multi-robot search and reconaissance mission based on Cornell’s RoboFlag simulation platform (see Fig.
1.1). In this simulation, a single human operator controls 3 mobile autonomous
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Figure 1.1: Screenshot of RoboFlag human-robot interface.

robots, which feature different types of limited range-based sensors (for identifying unknown targets or determining target location). The human is tasked to
locate and identify two stationary targets inside ‘enemy territory’, while avoiding collisions with the targets and a mobile enemy chaser that could pursue
them. The operator could assign each robot a waypoint destination (one at a
time), to which the tasked robot then automatically moved. All telemetry data
from the game is recorded, including the assigned waypoints. Following experimnetal trials with 16 human operators, the raw operator decision data for each
game was post-processed by hand-labeling each assigned waypoint according
to one of 6 high-level strategic operator decision-types that were commonly observed during the game. For instance, a waypoint was interpreted as a ‘Search
for Target’ decision if it was placed inside enemy territory while no targets were
visible, while a waypoint was likely to be ‘Avoid Collision’ if an enemy target
suddenly appeared in the robot’s path. As discussed in [22], experimental data
can be used to develop a probabilistic dynamic Bayesian network (BN) models of human RoboFlag operators, as shown in Fig. 1.2(a). The BN shown here
10

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Single time slice of graphical dynamic Bayesian Network (BN) model for
RoboFlag human decision model: (a) basic graph structure for a single time
slice, showing random variable nodes for continuous states Xk , assigned
robot ID Ucoord,k , discrete strategy Ustrat,k , continuous waypoint Utact,k ,
and vehicle control Uveh,k (b) expanded BN showing possible state values
and associated conditional probability distributions.

specifies conditional dependencies between 5 random variables that describe
the operator’s supervisory control process at each time step:

• Xk : a vector of environmental and vehicle states that influence decisionmaking (e.g. environmental conditions, human factors, adversary states,
etc.)
• Ucoord,k : a discrete variable indicating which friendly vehicle the operator
has selected for tasking
• Ustrat,k : a discrete variable representing the human’s high-level strategic
11

intention (e.g. ”Search”, ”Evade”, ”Go To Safety Zone”, etc.)
• Utact,k : a continuous variable representing the operator’s tactical waypoint
assignment for a particular vehicle
• Uveh,k : a continuous variable representing the vehicle’s control signal for
manipulating its dynamic location and velocity sub-states in Xk+1 .

Fig. 1.2(b) shows an expanded version of this BN with the relevant conditional
probabilities defining the joint probability distribution of the variables at each
time step k, which is given by (for Xk given)
p(Ucoord,k ,Ustrat,k , Utact,k , Uveh,k |Xk ) =
P (Ucoord,k |Xk ) · P (Ustrat,k |Xk , Ucoord,k )
× p(Uveh,k |Xk , Ucoord,k , Ustrat,k ) · p(Uveh,k |Xk , Utact,k ).

(1.1)

Further details of the RoboFlag testbed and the BN model in Fig. 1.2 can be
found in [22].
The main distribution of interest here is P (Ustrat,k |Xk , Ucoord,k ), which describes how the human operator makes strategic decisions explicitly on the basis of Xk .1 . In particular, we are interested in the problem identifying a suitable probabilistic representation for P (Ustrat,k |Xk , Ucoord,k ) from the experimental data when Xk is a vector of purely continuous telemetry data. This problem can be framed as one of learning a probabilistic classifier (i.e. a probabilistic discriminative model) [16] that probabilistically maps continuous Xk values to discrete Ustrat,k values. One potential class of models for parameterizing
1

Note that, in contrast to the stochastic open-loop models considered earlier, this dynamic
BN model assumes that Ustrat,k−1 and Ustrat,k are conditionally independent of each other given
Xk (i.e. no causal link exists between Ustrat,k−1 and Ustrat,k , and the only causal pathway between Ustrat,k−1 and Ustrat,k is blocked by the observation Xk )
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P (Ustrat,k |Xk , Ucoord,k ) is given by the set of latent variable models defined via
the softmax distribution [16], such as the multimodal softmax [2, 3] and mixture
of expert [70] models. However, these models are generally challenging to learn
because they lead to difficult model selection problems regarding the number of
latent states needed to adequately model the data. While it is theoretically possible to address the model selection problem for these latent softmax models via
fully Bayesian learning methods, one must also contend with the fact that the
calculations required for performing fully Bayesian inference are analytically
intractable in these models.
To this end, this chapter proposes new general approximate Bayesian learning methods for identifying probabilistic discriminative models of appropriate
complexity. Since the methods proposed in this chapter can also be applied to
more general probabilistic modeling problems than the human decision modeling problem posed above, we validate the learning approach on both benchmark classification from the machine learning literature and real human-robot
interaction data sets from the RoboFlag testbed.

1.2.4

Chapter 4: Hybrid Bayesian Inference for
Soft Information Fusion in Human-Robot Collaboration

This chapter examines how ‘soft’ information provided by humans can be modeled and exploited for recursive Bayesian state estimation alongside conventional robot sensor data. Previous work on human-robot data fusion for recursive Bayesian state estimation considered the fusion of continuous range-withbearing information reported directly by humans with measurements taken
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from traditional robot sensors such as cameras and lidar [75, 78, 77, 76]. In
these studies, human range-with-bearing likelihoods were modeled via linearGaussian sensor models, which permit straightforward Bayesian updates. The
parameters of these ‘human sensor models’ were identified both offline and online using calibration methods that exploited highly precise robot lidar and indoor localization sensors. However, despite the fact that humans are generally
more comfortable reporting information via soft or ”fuzzy” categorical labels
instead of as precise numerical values [59], no methods have been proposed for
rigorously fusing such soft human information with conventional robot data in
the Bayesian framework.
This chapter proposes a new method for Bayesian fusion of soft categorical observations provided by humans and show how this can be tied to conventional recursive Bayesian filtering schemes for robot sensor fusion using
Gaussian mixtures. Our ‘soft human sensor’ likelihoods are based on the multimodal softmax (MMS) model developed in [2, 3] and Chapter 4, and so can
be learned/adapted easily from real human training data. However, the exact
Bayesian inference problem is intractable, and rigorous approximations to the
true Bayesian posterior are derived via variational Bayes and importance sampling tehcniques. We validate our proposed fusion approach on a cooperative
search experiment with a real human-robot team, the results of which provide
several relevant insights into how soft human-robot data fusion can be best used
in real applications.
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1.2.5

Chapter 5: Conclusions

This chapter concludes the thesis.

1.3

Contributions of this thesis

This thesis makes the following contributions:

1. Probabilistic models are developed for predicting human supervisory performance in large-scale networked teams of semi-autonomous agents. An
analysis of experimental data taken from real human operators in a multiUAV air defense simulation task suggests that individual operator working memory capacity measures can be used to improve predictions of
several operator performance metrics that are made on the basis of operator workload and network communication quality. This insight and
the experimental data are used to learn and validate different probabilistic performance prediction models based on linear regression, Bayesian
networks, and Gaussian processes. The practical advantages and disadvantages of each of these models are also assessed in terms of precision,
accuracy, data requirements for learning, and computational costs.
2. Fully Bayesian learning algorithms are developed for identifying hybrid
continuous/discrete probabilistic models with latent softmax variables.
Such models can be used to probabilistically represent strategic human
decision-making processes in applications where human operators must
supervise a group of autonomous robots. To overcome the analytical intractability of the nominal Bayesian inference and model selection prob15

lems for multimodal softmax (MMS) and mixture of expert (ME) models,
new variational Bayes approximation strategies for identifying appropriate parameters and structures from training data are presented. The proposed learning methods are validated on benchmark classification data
from machine learning literature and on real human-decision modeling
data from experimental RoboFlag trials.
3. A novel recursive Bayesian fusion framework is developed for efficiently
combining conventional robot sensor data with human-generated soft categorical information about continuous states. Such human information is
shown to be capable of being modeled via discrete random variables that
are conditionally dependent on the continuous states of interest through
softmax likelihood functions. A variational Bayesian importance sampling (VBIS) algorithm is proposed to approximate the true analytically
intractable Bayesian posterior as a Gaussian pdf in the baseline case of a
basic softmax likelihood and Gaussian state prior. This baseline approximation is then extended to produce Gaussian mixture (GM) posteriors
for more general fusion involving multimodal softmax (MMS) likelihoods
and GM priors. The utility and accuracy of the proposed methods are validated through an online multi-target search experiment involving a real
cooperative human-robot team operating under various fusion conditions.
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CHAPTER 2
PREDICTING HUMAN-AUTOMATION PERFORMANCE IN
NETWORKED SYSTEMS USING STATISTICAL MODELS: THE ROLE OF
WORKING MEMORY CAPACITY

2.1

Introduction

Large networks of human and machine agents (such as robots, automated decision aids, and unmanned vehicles) are being developed in several civilian
and military systems. Such networked systems have very complex properties that are poorly understood and difficult to predict. The associated human performance issues in these systems are beginning to be examined, in
such domains such as the NextGen future air traffic management system [104],
network-centric military operations [103], and emergency response [94]. There
is a critical need for better understanding of how complex behavior arises from
the interactions of the individual (human or machine) nodes of such networks.
For example, increased network unreliability and variability in response time
have been shown to increase operator subjective workload, reduce confidence,
and decrease job satisfaction, thereby leading to system inefficiencies [13]. Limitations in human attention and memory can lead to a degradation of system
performance as network size and complexity increases and demands on human
coordination increase [90]. Empirical studies and modeling efforts are needed to
examine and understand these and other emerging issues in human-automation
performance in large networked systems.
As a first step, human-in-the-loop experiments with complex simulations
can be conducted to provide the requisite human-machine performance data.
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However, because of the sheer size and complexity of planned future systems,
experimental data alone will be insufficient and will need to be complemented
with modeling efforts to identify the relationships between human-automation
performance metrics, task-specific network parameters and individual cognitive factors. Validated models of multiple human-agent interactions can then
be used to predict how system performance is likely to be affected as the numbers of humans and agents in the network increase and as network properties
change.
One area where such performance and modeling efforts have been carried
out is in studies of supervisory control of unmanned vehicles (UVs). For example, several human operators are typically required to control most current
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms [36], [38]. Given the goal - inherent in many planned military UV programs - of having one operator control
many UVs simultaneously, automation support, even if imperfect, is mandated
[11, 37, 108, 107]. However, the extra task load generated by handling imperfect automation may interfere with adequately supervising a larger number of
UAVs. Recent estimates of an operator’s capacity to control multiple UAVs
range from 1 to 16 [139],[40], but more precise estimates may be calculated
by considering the impact of UV coordination demands, UV interaction and
neglect times, automation reliability, mission type and operator tasks, and the
task-to-robot ratio [139], [41, 43, 56, 109]. If the goal of efficient and safe operator
supervisory control of multiple UVs in highly networked environments is to be
achieved, then studies should encompass these and other appropriate factors.
Lewis et al. [90] differentiates general conditions under which operator cognitive load varies with the number of robots, n, being supervised. In O(1) con-
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ditions, all robots are assigned to different operators (as in a call center), so the
cognitive load per operator remains the same if n increases. In O(n) conditions,
one operator is responsible for n robots and cognitive load therefore increases
linearly with n. In O(> n) conditions, cognitive load increases disproportionally with n because the robots have to be coordinated as well as individually
supervised. Based on the findings of ref. [44], an important additional insight
is considered here, namely that an individual operator’s working memory capacity is an important factor in determining performance abilities in O(n) and
O(> n) cases. This is justified by the fact that supervisory control of multiple
UAVs in particular requires multi-tasking abilities that vary considerably from
individual to individual. Several studies have shown that individual differences in working memory capacity play a major role in determining how well a
person can focus attention in visual search tasks [51]. More generally, working
memory is thought to be a key component of executive control processes that
underlie effective decision-making in time-critical tasks [50], [106]. Therefore,
individual differences in working memory capacity may play an important role
in determining how well operators can supervise multiple UVs.
This paper examines strategies for incorporating factors such as task load,
message quality, and operator working memory into predictive statistical models of human-automation performance for the dynamic decision-making task
of multi-UAV supervision described in [44]. The performance effects of multiagent multi-tasking in a networked environment were examined in this study
by manipulating the operator task load and the frequency/quality of network
message traffic to operators. The resulting human-automation performance
data are then modeled using a variety of statistical techniques, where working
memory capacity is included as a parameter in all models to explicitly account
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for individual differences. Standard linear regression models are first used
to investigate whether performance efficiency can be reliably predicted from
knowledge of task load, message quality, and working memory capacity. Since
classical linear regression models have important limitations that can restrict
their predictive reliability in practice, more general modeling approaches based
on Bayesian network (BN) and Gaussian process (GP) models are also considered, as these models can learn relevant nonlinear probabilistic dependencies
among the performance measures and cognitive/task-related factors. The predictive utility of these statistical models is compared for several different aspects of human-automation performance, and a discussion on the suitability of
each model under constraints of limited data and computation time is also provided. The statistical modeling approaches presented here for human performance prediction differ in two important respects from the detailed simulationbased approaches considered in previous works [53, 63, 48]; the models considered here: (i) can provide useful probabilistic predictions on human-automation
performance without running many closed-loop simulations with detailed operator models, and (ii) explicitly account for individual differences through a
measure of the operator’s working memory capacity.

2.2

Experimental Multi-UAV Air Defense Supervision Task

This section summarizes the main results of the multi-UAV air defense simulation experiment that generated the human operator performance data referred
to throughout this paper. Single-human/multi-UAV system performance was
examined for air defense scenarios under various network operating conditions,
during which participants acted as lone UAV supervisors and were provided
22

with messages from an automated teammate in the form of advisories pertaining to the air defense task. These messages varied in their degree of relevance
to the task participants were currently performing. As described below, the
message quality factor was crossed factorially with different levels of task load
(number of enemy targets) in a repeated measures design. In Sections III-VII,
the effects of task load, message quality, and individual operator working memory capacity on task performance are modeled using statistical linear regression, Bayesian network, and Gaussian process models, which are all then subsequently examined for predictive accuracy. Due to limited space, the reader
is referred to ref. [44] for a more complete description of the experiment and
explanation of the results.

2.2.1

Experimental Setup and Design

Thirty George Mason students (12 males and 18 females) participated and received academic credit for their participation. The dataset for one subject was
excluded because it was incomplete due to a software setup issue. Participants used a desktop computer (Windows XP with a 32-inch monitor) running
Dynamic Distributed Decision making (DDD) 4.0 distributed client simulation
server, which was programmed to simulate an air defense environment (see Fig.
2.1 ). Participants were provided with eight (friendly) UAV assets that were located inside a to-be-protected ”red zone.” Neutral and enemy UAV assets approached this red zone from different directions. There was also a yellow zone
that marked a teammate’s area of responsibility. Participants had to complete
three tasks during each simulation run: 1) preventing enemy assets from entering the red zone by using their own friendly UAV assets to attack as enemies
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Figure 2.1: Labeled screenshot of DDD simulation of air defense task.

entered their zone of responsibility (green quadrant); 2) protecting their own
assets from damage and destruction; and 3) warning the teammate (in this case
a simulated agent) by sending a message to him or her should the enemy assets
fly into the yellow quadrant.
Following training and practice sessions, participants completed six experimental simulation runs in a randomized order. A 2 x 3 factorial experimental
design was used, with Task Load and Message Quality as the independent factors. There were three levels of the Message Quality factor: (1) ”relevant messages”, in which all messages provided relevant information or advice from the
automated agent concerning target engagement; (2) ”noisy messages”, in which
only 20% of the messages were relevant to mission objectives and 80Prior to the
actual experiments, twenty-two of the participants also completed a version of
the Operation Span (OSPAN) working memory task [51]. This task required participants to carry out and verify answers to simple arithmetic problems (such as
5 + 9 = 15? DOG; Answer=”No”; or 8 + 4 = 12? CAT Answer=”Yes”) while maintaining in memory the subsequently presented word (DOG, CAT). The words
had to be recalled at the end of 25 such trials. The total number of words cor24

rectly recalled represented the OSPAN score (max = 25).

2.2.2

Task Performance Measures

The following performance measures were collected and examined for each
subject in each experimental run: 1. Red zone safety, RZP = 1 - (number of
enemy aircraft penetrating the red zone/total number of enemy aircraft attacking the red zone). 2. Time to destroy enemy target, DT = average time taken to
destroy each enemy target (seconds). 3. Enemy destroyed performance, EDP =
(number of enemy aircraft destroyed/total number of enemy aircraft present).
4. Attack efficiency, AE = (number of destroyed enemy aircraft/total number
of times those enemy aircraft were engaged). Measures #1, 3, and 4 were proportional indexes (similar to accuracy) in the range 0 to 1, with 1 representing
perfect performance, whereas measure #2 was a latency measure, with lower
values representing better performance.

2.2.3

Summary of main results

As detailed in [44], all analyses were submitted to a 2x3 Repeated Measures
ANOVA with factors of Task Load (low, high) and Message Quality (relevant,
noisy, and no messages). The results showed that task load and message quality
had significant main effects without significant interaction on RZP, DT, and EDP,
while only task load had a significant main effect on AE. Comparing the performance measures across the Task Load conditions, subjects achieved higher
levels of RZP, higher EDP, and lower DT under low Task Load than under high
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Figure 2.2: Scatter plots of average RZP and AE scores versus OSPAN working
memory scores.

Task Load, as expected. Interestingly, AE was higher in the high Task Load condition; however, this effect was small (difference of 0.03) and only marginally
statistically reliable, so the impact of this findings remains unclear. Comparing performance measures across the Message Quality conditions, subjects had
higher RZP when they received relevant messages instead of noisy messages,
while DT was longest for noisy messages and shortest for no messages. While
Message Quality was not found to have any significant main effect or interaction with Task Load for AE, EDP was larger in the noisy message condition
than in the no message condition. Simple regression analysis showed considerable inter-individual variability in working memory capacity, as indexed by
the OSPAN measure. In general, performance varied directly with individual
differences in OSPAN. For the 22 out of the 29 participants for whom the score
was available, OSPAN was correlated with RZP (r = 0.80), AE (r = 0.80), and DT
(r = -0.62), but did not correlate highly with EDP (r = 0.14). Fig. 2.2 shows scatter plots of RZP and AE scores (averaged over all six experimental conditions)
versus OSPAN.
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2.3

Linear Regression Modeling Results

The experimental data showed that Task Load and Message Quality had significant but varied effects on different aspects of performance. The next steps involved statistical modeling the results for making performance predictions under different operating conditions. This section describes the application of linear regression analysis, which is one of the simplest and most popular modeling
approaches and is a natural starting point for learning predictive performance
metric models from data [16], [46]. While the overall performance analyses
yielded several statistically significant effects and interactions of the independent Task Load and Message Quality variables, considerable inter-individual
variability in performance was also observed. It is shown that the inclusion of
individual OSPAN working memory scores in the modeling analyses helps account for this variability and thereby helps to improve predictive accuracy. The
six experimental conditions were consolidated into two variables so that they
could more easily be used for prediction. Specifically, Task Load and Message
Quality were respectively redefined for modeling purposes as follows:

• TL = the density of enemy targets = (number of enemy aircraft)/(total possible enemy aircraft strength (200))
• MQ = the probability of receiving a relevant message = (number of relevant messages)/(total number of messages received)

Furthermore, the OSPAN score was included through the following additional
predictor:

• WM = Participant relative working memory capacity = (OSPAN) / (Max
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OSPAN (25)).

Thus, all predictor variables ranged from 0 to 1. For example, TL = 47/200 =
0.235 in the high enemy target load condition, MQ = 0.2 in the noisy messages
condition, and WM = 0.6 for an OSPAN score of 15. The following simple linear
model was then estimated first without using working memory:
Y = a + b1 T L + b2 M Q + ,

(2.1)

where Y is a performance measure (RZP, DT, EDP, or AE), a is a constant bias
term, b1 and b2 are the regression weights, and  is the standard error of the estimate. These terms were all estimated from the experimental data via ordinary
least-squares. The variance accounted for by this simple linear model was then
calculated for each of the four performance measures; the results are shown in
Tables 1. WM was then included as an additional predictor in the following
modified ”Simple + WM” model:
Y = a + b1 T L + b2 M Q + b3 W M + ,

(2.2)

where b3 is the WM regression weight. The results for the Simple + WM model
are shown in Table 2.2. Table 2.1 shows that the simple linear model provided
significant fits to all except the Attack efficiency measure, but the variance accounted for was relatively low. In contrast, Table 2.2 shows that the Simple +
WM model had significant fits for all measures and explained a greater proportion of the variance.
These results show that the operator WM score can capture inter-individual
variability across the different performance measures and helps to account for a
majority of the variance in the EDP scores. However, even with WM included,
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Table 2.1: Results of linear modeling of DDD performance measures (Simple model)
Measure

Significance

Model

% Variance Explained

RZP

F(2,171)=7.76, p<0.01

RZP = 0.79 − 1.89T L + 0.083M Q + 0.28

8.3%

DT

F(2,171)=9.13, p<0.01

DT = 50.95 + 95.74T L + 0.693M Q + 11.86

9.6%

EDP

F(2,171)=89.19, p<0.01

EDP = −0.13 + 4.1T L + 0.018M Q + 0.16

51.0%

AE

F(2,170)=0.46, p>0.05

AE = 0.64 + 0.34T L − 0.008M Q + 0.19

5.0%

Table 2.2: Results of linear modeling of DDD performance measures including WM (Simple + WM model)
Measure

Significance

Model

% Var. Explained

RZP

F(3,128)=28.2, p<0.01

RZP = 0.58 − 2.153T L + 0.071M Q + 0.754W M + 0.19

40.0%

DT

F(3,128)=20.42, p<0.01

DT = 54.3 + 98.3T L + 1.62M Q − 16.79W M + 7.04

32.0%

EDP

F(2,171)=89.19, p<0.01

EDP = −0.16 + 4.16T L + 0.017M Q + 0.072W M + 0.13

62.0%

AE

F(3,127)=18.57, p<0.01

AE = 0.39 + 0.324T L − 0.015M Q + 0.6W M + 0.15

31.0%

a majority of the variance remains unexplained in the remaining three performance measures. This indicates possible limitations in the linear models due
to unmodeled interactions among the performance measures and the manipulated (TL, MQ) and freely-varying (WM) experimental factors. The Simple +
WM model was therefore also augmented with additional terms based on the
pair-wise products of each factor , i.e. TL*MQ, TL*WM, and MQ*WM with
respective weights b4, b5, and b6. However, this modification does not significantly increase the amount of variance explained for any of the performance
measures in Table 2.2.
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2.4

Bayesian Network and Gaussian Process Modeling Results

Complex nonlinear or nondeterministic relationships may exist among the performance measures and independent factors considered here, which may be
difficult to describe by linear regression models. Indeed, given the relatively
high variability of the RZP, AE, EDP, and DT metrics for certain fixed values
of TL, MQ, and WM, it is reasonable to assume that each performance metric
is a probabilistic random variable whose value is conditionally dependent on
the experimental factors. As such, the task of learning predictive performance
models from data becomes equivalent to that of finding suitable probability distributions to define the likelihood of each possible performance metric outcome
given values for the independent factors TL, MQ, and WM. Such distributions
could be used to make probabilistic predictions about the performance metrics,
in which the most likely metric values are assessed under different operating
conditions alongside confidence measures that indicate associated uncertainty
in their outcomes.
In particular, the linear regression analysis of the previous section can be
viewed as an attempt to fit a conditional linear Gaussian (CLG) distribution to
each performance metric, where the likelihood of a particular metric value Y
is given by a Gaussian probability distribution whose mean (and hence most
likely value) is given by the linear regression function and whose variance is
fixed at 2. While this CLG model is simple to use and learn, its predictive accuracy can be significantly constrained by the assumptions of a fixed linear mean
function and constant variance. To overcome these limitations and explore the
possibility of improving operator performance prediction from the probabilistic
viewpoint, Bayesian network and Gaussian process regression models are con-
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sidered next, as these models can capture more general nonlinear probabilistic
relationships than linear regression models for only modest increases in computational complexity.
Note that other probabilistic models based on experimental operator data
have also been proposed for predicting human-automation performance in networked UV/UAV applications. In refs. [53] and [63], for instance, human operators are modeled dynamically via probabilistic Markov models in order to capture random transitions between abstract discrete states that influence decisionmaking and task performance metrics. In [48], discrete-event task simulations
with probability distributions on operator servicing times are used to explicitly
model the performance effects of changing workload and vehicle utilization in
a multi-UAV supervisory task. These dynamic probabilistic human-operator
models can be used to generate sample-based performance prediction statistics
via repeated random simulations of closed-loop task execution, and as such can
provide potentially useful insight into specific scenarios that lead to good/bad
system performance. However, such dynamic models require a high level of
detail and much training data to explicitly account for the effects of various
task/network-related factors (e.g. number of agents, task load) and individual factors such as working memory. Furthermore, many simulations must be
run with dynamic models in order to make performance predictions for a single set of operating conditions, which can be cumbersome for exploring many
different network/task conditions. In contrast, the probabilistic models considered here enable direct function-like performance metric predictions without
requiring simulations or an explicit model of the operator’s decision-making
processes. This implies that any expected variability arising from differences in
these and other unmodeled factors related to task dynamics are described by the
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estimated confidence measures associated with each prediction. Bayesian network and Gaussian process models are particularly suitable to this end, since
they can adapt the shapes of the probability distribution for each performance
metric to changes in independent factors that relevant for accurate predictions,
while marginalizing out irrelevant factors through the notion of conditional independence.

2.4.1

Bayesian Network Models

A simple Bayesian network (BN) model was constructed of the probabilistic
dependencies of the previously defined AE, EDP, DT, and RZP metrics on the
independent TL and MQ variables and the user-dependent working memory
(WM) OSPAN measure. BNs represent the joint probability of a set of random
variables as a factored set of conditional probabilities that can be depicted by a
directed acyclic graph. The conditional independence factorizations embedded
within BNs enable computationally efficient learning from data, probabilistic
prediction, and evidential reasoning for a wide variety of multivariate probability distributions [16], [61]. Given the set of experimental data as a training
reference, a BN can be learned and subsequently used to predict the most likely
metric values from probabilities computed for given TL, MQ, and WM values.
The probability that, for instance, AE will be above a certain value c given TL=x,
MQ=y, and WM=z is denoted as p(AE > c|T L = x, M Q = y, W M = z), where
the variables following ”—” signify assumed observations. BNs have the key
property that the joint distribution of all variables can be expressed as the product of the local ”parent-child” conditional probability distributions encoded in
the directed BN graph, which encodes known a priori conditional independen-
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cies between random variables. For instance, if AE and DT are independent of
each other given TL, MQ and WM, then p(AE > c, DT > d|T L = x, M Q =
y, W M = z) = p(AE > c|T L = x, M Q = y, W M = z) · p(DT > d|T L =
x, M Q = y, W M = z) (i.e. AE has no effect on DT and vice-versa, given the
”parents” TL=x, MQ=y, and WM=z). Thus, given a directed graph structure
and a particular family of conditional distributions for each variable, parameter estimation for the overall BN joint distribution is accomplished by estimating each variable’s local distribution parameters, using maximum likelihood or
Bayesian estimation methods [61]. If the most appropriate BN graph structure
(i.e. set of independence assumptions) is unknown in advance, the joint likelihood of the observed data under different candidate BN graph structures can
be compared to find the one that best fits the data. Details of BN learning can be
found in [61]. The BN here was learned using 132 complete data points taken
from all 6 trials for the 22 subjects with available OSPAN scores (although, as
discussed in Section VII, incomplete data points can be used for BN learning as
well). To render the BN learning problem tractable, discrete conditional probability tables (CPTs) were used to model the required conditional probabilities
as multinomial probability distributions. Accordingly, the variables were discretized into the following categories (chosen to cover the expected range of the
data as uniformly as possible for unbiased learning): TL: low load (31 enemy
targets), high load (47 enemy targets)

• MQ: all relevant messages (MQ=1), noisy messages (MQ=0.2), no messages (MQ=0)
• WM: low (< 0.38), medium (between 0.38 and 0.52), and high (> 0.52)
• AE: low (< 0.65), medium (between 0.65 and 0.85), and high (> 0.85)
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• EDP: low (< 0.535), medium (between 0.535 and 0.87), and high (> 0.87)
• DT: low (< 61 sec), medium (between 61 sec and 70 sec), and high (> 70
sec)
• RZP: low (< 0.43), medium (between 0.43 and 0.68), and high (> 0.68).

To enforce causality, the candidate BN graph models considered here were restricted to only those that had TL, MQ, and WM as independent ancestors of AE,
EDP, and DT. To reduce the number of model parameters for the CPTs and improve the quality of the BN model fit with limited data, a hidden variable H was
introduced into some candidate structures to ”summarize” the combined effect
of TL, MQ, and WM on the performance metrics [61]. The candidate BN models
were all compared using the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) score, following
maximum a posteriori estimation of the CPT parameters with uniform Dirichlet priors. As discussed in [61], the BIC score is a popular metric for comparing data likelihood under different probability models that includes a penalty
on model complexity to discourage overfitting. Dirichlet priors are probability
distributions over CPT parameters that regularize the estimated CPT values in
each candidate model and hence provide additional protection against overfitting with limited data [61]. The BN model estimation procedure was carried out
with the Matlab Bayes Net Toolbox [101].
The resulting CPTs for the final learned simple BN using all 132 complete
data points are shown in Fig. 2.3, along with the BN graph structure. It was determined that setting H to a discrete variable with 2 states connected to AE, DT,
and RZP provided the best fit for the data. This structure implies that if H were
known, the probabilities for AE, DT, and RZP would be conditionally independent of WM, TL, and MQ. Indeed, the summarizing effect of H is reflected by
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Figure 2.3: Bayesian Network graph model and estimated CPTs for hidden variable H and performance variables, AE, EDP, DT, and RZP.

the strong dependence of these performance metric CPTs on H, which has the
”physical” interpretation of overall task competency into below and at/above
average levels for the H=1 and H=2 events, respectively. Since H is unobservable, the probabilities for these performance metrics become conditionally dependent on WM, TL, and MQ when H is marginalized. The CPTs for H reflect
this indirect relationship, as the probabilities for H are strongly dependent on
TL and WM and weakly dependent on MQ. It is also interesting to note that
EDP is only conditionally dependent on TL in this model (i.e. it is not conditionally dependent on H, MQ or WM). This does not necessarily disagree with
the linear modeling results obtained for EDP: the relatively large value for b1 in
the linear regression suggests that TL contributes the most to the fit, while the
increased R2 value for the simple + WM model over the simple linear model can
be explained by the fact that correlation coefficients in linear regressions almost
always increase when extra dimensions are added [46].
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2.4.2

Gaussian Process Models

While BNs are theoretically capable of modeling arbitrary probability distributions (including those with mixed discrete and continuous variables), the BN
learning problem is only tractable for random variables that are all discrete. A
consequence of discretization is that the continuous TL, WM, and MQ independent factors and the AE, DT, EDP, and RZP performance metrics can no longer
be as precisely specified or predicted as in the linear regression model. Hence,
the improved modeling flexibility provided by the BN’s coarse conditional dependence relations comes at the expense of the linear regression model’s prediction precision. This limitation motivates the use of probabilistic Gaussian
process (GP) models. GPs are a probabilistic nonparametric generalization of
classical regression models, in that GPs place a Bayesian prior over the generating functions for a given set of input-output data [16]. Compared with BNs, GP
regressions are more easily applied to continuous variables and do not require
distributions to be estimated for the independent factors TL, MQ and WM. Furthermore, whereas the probability distributions for the performance metrics can
take any shape in the BN, GPs directly model the conditional probability distribution for each performance metrics as a Gaussian whose mean and variance
are both nonparametric functions of the independent input factors.
For notational convenience, let x denote a concatenated vector of (continuous) T L, M Q, and W M values and let y be a continuous scalar value for any of
the AE, DT, EDP, or RZP performance metrics. As shown in [16], given a set
of N training data vectors with input values {x1 , x2 , ..., xN } and corresponding
scalar metric values in the concatenated vector y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yN ]T , GP regression respectively predicts the mean and variance of the scalar output y ∗ for a
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new input vector x∗ as
m(x∗ ) = kT C−1 y,

(2.3)

σ(x∗ ) = c − kT C −1 k,

(2.4)

Since a Gaussian takes its maximum at the mean, m(x∗ ) is the most likely value
for y ∗ according to the GP model. The uncertainty in this prediction is naturally
expressed by the predicted variance σ 2 (x∗ ). The N × 1 vector k describes the
”similarity” between the training points {x1 , x2 , ..., xN } and the new point x∗ ,
and the N × N symmetric covariance matrix C describes the similarity among
the training data,
kT = [k(x1 , x∗ ), , k(xN , x∗ )]T ,

(2.5)

c = k(x∗ , x∗ ) + β −1 ,

(2.6)

C( i, j) = k(xi , xj ) + β −1 δ( i, j),

(2.7)

where c is a scalar, β −1 is a constant background noise term, δij = 1 for i = j
and δij = 0 otherwise. Each element of k and C is given by a user-defined
positive-definite kernel function k(xi , xj ), which expresses correlation between
outputs yi and yj as a function of inputs xi and xj . While many choices for
the k(xi , xj ) are possible, one commonly used function (also used here) is the
squared-exponential kernel for D-dimensional inputs x,
)
( D
X 1
(xd,i − xd,j )2 ,
k(xi , xj ) = θ0 exp
2θd
d=1

(2.8)

where the parameters θ0 and θd can be estimated by maximum likelihood. As
noted in [16], this enables automatic relevancy determination (ARD) with GPs:
when d is large, the corresponding input factor d of x becomes less important
in predicting y. Hence, the optimum kernel parameters θd offer insight into the
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conditional dependencies between different independent factors in x and the
performance metric value y.
Separate GP regression models were learned for each performance metric
output (i.e. y = AE, EDP, DT, or RZP) as a function of 3 independent input factors (i.e. x = [T L, M Q, W M ]T ), using the GPML toolbox for Matlab [112]. In
each case, the squared-exponential kernel was used with maximum likelihood
learning on the same 132 data points used for BN model learning. To accommodate the bounded nature of the variables considered here for the GP models
(which assume infinite output range), simple ”warping” transformations were
first applied to each input and output variable to produce real numbered values
[128]: DT values (strictly positive) were transformed by taking the natural logarithm, while all other input/output variables (bounded between 0 and 1) were
transformed via the logit function, logit(z) = log(z) - log(1-z). Fixed linear mean
functions in the warped spaces (obtained by ordinary least squares) were also
used to provide non-zero means for the GP models. Mean and variance predictions in the warped output spaces were then converted back into the original
output spaces via the appropriate inverse functions (i.e. exp(z) or logistic(z)).
Interestingly, while TL, MQ, and WM were all retained as relevant inputs in
the learned GP models for AE, DT, and RZP according to θd values, only TL was
found to be relevant for the EDP GP model, which agrees with the BN modeling
results.
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2.5

Model Cross-validation On Operator
Performance Predictions

Ten-fold cross-validation trials were used to compare various prediction qualities for the several operator performance metrics using the Simple + WM linear,
BN, and GP models described above. In this scheme, all available data were
randomly divided a priori into 10 equally sized folds (i.e. 12-14 data points per
group) such that 9 folds were solely used for training each model and the remaining fold solely used for testing predictions. This procedure was repeated
10 times such that each fold was used once for testing the learned model on new
inputs. The prediction quality metrics (described below) for each test fold were
then averaged for each model to assess general prediction quality. Two types of
prediction comparisons were considered here: (i) ”continuous input/output”
predictions using only the linear and GP regression models with fully continuous inputs (TL, MQ, WM) and outputs (AE, EDP, DT, RZP), and (ii) ”discrete
output” predictions using all 3 models, where all continuous performance metric predictions are quantized to the same discrete categories (”low”, ”medium”,
”high”) used to define the BN model.

2.5.1

Continuous Input/Output Performance Predictions

Continuous metric predictions made by the Simple + WM linear and GP regression models were compared according to: (i) output accuracy via root mean
squared error (RMSE) values and (ii) prediction consistency via the estimated
output standard deviations (i.e. the standard error for linear regression and (x∗ )
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Table 2.3: Mean prediction RMSE values (with standard deviations) for
Simple + WM linear and GP models. Note that DT is measured in secs; all other metrics are dimensionless and bounded
between 0 and 1.
Measure

Simple + WM Linear RMSE (std)

GP RMSE (std)

RZP

0.1471 (0.0245)

0.1375 (0.0221)

DT (secs)

0.1003 (0.0976)

0.1066 (0.0926)

EDP

6.8697 (1.8775)

5.6562 (2.3678)

AE

0.1837 (0.0290)

0.1913 (0.0302)

for GP regression). Consistency is defined here as having the appropriate degree of prediction uncertainty, i.e. a consistent model produces accurate error
bounds for any output prediction. Since GPs naturally define Gaussian predictive distributions and the linear regressions can be assumed to have Gaussian
prediction errors (with standard deviation given by the standard error), consistency was evaluated by counting the number of times that the true output value
for a test point fell outside the corresponding 1-sigma and 2-sigma prediction
bounds for each model (i.e. the 68% and 95% confidence regions for prediction).
Table 3 shows the average RMSE values for each model and Table 2.4 shows
the average number of inconsistent predictions made by each model under the
two different uncertainty bounds. The RMSE results show that the linear models’ output predictions are not significantly improved upon by the GP models, which are capable of capturing highly nonlinear functional behaviors. This
suggests that the unexplained variances from the linear regression models are
caused by factors such as outliers in the data, rather than the limited complexity of the linear functional form itself. As Table 2.4 shows, both the linear
and GP models are generally able to capture this uncertainty in their predic-
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Table 2.4: Mean number (and standard deviation) of validation test points
outside predicted 1-sigma and 2-sigma confidence bounds for
linear and GP regression models across all four performance
metrics.
Metric

Linear 1-sigma

Linear 2-sigma

GP 1-sigma

GP 2-sigma

AE

5.1 (2.1)

0.1 (0.3)

1.8 (1.5)

1.1 (1.5)

EDP

0.6 (0.8)

0.5 (0.7)

0.2 (0.4)

0.2 (0.4)

DT

2.6 (1.3)

0.4 (0.5)

1.4 (1.7)

0.3 (0.5)

RZP

3.9 (1.1)

1.1 (1.0)

1.7 (1.3)

0.6 (0.8)

tions, as most of the true test values fall inside the predicted 2-sigma bounds.
Since the GP models’ 1-sigma bounds are generally looser than those of their
linear regression counterparts, these results indicate that the GP models provide more conservative uncertainty estimates for performance predictions when
given novel TL, MQ, and WM input values.

2.5.2

Discrete Output Performance Predictions

Discrete classification error rates for each performance metric were compared
across all models. Given values for inputs TL, MQ, and WM, output metrics
were predicted via the BN by first choosing the most likely value for H based
on the quantized inputs and then choosing the most probable (i.e. maximum
a posteriori or MAP) values for AE, EDP, DT, and RZP based on the product
of the relevant conditional probabilities. The continuous predicted metric values in the linear and GP regression models were probabilistically quantized
into the categories used for BN learning in a post-hoc fashion, whereby the
probability of each output category was computed as the probability mass in-
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side its fixed quantization bounds under a Gaussian distribution (defined by
each regression model’s predicted mean and standard deviation as a function
of the inputs). The MAP category for each metric was then selected as the
predicted class. The output probabilities in each model were also used to perform confidence-thresholded classification, in which predictions are only made
when the MAP conditional probabilities for the discretized metrics exceed a
user-defined threshold (no predictions are made otherwise). This thresholding is useful for filtering out ambiguous cases that appear to be ”too close to
call”. Classification error rates in each test fold were thus assessed for various
confidence-thresholded predictions, where the thresholds were varied from 0%
(unfiltered predictions) to 70% (fairly confident predictions).
Figure 6 shows the classification results for the BN, quantized linear regression and quantized GP regression models, respectively. The top plots show the
average prediction error rates for each of the output metrics as a function of
the confidence-threshold; the bottom plots show the number of classifiable test
data with prediction probabilities at least as large as the confidence-threshold.
Since higher thresholds tend to reject more data points for classification, there
is a tradeoff between requiring high classification confidence and the ability to
classify as many test inputs as possible. Note that randomly guessing the quantized outputs for AE, EDP, DT and RZP (i.e. with uniform probability of 1/3)
leads to a prediction error rate of 66.67%, which can be taken as a low baseline
for classification performance.
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Table 2.5: Estimated discrete prediction errors with no confidence thresholding (all inputs classifiable).
Model

AE % error

EDP % error

DT % error

RZP % error

BN

66.36

3.63

41.72

47.12

Quantized Linear

55.89

3.63

42.77

48.01

Quantized GP

46.45

3.63

35.65

38.97

Results without confidence thresholding:

The mean error rate results in Table 2.5 show that, without confidence thresholding, the simple BN model is no better on average than random guessing for
AE. The quantized linear regression and GP models show much better results
for AE, although the GP model obtains a more substantial improvement. The error rates for DT and RZP are comparable between the BN and quantized linear
regression model. Interestingly, all models obtain the same good performance
on EDP predictions. This is a result of the fact that all models can correctly exploit the fact that the EDP data are tightly grouped along the TL axis and are
thus quite easy to separate (with the exception of a few outliers). For the remaining analysis below, EDP error rates are ignored since they do not change
significantly from the un-thresholded case.

Results with common acceptance rate (tuned thresholds):

Table 2.6 shows the mean error rates for each model using separate thresholds
on each metric to allow 66.67% of the input data (8-9 points) to be classified on
average. The prediction rates for all models improve quite substantially across
all metrics; in particular, the quantized GP model shows the best performance
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Figure 2.4: Cross-validation results for simple BN, quantized linear, and quantized GP models: mean classification error rates vs. confidencethreshold (top), mean number of classifiable points vs. confidencethreshold (bottom).

across all metrics, followed by the quantized linear and BN models. The improved performance of the quantized linear and GP models over the BN model
is due to the fact that the former models do not quantize the input space, so
that they are able to make predictions with additional input information at the
expense of increased computational complexity. It is also interesting to note
that while Tables 2.5 and 2.6 show generally good agreement between the linear
and GP regression models for continuous predictions, the quantized GP classification error rates are consistently about 6-9% smaller than the corresponding linear error rates, indicating that the adaptive predictive variance of the GP
model allows it to better capture the non-stationary statistical characteristics of
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Table 2.6: Estimated discrete prediction errors (with confidence threshold
%) for confidence-thresholded predictions for 33% input rejection level ( 4 unclassified test points out of 13 on average). Note
that EDP results are same as in Table 2.5.
Model

AE % error

DT % error

RZP % error

BN

41.82 (38.20)

26.87 (50.91)

25.19 (44.55)

Quantized Linear

33.78 (48.79)

26.22 (46.67)

26.68 (48.79)

Quantized GP

27.45 (41.72)

19.62 (50.20)

20.92 (43.84)

the performance data.

2.6

Discussion

As human-machine networks increase in size, there is a critical need to better understand how complex behavior arises from the interactions of the individual nodes of such networks. UAV systems are a relevant example as their
numbers are likely to grow in the near future. Increasing the number of UAVs
that a single human operator has to supervise will increase cognitive load, although not necessarily in all cases [90]. At the same time, the move towards
network-centric operations in many environments will increase the number and
complexity of network message traffic to individual human operators. Working
memory capacity is an important limiting factor determining how well people
will be able to cope with increased load in large networked situations [50], [106].
Therefore, as more UAVs have to be supervised and more messages monitored,
the operator’s handling capacity will be exceeded at some point that is dependent on that individual’s working memory capacity. This paper studied human
performance under varying conditions of task load and message quality for a
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multi-UAV supervision task. As discussed in [44], several human-automation
task performance metrics degraded as task load increased, as expected. Also,
message quality had predicted effects on performance, with relevant messages
generally improving and noisy messages degrading performance. No significant interactions between task load and message quality were found for the individual performance metrics. The linear regression modeling results showed
that a Simple + WM linear model accounted for more significant proportions
of variance for all four performance measures than a simple linear model without WM. In every case, including the OSPAN working memory capacity measure improved the amount of performance variance that could be accounted for
by the linear regression models. Overall, the results show that a simple linear
equation does not provide for very accurate deterministic modeling of different
aspects of decision-making performance on the DDD air defense simulation.
However, inclusion of an individual working memory capacity improves overall probabilistic prediction capability, except for the EDP performance metric.
To examine possible nonlinear and probabilistic dependencies that could account for the additional variability unaccounted for by the Simple + WM linear
model, continuous and discrete performance predictions made by probabilistic BN and GP regression models were also analyzed. The cross-validation results for continuous predictions showed that the Simple + WM linear regression
models were almost as accurate as the more sophisticated GP models in terms of
continuous prediction error (RMSE) and consistency on a given set of training
data. This similarity indicates that the Simple + WM linear models can capture
most of the relevant aspects of operator performance as a function of task load,
message quality, and working memory, while also providing useful uncertainty
bounds in the region of observed data (the behavior away from this region is
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considered below). The BN and GP models provide useful insight into the conditional dependencies/relevancies between the variables considered here, and
can even help detect those independent factors which are irrelevant to making certain predictions but are otherwise retained by linear regression. However, the discrete predictions made by the BN without confidence thresholding
were generally inferior to the predictions of the quantized linear/GP regression models. The error rates for all models improved significantly when confidence thresholds were used to allow a majority of the test points to be classified
for each metric. The confidence-threshold-adjusted error rates for the BN were
found to be similar to those of the quantized linear/GP models in each case,
indicating a good degree of probabilistic consistency between the models under
different pre/post-hoc quantization schemes.

2.6.1

Which Model is ”the Best”?

The prediction results here for linear regression, BN, and GP models support
the notion that working memory is valuable in predicting human-automation
system performance for a single operator in the DDD air defense simulation under different tasking conditions. Given the high variance present in the performance data, the probabilities offered by these different models are useful filters
for highly ambiguous test cases. These probabilities are also useful for making ”soft predictions”, i.e. in highly ambiguous discrete prediction cases, the
models can be used to eliminate the least likely performance categories, rather
than only choosing the most likely ones. Based on the performance prediction
results alone, the Simple + WM linear and GP regression models appear to be
the ”best” overall models for prediction of operator performance. However,
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it is important to consider the relative advantages and limitations of the proposed models in the context of making scalable performance predictions for
networked human-automaton teams, since the full space of task characteristics
(e.g. task load, communication structure, agent capabilities, team size, etc.) can
often only be partially explored during experimental data collection for model
learning.
For instance, consider another set of possible DDD air defense scenarios
where the task load can now take on a wider range of values, TL = 0.05, 0.4, 0.9
(corresponding to 10, 80, and 180 enemy aircraft, respectively), message quality is fixed at MQ=0.05, and working memory ranges from WM=0 to WM = 1
(covering the full range of possible OSPAN scores for human operators). Figure
2.5 shows the continuous prediction results for Red Zone Performance (RZP)
on these new scenarios using the Simple + WM and GP models obtained from
the previously presented recorded experimental data, for which TL=0.155, 0.235
and MQ = 0, 0.2, 1 with WM in the range [0.1,0.8]. As expected from the preceding analysis, both models predict downward shifts in performance as TL
increases and upward shifts in performance as WM increases. However, both
models show noticeable differences in predicted output standard deviation: the
GP model exhibits greater variability in predicted standard deviation with respect to TL and WM than the linear regression model, which predicts the same
fixed standard deviation for all cases. Moreover, both models disagree considerably in the predicted RZP mean: the GP prediction always stays bounded in
the [0,1] range for RZP, while the linear regression prediction leaves this range
for many of the new TL and WM values.
This example shows that, while the linear regression model is generally
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Figure 2.5: Predicted RZP mean and standard deviations for GP and linear regression (LR) models using novel input values for TL, MQ, and WM
values not observed in training data. Note that LR results are completely negative in the last plot.

straightforward to learn (e.g. using ordinary least squares at O(D3 ) computational cost, where D is the number of independent factors) and useful for making predictions (at O(D2 ) cost), special precautions must also be used to avoid
inconsistent predictions when the inputs are far from the observed training set.
Although simple pre/post-processing steps (e.g. output transformations such
as those used by the GP models, or post-hoc output saturation) can be applied
to the linear regression models to properly bound prediction values, there is no
mechanism in linear regression for adjusting confidence in the output metric
predictions as a function of the ”familiarity” of the input space, as in GP models. This natural feature of GPs promotes conservative (and therefore consistent)
performance predictions with previously unseen inputs. However, this feature
comes at the expense of added computational complexity: since GPs are nonparametric models, all N data from the learning phase must be retained to make
predictions at O(N 2 ) cost, while model learning requires nonlinear optimization
routines at O(N 3 ) cost.
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System designers and others could use different versions of the model predictions illustrated in Figure 2.5 to specify requirements for networked humanmachine systems without having to first run costly dynamic simulations or derive detailed models for human operators. For example, if a high task load
work environment is anticipated, then the minimum message quality or the
minimum operator working memory needed to achieve a given level of performance could be specified. Alternatively, the system could be ”stressed” to determine at what level of task or noisy message load single-operator performance is
likely to break down. Extension of this approach to multi-operator-UAV teams
could then be used to identify manpower needs under different environmental
and operator capability scenarios and for the O(n) and O(>n) cases described
by Lewis et al. [90].
Finally, although less precise than the continuous predictions made by either the linear regression or GP models, discrete performance predictions made
by the simple BN model are computationally even simpler than those of the
linear regression model, since table lookups are only required. Furthermore,
for only a modest increase in computational cost, the BN model is useful for
more difficult inference tasks, such as making predictions with missing input
variables and inferring the state of input variables given observations of the
performance metrics. Although examples of such inferences are not provided
here due to limited space, these capabilities can quite be useful for adaptive automation aids [107] that must infer the task load, message quality or operator
characteristics (such as working memory) given only some metrics of operator
performance up to some time. All such inference operations can be performed
through a single BN model, thus avoiding the need to learn a separate regression model for each new query of interest. This also has the advantage of ex-
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ploiting dependencies between performance metrics when making predictions,
which is not possible in the linear and GP regression models. However, the
discrete nature of the BN model used here greatly limits precision when making forward performance predictions. Furthermore, while the CPTs used in the
BN can capture and elucidate arbitrary probabilistic/nonlinear functional relationships between input and the performance metric variables, sufficiently large
sample sizes are required to obtain reliable CPT estimates.

2.6.2

Possible Model Extensions and Application To Other Domains

The results here suggest that more sophisticated probabilistic models that incorporate individual working memory measures could lead to improved operator performance predictions. One direction that deserves particular attention
is the incorporation of temporal information in probabilistic manner, as in refs.
[25], [53], [63], [48]. Rather than predicting user performance in a completely
offline fashion, models of ”online” user performance can also be constructed
using hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [25],[53],[63] or more general dynamic
Bayesian networks (DBNs) [87] that tie working memory and other inputs to
time-varying variables such as operator intentions, actions, and friendly/enemy
agent states. To predict end-of-game performance, observables such as average
firing distance and average asset displacement from red zone could be used
to infer player quality. This would likely require separate dynamic models for
”below average” and ”above average” users (e.g. H=1 and H=2 populations
in the BN model), so that temporal sequences of observations can be classified
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by comparing their likelihoods under each of these models. As such, the models presented in this paper can complement such dynamic modeling efforts by
helping to focus on the development of multiple dynamic models that each explain a particular group of operators and are thus possibly smaller and easier to
learn (e.g. as opposed to a single large general dynamic model that accounts for
all possible operators, which is likely to be more complex and harder to learn).
Finally, it is worth noting that the modeling approaches presented here can
be extended to predicting human-automation performance in applications other
than the DDD multi-UAV supervision task considered here. For example, consider the multi-robot/multi-human urban search and rescue scenarios studied
by Lewis, et al. in [89], wherein a group of human operators must supervise a
team of mobile ground robots to locate and identify lost victims in a cluttered
environment as quickly as possible. Given experimental data under different
operating conditions from multiple users, the methods presented here could be
used to probabilistically model and predict various search performance metrics
(e.g. proportion of victims found, time to find all victims, pause times, search
area covered) as functions of individual operator working memory measures
and network/task-specific variables (e.g. number of human operators, proportions of different unmanned vehicle types, expected false alarm density, average
communication drop-out rate).

2.6.3

Conclusions

The results of this study show that task load and message quality have predictable effects on human-automation performance in a networked environ-
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ment. Operator performance was generally degraded as task load was increased and message quality decreased. These effects are likely to be greater
in complex networked systems in which human operators have to supervise
large numbers of vehicles or other assets. The number of vehicles that can be
supervised simultaneously may be increased by providing relevant messages as
a decision aid [39], but noisy messages can impair performance. Modeling such
effects must take individual working memory into account, given high interindividual variability in performance. Working memory capacity was found
to be an important factor for predicting performance, suggesting that assessing this aspect of operator capability may be a way to select operators for these
systems.
Validated models of multiple human-agent interactions are needed to predict how system performance is likely to be affected as the numbers of humans
and agents in large networks increase and as network properties change. The
present study provides measures and data that can be used successfully to probabilistically model expected human-automation performance in a complex environment via linear regression, Bayesian Network, and Gaussian Process models. Each of these models has pros and cons, so that selection of a particular
model depends on criteria such as performance requirements, data availability, computational cost, etc. Predicting performance and cognitive limitations
in a networked environment using the models described in this article can help
designers make adjustments to accommodate future users of such systems.
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CHAPTER 3
VARIATIONAL BAYESIAN LEARNING OF PROBABILISTIC
DISCRIMINATIVE MODELS WITH LATENT SOFTMAX VARIABLES

3.1

Introduction

A probabilistic discriminative model (PDM) is a direct estimate of the conditional probability distribution P (D|X) for a K-valued random variable D that
depends on a continuous vector X ∈ RM +1 . PDMs find wide use in complex
stochastic hybrid system models [100, 82, 99, 88] and related applications such
as statistical pattern classification [15, 16] and signal detection [111]. Multiclass
PDMs (i.e. K ≥ 2) are often based on the softmax model (also known as the
multinomial logistic function), which produces linear class boundaries with respect to X in its most basic form. To approximate more complex distributions
with nonlinear class boundaries, the softmax model can be enhanced either via
nonlinear basis transformations or by introducing latent switching variables.
The former approach yields nonlinear softmax PDMs in which class boundaries
are implicitly defined in X (e.g. [85, 132]). The latter approach yields latent
softmax variable PDMs, in which boundaries can be explicitly defined in X via
mixtures of basic softmax distributions. Examples of this latter model class include the well-known mixture of experts (ME) model [70] and the multimodal
softmax (MMS) model [3], which probabilistically generalizes determinstic ‘subclass’ classifiers (e.g. [52, 141]).
In addition to being useful classifiers, latent softmax variable PDMs are particularly useful in hybrid Bayesian networks, which can model mixed continuous and discrete probabilistic relationships for a wide variety of applications
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[86, 88]. Hybrid Bayesian nets generally feature unobserved random variables
in the parent vector X that must be estimated or marginalized out via Bayesian
inference at run time. As discussed in [1] and [100], PDMs defined via basic
softmax models advantageously permit closed-form variational Bayesian inference approximations, which can be much more efficient than either the Monte
Carlo or discretization approximations required with nonlinear softmax models. Hence, there is ample motivation to develop reliable and efficient learning
methods for latent softmax variable PDMs.
This paper addresses the related challenges of parameter estimation and
structure estimation for ME and MMS discriminative models. Although previous work examined these issues for ME models via fully Bayesian learning
approximations, the methods studied thus far are either: (i) slow and inefficient
due to the use of sequential Monte Carlo methods [110], or (ii) limited to only
learning ME models that do not use the softmax function, which is analytically
nonintegrable [137, 135, 17]. Compared with softmax-based models, softmaxfree ME models are often far more structurally complex due to their limited gating/output abilities, which makes them more expensive and difficult to learn
as a result. In contrast, Bayesian methods have not yet been applied to subclass
models such as MMS, due to their recent development.
This paper derives new variational Bayesian (VB) learning approximations
for both MMS and ME models which (unlike previously proposed Bayesian
learning methods) cope analytically with softmax functions and thus do not
require any restrictive structural/parametric constraints or sampling approximations. The proposed variational Bayes methods yield computationally efficient closed-form approximate posteriors for Bayesian parameter estimation
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and suitable metrics for Bayesian model selection, which are evaluated here experimentally on benchmark and application data. In addition, the proposed VB
methods can be easily generalized to more complex hierarchical ME discriminative and regression models.
Section 2 provides background on Bayesian MMS and ME model learning
and variational Bayes methods. Section 3 derives VB learning for MMS and
describes a compressive search procedure for tackling the difficult problem of
MMS model selection. Section 4 derives VB learning for ME discriminative
models. In Section 5, the proposed VB approximations are evaluated on benchmark classification data and decision data from a human-robot interaction application.

3.2

3.2.1

Preliminaries

Model Definitions

Let D take class label realizations d ∈ {1, ..., K} and let X ∈ RM +1 . The conditional probability of D = d given X = x under the ‘basic’ softmax (i.e. multinomial logistic) model is
T

ewd x

P (D = d|X = x; W ) = PK

h=1

T

ewh x

≡ f (d; x, W ),

(3.1)

where x = [x1 , ..., xM , 1]T , wd is an (M +1)-dimensional weight parameter for the
dth discrete class, and W = {w1 , ..., wK } is the set of all class weights 1 . The logodds ratio between any two classes is easily shown to be an (M −1)-dimensional
1

the last element of x is defined as 1 to introduce a bias term via wd ’s last element, although
the notation ‘X = x’ is retained for convenience
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hyperplane in X, so the ‘probabilistic boundaries’ between classes are linear for
(3.1). Figure 3.1 (a) shows the probabilistic graphical model for (3.1), for which
two latent variables generalizations are considered.

MMS model

The multimodal softmax (MMS) model assumes each class d has sd mutually
P
exclusive and exhaustive subclasses, where sd ∈ N+ and K
d=1 sd = S for S ≥
K. Let latent variable Z take values in Ψ = {1, ..., S} given X, with P (Z|X)
given by (3.1), and let σ(d) ⊂ Ψ be the set of sd subclasses for d. Furthermore,
define P (D = d|Z = i) = I(i ∈ σ(d)) as the indicator function, which is 1 if
i ∈ σ(d) and 0 otherwise. Assuming P (D, Z|X, WS ) = P (D|Z)P (Z|X, WS ), the
total probability theorem then gives the MMS class probability as the sum over
subclass probabilities,
P (D = d|x; WS ) =
=

S
X
i=1
S
X

P (D = d|Z = i) · P (Z = i|x, WS )
I(s ∈ σ(d)) · f (i; x, WS )

(3.2)

i=1

where WS is the set of S softmax weights for P (Z|X, WS ). The MMS graph
model is shown in Figure 3.1 (b). Eq. (3.2) produces piecewise linear log-odds
boundaries for the original K classes with respect to X. This also yields probabilistic ‘soft subclass’ labels for known class data; from Bayes’ rule, the posterior
MMS subclass responsibility for the point yn = (D = dn , X = xn ) is
T

P (Z = i|yn ; Ws ) =

Tin ewi xn
≡ g(i; xn , WS ),
S
X
T
Tjn ewj xn

(3.3)

j=1

where Tin ≡ I(i ∈ σ(dn )). The MMS model structure is given by the subclass
configuration [s1 , ..., sK ] (the number of subclasses per class label). See [3] for
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further details on MMS.

ME/HME Models

In the mixture of experts (ME) model, the outputs of G softmax ‘expert’ models over the K classes are mixed together by a latent gating variable E, where
P (E|X) also follows (3.1). For the ME graph model shown in Figure 3.1 (c), the
class probability is
P (D = d|X; Ue , Wc ) =
=

G
X
e=1
G
X

P (E = e|x) · P (D = d|E = e, x)
f (e; x, Ue ) · f (d; x, Wc ),

(3.4)

e=1

where Ue = {u1 , ..., uG } are the G gating weights and Wc = {w11 , ..., wGK } are
the GK expert weights over all K classes. Eq. (3.4) yields ‘soft piecewise linear’ class boundaries in X, as a result of the blended expert model outputs.
More complex hierarchical mixture of experts (HME) models [70] are obtained
by connecting additional hidden gating nodes (dependent on X) to lower level
gating and expert nodes, as Figure 3.1 (d) shows. Clearly, HME models can have
many possible structures for enhancing the nonlinear boundary approximation
abilities of (3.4) [138]. See [70] for further details on ME and HME models; for
ease of explanation, this paper refers primarily to ME models, without loss of
generality.

3.2.2

ML/MAP Learning

The MMS learning problem is to estimate the subclass configuration [s1 , ..., sK ]
and weights WS in (3.2) from a given set of labeled training data. Similarly, the
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ME learning problem is to estimate the number of experts G and weights Ue
and Wc in (3.4). Note that unique maximum likelihood (ML) or MAP estimates
for W in (3.1) can be found efficiently from training data using Newton-type
optimization, since the softmax likelihood function is concave [102, 16]. This
does not depend on p(X), which can be any pdf.
While this latter property also holds for MMS and ME, the likelihood functions for fixed [s1 , ..., sK ] or G are unfortunately non-concave due to the presence of hidden variables, so that weight estimates will always convege to saddle points or local maxima. The MMS log-likelihood Hessian can be tractably
computed for efficient direct optimization with fixed [s1 , ..., sK ] [3]. Direct optimization can also be applied to ME for fixed G [70], although the Hessian is
typically quite expensive to compute. Parameters can also be obtained for both
models via expectation maximization (EM) [70, 33, 3], which is useful for large
parameter spaces. Structural estimation of [s1 , ..., sK ] or G can be performed via
asymptotic ML/MAP-based model selection metrics such as the Aikake Information Criterion or the Bayes Information Criteron [16, 34]. However, these
metrics can be unreliable with insufficiently large data sets since they tend to
over/underpenalize parametric complexity [14].

3.2.3

Bayesian Model Learning

Selection of an appropriate [s1 , ..., sK ] for MMS or G for ME is quite important,
as there is a danger of overfitting (underfitting) if too complex (too simple) a
model is used. It is also important to consider that ML/MAP parameter estimates are often inappropriate for small training sets, as overfitting can still oc-
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Figure 3.1: Probabilistic graph structures for softmax-based models (square
nodes are discrete, round nodes are continuous, shaded nodes are
hidden, point nodes are deterministic): (a) Basic softmax, (b) MMS,
(c) ME, (d) 2-level HME with 2 hidden gating nodes. The model
weights shown here as deterministic for ease of illustration.

cur even when the best structures are known. In such cases, it is often desirable
to account for parameter uncertainty in these models to do fully probabilistic inference, e.g. for making predictions/forecasts with new data [16] or for learning
within larger models such as Bayesian networks [14].
These issues can be addressed by fully Bayesian methods, in which both
the discrete model structures and associated model parameters are treated as
unknown random variables with prior pdfs in the presence of training data Y =
{y1 , ..., yN } = {(x1 , d1 ), ..., (xN , dN )}. If Ω is the model structure and Θ is the set
of unknown model parameters (and prior hyperparameters) under Ω, Bayes’
rule gives the posterior distribution
p(Θ|Ω, Y) = R

p(Y, Θ|Ω)
p(Y|Ω, Θ)p(Θ|Ω)
=
,
p(Y|Ω)
p(Y, Θ|Ω)dΘ

(3.5)

where p(Θ|Ω) is the prior over Θ, p(Y|Ω, Θ) is the data likelihood and p(Y|Ω) is
the model likelihood. For fixed Ω, (3.5) can be used to compute a Bayesian point
estimate of Θ (e.g. MMSE or MAP) or form a fully Bayesian predictive output density for new inputs. To select Ω from a set of candidate models M, the
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Bayesian posterior for Ω is considered,
p(Y|Ω)p(Ω)
p(Y|Ω)p(Ω)
,
=
p(Ω|Y) = X
p(Y)
p(Y|Ω)p(Ω)

(3.6)

Ω∈M

where p(Y) is a constant independent of Ω. In practice, it is common for M to
be finite (e.g. by restricting model complexity to some upper bound) and for
p(Ω) to be uniform over M (i.e. to assume all Ω ∈ M are equally likely). As
such, p(Ω|Y) ∝ p(Y|Ω) is the consistent inference for Bayesian model comparison, and thus Bayesian model selection can be performed by choosing the most
probable Ω according to p(Y|Ω) alone [14, 16, 17, 31, 116, 135].
As in many Bayesian learning problems, the main challenge here is
marginalization over Θ in p(Y, Θ|Ω) to find p(Y|Ω) in (3.5) and (3.6): since Y induces complex depedencies in Θ, the required integrals/sums are intractable to
compute exactly for even modest N . Furthermore, softmax terms in p(Y|Θ, Ω)
cannot be integrated in closed form with respect to p(Θ|Ω) for MMS or ME models. Therefore, approximations to (3.5) and p(Y|Ω) are needed, e.g. via Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling or the Laplace approximation, which
have both been applied to ME in [110] and [137], respectively. While MCMC
methods are quite flexible and highly accurate with large sample sizes, they can
be computationally inefficient and thus very slow to converge to reliable estimates. The Laplace method gives much faster posterior approximations. However, due to its crude nature, it cannot handle certain types of hyperparameters
(e.g. strictly positive scale parameters) and is quite inaccurate with asymmetric
posteriors.
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3.2.4

Variational Bayes Approximations

Alternatively, variational Bayes (VB) approximations can be used. In the present
context, VB seeks to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) functional


Z
KL(q||p) = −

q(Θ|Y, Ω) log

p(Θ|Y, Ω)
q(Θ|Y, Ω)


dΘ

(3.7)

between an integrable and closed-form variational posterior parameter distribution q(Θ|Y, Ω) and the true posterior parameter distribution p(Θ|Y, Ω), for
Ω ∈ M. Since (4.54) can be viewed as a ‘distance measure’ between two distributions, VB seeks a principled probabilistic approximation q to the true intractable posterior p, where the conditional independence properties of q are
chosen a priori to ensure tractability. Eq. (4.54) is minimized in practice by maximizing a lower bound L to log p(Y|Ω), where it can be shown via Jensen’s inequality that [16]
log p(Y|Ω) = L + KL(q||p),


Z
p(Θ, Y|Ω)
dΘ
where L = q(Θ|Y, Ω) log
q(Θ|Y, Ω)

(3.8)
(3.9)

The property L ≤ log p(Y|Ω) follows from the fact that KL(q||p) ≥ 0 for any
q and p. The VB posterior approximation q can be determined iteratively with
monotonically increasing L, such that q is guaranteed to converge on a local
minimizer of KL(q||p) [16]. Furthermore, since the maximizer of p(Y|Ω) also
maximizes log p(Y|Ω) and neither term is available in practice, L can be used to
approximate log p(Y|Ω) and thus serve as the metric to maximize for Bayesian
model selection [14, 16, 31, 57, 116]. Note that p can be multimodal due to complex probabilistic dependencies between variables or non-identifiability issues,
so that q (which is often unimodal) can converge towards any one of p’s true
modes to (locally) minimize the KLD. Therefore, a common strategy to find62

ing the best KLD minimizer (also used in this work) is to apply multiple initial
guesses for q, e.g. using ML/MAP solutions.
Refs. [135] and [17] proposed VB approximations for ME regression models
(i.e. with continuous expert outputs in (3.4) instead of discrete ones), although
their methods have important drawbacks that severely limit their applicability to ME and MMS discriminative models. In particular, the method of [135]:
(1) cannot use the softmax model, (2) cannot estimate expert model parameters
from data, and (3) requires density estimation of the joint input-output distribution p(X, D), which is generally challenging and computationally expensive.
The method of [17] overcomes only the last two drawbacks, since it can only
be applied to ME models specified via trees of binary logistic gating and expert
functions. This requires M to contain all possible binary trees for fixed G, which
raises the overall cost of learning (especially if K > 2, since each expert must
also be expressed as a ‘one-vs-all’ binary classification tree). The limitations of
both these VB methods stem directly from analytical difficulties in handling the
softmax function. As such, they are ill-suited for learning general models with
latent softmax terms and are particularly unusable for learning MMS, which is
intrinsically defined by the softmax model.
To overcome these limitations, new VB approximations are proposed here
to handle softmax functions analytically using a bound proved in [20]. These
approximations place no restrictions on learning with latent softmax variables,
and are therefore easier to use and more broadly applicable than either of
the aforementioned VB methods for restricted ME models. In particular, it is
straightforward to extend the proposed VB approximations to hierarchical mixture of expert discriminative and regression models, although the exact formu-
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Figure 3.2: Graphical plate models for Bayesian learning: (a) MMS, (b) ME.
las for these extensions are not given here due to limited space.

3.3

Variational Bayes Learning for MMS Models

The graphical model for Bayesian MMS learning is shown in Figure 3.2 (a),
for fixed Ω = [s1 , ..., sK ] with labeled observations Y = {y1 , ..., yN } =
{(x1 , d1 ), ..., (xN , dN )} and hidden variables Θ = {Z1:N , w1:S , α1:S } = {Z, w, α}.
Defining D = {d1 , ..., dN } and X = {x1 , ..., xN }, it follows from Figure 3.2 (a)
that
p(w, α, Z, D|X) = p(α)p(w|α)

N
Y

p(Zn |Xn , w)p(Dn |Zn )

(3.10)

n=1

For i ∈ {1, ..., S}, n ∈ {1, ..., N }, and dn ∈ {1, ..., K}, the conditional distributions are assumed to be
p(αi ; a0 , b0 ) = Gαi (a0 , b0 ),
p(wi |αi ) = Nwi (0, αi−1 · I),
p(Dn = dn |Zn = i) = Tin ,
p(Zn = i|Xn = xn , w) = f (i; x, w),
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(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)

where G is the Gamma distribution with fixed shape and scale parameters a0
and b0 . Note that each subclass weight wi has a spherical zero-mean Gaussian
prior with a Gamma-distributed precision hyperparameter αi ; these conjugate
priors effectively enable regularization with an unknown penalty parameter
and are commonly used in Bayesian learning (e.g. see [16, 17, 116, 135]). Also
note that αi need not be identical for all wi , although this is assumed here for
simplicity.
From (3.5), the posterior over Θ is (dropping Ω for simplicity)
p(Θ|D, X) =

p(Θ, D|X)
p(Z, w, α, D|X)
RR
=P
.
p(D|X)
p(Z, w, α, D|X)dwdα
z1:N

(3.15)

Upon substitution of (3.10) - (3.14) into (3.15), it is clear that (3.15) is intractable
since p(D|X) requires an exponentially large sum over integrals that have no
closed form. To obtain a tractable approximate posterior q(Θ|Y, Ω) ≡ q(Θ) =
q(Z, w, α) using VB, q is first specified via an assumed conditional independence factorization. The typical ‘mean-field’ approximation (e.g. [14, 17, 31,
116]) is used here, where
q(Θ) =

N
Y
n=1

q(Zn )

S
Y

q(wi )q(αi ) =

i=1

NY
+2S

q(θk ).

(3.16)

k=1

This factorization is convenient since it can be shown through a standard proof
(e.g. Chapter 10 of [16]) that subsequent minimization of (4.54) leads to the
following canonical ‘free-form’ inference formula for each posterior factor θk ∈
Θ,
ln q(θk ) = E [ln p(Θ, D|X)]q(Θ\θk ) + const.

(3.17)

The expectations here are taken on the log of (3.10) with respect to the variational posterior factors q(θk ) of all hidden variables θk in Θ except the θk of interest on the left hand side. Since the resulting formulas correspond to solving
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simultaneous nonlinear equations, they are iteratively re-solved in cyclic fashion until convergence. A single pass through (3.17) for each θk is defined as one
VB cycle.
Now, the updates in (3.17) must be modified to handle the non-integrable
softmax terms from (3.14). These softmax terms are replaced by the local variational softmax lower-bound p̂(Zn = i|Xn = xn , w) ≤ p(Zn = i|Xn = xn , w)
proved in [20], where
p̂(Zn = i|Xn = xn , w) = exp(wiT xn − Φn ),
Φn =γn +

(3.18)

S
X
wT xn − γn − ξin
i

i=1

2

2
+ λ(ξin )[(wiT xn − γn )2 − ξin
] + log(1 + eξin ),


1
1
1
−
.
λ(ξin ) =
2ξin 1 + e−ξin
2

(3.19)
(3.20)

This lower bound replaces the non-integrable denominator of the softmax function in (3.14) with a product of unnormalized Gaussians, whose log is given
by (3.19). The scalars ξin and γn are local variational parameters that control the
shapes and locations of the bounding Gaussians across each training datum and
across each discrete label of the softmax distribution (the subclass labels, in the
MMS case). ξin and γn must be re-optimized within each VB cycle to tighten the
expected lower-bounds to the true softmax terms being approximated; fortunately, this is done easily in closed-form with fairly tight bounds, as described
in [20]. It is easy to see that these local softmax lower bounds still ensure a lower
bound L̃ ≤ L to p(Y|Ω), where


Z
p̂(Θ, Y|Ω)
dΘ,
L̃ = q(Θ|Y, Ω) log
q(Θ|Y, Ω)
N
Y
p̂(Θ, Y|Ω) = p(α)p(w|α)
p̂(Zn |Xn , w)p(Dn |Zn ).
n=1
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(3.21)

Substituting (3.21) and (3.11)-(3.13) into (3.17) for (3.10) and computing the
required expectations leads to the following closed-form variational posterior
factors,
q(wi ) = Nwi (µi , Σi ),

(3.22)

q(αi ) = Gαi (ai , bi ),

(3.23)

q(Zn = i) = g(i; xn , {hw1 i , ..., hwS i}),
where h·i is the expected value with respect to q(Θ), and
N
X
−1
Σi = hαi i · I + 2
λ(ξin )xn xTn ,

(3.24)

(3.25)

n=1

Σ−1
i µi

=

N 
X
n=1

ai = a0 +


1
htin i − + 2γn λ(ξin ) xn ,
2

(3.26)

M +1
1 T
, bi = b0 +
w wi ,
2
2 i

(3.27)

htin i = q(Zn = i), hαi i = ai / bi
hwi i = µi ,

wiT wi = tr (Σi ) + µTi µi .

(3.28)
(3.29)

Here, htin i = q(Zn = i) is subclass i’s expected posterior responsibility for training
datum n, which is computed via (3.3) using the expected subclass weights. As
shown in [20], the parameters ξin and γn can be set to maximize the expectation
of (3.18) with respect to q(Θ), giving
2
ξin
= xTn Σi xn + (µTi xn )2 + γn2 − 2γn µi xn ,
P
1 S+1
( 2 − 1) + Si=1 λ(ξin )wiT xn
2
.
γn =
PS
j=1 λ(ξjn )

(3.30)
(3.31)

The lower bound L̃ to p(Y|Ω) can be computed to gauge convergence of the
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VB cycles, where it can be shown that (for Tin as defined in (3.3))
(
!
)
N
S
X
X
L̃ =
log
Tin · exp(µTi xn ) − hΦn i
n=1

−

( S
X

i=1

)
KL[q(wi )||p(wi | hαi i)] + KL[q(αi )||p(αi )] .

(3.32)

i=1

L̃ represents an expected data log-likelihood penalized by the non-negative and
closed-form KLDs between the priors and variational posteriors 2 . Most of the
required terms for L̃ are already computed during the cyclic updates for q(Θ)
and L̃ is also guaranteed to monotonically increase over the VB cycles.
Table 1 summarizes the VB learning procedure for fixed Ω. Note that an
additional convergence loop of nlc iterations is required here for the local variational parameters ξin and γn , which are coupled in (3.30)-(3.31); nlc = 15 was
sufficient for this paper’s implementation. Since q(Θ) converges to a local KLD
minimizer, the VB algorithm should be run with multiple intializations to ensure L̃ is maximized for fixed Ω (this is the typical approach for avoiding poor
local solutions in VB learning, e.g. see [14, 17, 31, 116, 135]). In this paper’s implementation, ξin and γn were initialized via (3.30) and (3.31) by replacing each
µi with maximum likelihood weight estimates and Σi with various spherical
covariances.

3.3.1

Bayesian MMS Model Selection

For each Ω = [s1 , ..., sK ] in a set of candidate models M, the VB approximation
Q
can be applied to find log p(Y|Ω) ≈ L̃∗ , where L̃∗ = L̃ − ln( Si=1 sd !) is the pe2

see Appendix B of [116] for the necessary Gaussian-Gaussian and Gamma-Gamma KLDs in
each prior/posterior pairing
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Table 3.1: VB MMS Learning Algorithm for Fixed Subclass Configuration

0. Given: X, D, initial ξin , γn ,
fixed subclass configuration with S total subclasses
1. for ξin and γn fixed for i ∈ {1, ..., S}, n ∈ {1, ..., N }
for i = 1 : S
compute q(wi ) using (3.22)
compute q(αi ) using (3.23)
end
for n = 1 : N
compute q(Zn ) using (3.24)
end
2. for fixed q(Θ|X),
for i = 1 : nlc
(a) compute all ξin for fixed γn using (3.30)
(b) compute all γn for all fixed ξin using (3.31)
end
3. Compute L̃ using (3.32). Stop if L̃ converged; else, Repeat 1-2.
nalized lower bound obtained at convergence 3 . M could be defined by placing
an upper bound r on sd for each class d. However, this leads to rK possible
MMS models, which can be impractical to assess. Hence, heuristics are gener3

The penalty is needed since parameters are not identifiable if any sd > 1; the approximate
model likelihood probability must be divided among all possible label permutations to correctly
penalize model complexity [34].
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ally needed within the Bayesian model selection scheme (or any other model
selection strategy) to define M within practical limits for MMS.
A simple but principled ‘compressive search’ (CS) heuristic is proposed here
to define M iteratively via the posterior responsibilities htin i from the VB approximation. This uses the idea that subclasses whose existence is not wellsupported by data are likely irrelevant and can probably be discarded. First,
the VB approximation is applied to the first r uniform subclass MMS models,
which have sd = c ∀d ∈ {1, ..., K} and c ∈ {1, ..., r}. Posterior subclass probabilities
(PSPs) are then estimated within each model for each original class label d and
relevant subclass i ∈ σ(d) by computing
N
1 X
htin i,
p(i) =
Nd n=1

(3.33)

which is the expected number of times i appears for all observed labels dn = d
divided by Nd , the number of training data with dn = d. Note that htin i = 0 if i ∈
/
P
P
P
P
P
σ(dn ), so i∈σ(dn ) htin i = 1 and i∈σ(d) N
n=1 htin i =
i∈σ(d)
{n|d=dn } htin i = Nd ;
P
hence, i∈σ(d) p(i) = 1 for each d. Next, the PSPs are thresholded against a userdefined probability  ∈ [0, 1] to determine the number of ‘relevant’ subclasses
per class in each model. This results in an additional subclass configuration that
can be learned by VB on the next search iteration. The CS procedure stops when
either no new subclass models are formed or gmax iterations are reached. The CS
method thus avoids brute force searches over rK MMS models by looking for
‘persistently useful’ subclasses over a smaller uniform block of models. Note
that the PSPs (3.33) resemble expected component responsibilities for Gaussian
mixtures [16], which is not surprising given the resemblences between MMS
and Gaussian mixture classifiers [3].
Table 3.2 summarizes the CS method, where r can be initialized to a modest
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Table 3.2: Compressive Search for MMS Model Selection
0. Given: sd upper bound r, max number of iterations gmax ≥ 1,
PSP threshold probability , number of iterations g = 0
1. Set M to all uniform subclass configurations between 1 and r;
2. Define Mu to be the set of models not yet learned in M;
3. Set g = g + 1 and for each configuration in Mu :
perform VB learning using Table 1;
compute L̃∗ = L̃ − ln(

QS

i=1

sd !);

compute p(i) for all subclasses using (3.33);
threshold p(i) against  (subclass is relevant if p(i)≥ );
count number of relevant subclasses srel
d per class label d;
rel
set spawned configuration to [srel
1 , ..., sK ] and add to set Sg

4. If g < gmax and Sg ∪ M =
6 M, let M ← M ∪ Sg and repeat 2-3;
Otherwise, stop;
5. Select Ω ∈ M with largest L̃∗ .
value (e.g. 4 or 5) and then increased to scan more models, if required. Setting 
too large leads to overly conservative softmax models, while too small an  can
spawn no models. Hence,  should be in the range between which these two
extremes start occuring (which can be quickly estimated via bisection searches),
although this will be problem dependent and sensitive to small Nd . In the experiments here,  ∈ [0.01, 0.1] produced consistent results, though this range may
not be suitable in special cases (e.g. highly imbalanced data sets, which may require a separate  for each class). The CS procedure forms at most r new models
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per iteration g, so M has at most rgmax models, which is linear in r and independent of K. As the CS method is essentially top-down, the highest learning
cost is incurred by the r uniform subclass model, which can be used as a basis
for setting gmax . In practice, CS should be run with multiple  values in Step 3
to scan as many ‘interesting’ models as possible.

3.4

Variational Bayes Learning for ME Models

The graphical model for Bayesian mixture of experts (ME) learning is shown in
Figure 3.2 (b) for fixed Ω = G with labeled observations Y and hidden variables Θ = {E1:N , u1:G , w11:GK , α1:G , β11:GK } = {E, u, w, α, β}. There are two key
changes to the multimodal softmax VB approximation for ME learning: (1) the
softmax lower bound is applied G + 1 times: once for each of the G softmax
expert models and once for the softmax gating function, (2) separate priors, hyperparameters and hyperpriors are specified for the gating weights and the G
sets of expert weights.
The joint pdf for the ME model Figure 3.2 (b) given X is
p(E, D, u, w, α, β1:G |X) = p(α)p(β)p(u|β)p(w|α)
"
#tgn
N Y
G
K
Y
Y
sdn
×
p(En = g|Xn , u)
[p(Dn = d|Xn , En , w)]
n=1 g=1

(3.34)

d=1

where sdn and tgn are binary indicator variables denoting membership of datum n to the states Dn = d and En = g, respectively (sdn is observed in the
training data through D; tgn is hidden since En is hidden). For g ∈ {1, ..., G},
c ∈ {1, ..., K}, and n ∈ {1, ..., N }, the distributions are
p(αg ) = Gαg (a0 , b0 ),

(3.35)

p(βgc ) = Gβgc (c0 , d0 ),

(3.36)
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p(ug |αg ) = Nug (0, αg−1 · I),

(3.37)

−1
· I),
p(wgc |βgc ) = Nwgc (0, βgc

(3.38)

p(En = g|Xn = x, u) = f (g; x, u),

(3.39)

p(Dn = d|Xn = x, En = g, w) = f (d; x, wg1:gK ).

(3.40)

From (3.5), the posterior over the hidden variables Θ = {E, u, w, α, β} takes exactly the same form as (3.15), where the denominator is now given by marginalization of (3.34) over the Θ variables. Once again, substitution of (3.35)-(3.40)
into (3.15) leads to an intractable posterior, as in the MMS case. The VB approximation thus proceeds as before, although now the following factorized
approximate posterior is" assumed,
# N
K
G
Y
Y
Y
q(βgc )q(wgc )
q(En )q(Dn )
q(αg )q(ug )
q(Θ) =
c=1

g=1

n=1

2N +2G(K+1)

=

Y

(3.41)

q(θk ),

k=1

which again leads to the variational posterior factor update formulas from
(3.17), where the joint pdf is now given by (3.34). However, to obtain closedform expectations, the softmax lower bound (3.18) is now applied G+1 separate
times to replace the (3.39) and (3.40) terms in (3.34). To this end, let the lower
bounding softmax replacements be denoted by
p̂(En = g|x, u) = exp(uTg x − Φ0n (γn0 , ξn1:G )),

(3.42)

T
p̂(Dn = d|x, g, w) = exp(wgd
x − Φgn (γng , ξng1:gK ))

(3.43)

where the relations from (3.19)-(3.20) still apply for g ∈ {1, ..., G}, d ∈ {1, ..., K},


and where γn0 , ξn1:G and γng , ξng1:gK are the corresponding sets of variational
parameters for the gating lower bound and the g th expert’s lower bound, respectively (note that there are now a total of 2N + N G(K + 1) local variational
parameters).
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Substituting (3.42), (3.43), and (3.35)-(3.38) into (3.34) and computing the required expectations in (3.17) via (3.41) leads to the following closed-form variational posterior factors,
q(ug ) = Nug (µg , Σg ),

(3.44)

q(αg ) = Gαg (ag , bg ),

(3.45)

q(wgc ) = Nwgc (µgc , Σgc ),

(3.46)

q(βwg ) = Gβgc (cgx , dgc ),

(3.47)

q(En = g) = f (g; [xn , 1]T {vn1 , ..., vnG }),

(3.48)

where
Σg = hαg i · I + 2

N
X

λ(ξng )xn xTn

(3.49)

n=1

Σ−1
g µg


N 
X
1
0
g
=
htgn i − + 2γn λ(ξgn ) xn
2
n=1

Σgc = hβgc i · I + 2

N
X

htgn i λ(ξngc )xn xTn

(3.50)
(3.51)

n=1

Σ−1
gc µgc

N
X




1
g
gc
=
htgn i sdn − + 2γn λ(ξn ) xn
2
n=1

vng = [µg + µgh , − hΦgn i]T , where h = dn
1 T
u ug
2 g
1 T
cgc = c0 + M/2, dgc = d0 +
w wgc
2 gc
ag = a0 + M/2, bg = b0 +

htgn i = q(En = g), hαg i = ag /bg , hβgc i = cgc /dgc
T
uTg ug = tr (Σg ) + µTg µg , wgc
wgc = tr (Σgc ) + µTgc µgc

(3.52)
(3.53)
(3.54)
(3.55)
(3.56)
(3.57)

The updates for the local gating and expert variational parameters are the same
as in (3.30) and (3.31) with µi and Σi replaced: the updates for ξng and γn0 use µg
and Σg , while the updates for ξngn and γng use µgc and Σgc . To assess convergence
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of VB iterations, L̃ can be computed as
"
#
N X
G
K
X
X
L̃ =
htgn i µTg xn +
htgn i sdn µTgn xn
n=1 g=1

+ H[q(E)] −

c=1
N
X

"
Φ0n +

G
X

#!
htdn i hΦgn i

g=1

n=1

− KL[q(α)||p(α)] − KL[q(β)||p(β)]
− KL[q(u)||p(u| hαi)] − KL[q(w)||p(w| hβi)],
where H[q(E)] is the Shannon entropy of q(E) =

QN

n=1

(3.58)

q(En ) (note that each

q(En ) is a discrete distribution and the KLDs are again closed-form, as per footnote 2). Table 3 summarizes the VB learning procedure for ME, which should
be run with different initializations to avoid poor local solutions. As with MMS
learning, maximum likelihood ME weight estimates are used here to intialize
the local variational parameters for (3.42) and (3.43) for multiple runs. As before, nlc = 15 was sufficient for the experiments here.

3.4.1

Bayesian ME Model Selection

Compared with the MMS model, the ME model space is much simpler to consider; a natural choice for M is the set of ME models with Ω = G between
1 and some upper bound. The VB approximation of Table 3 can be applied
to each Ω ∈ M to obtain the penalized VB model log-likelihood lower bound
L̃∗ = L̃ − ln G! (which accounts for hidden expert label permutations). The Ω
with the largest L̃∗ can then be selected as the best fit.
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3.5

Experimental Results

This section presents VB learning results for MMS and ME on four benchmark
data sets from classification literature and two data sets from an experimental
application. Ten randomized training sets were created in each case to simulate
multiple learning instances with the ‘raw’ X space, using no feature processing other than simple normalization. In all cases, the shape and scale prior
hyperparameters for VB learning were set to a0 = b0 = c0 = d0 = 1 4 , and
the convergence tolerance on L̃ was set to 1 × 10−3 over 600 maximum update
cycles. Maximum likelihood estimates were used to initialize all VB learning
algorithms (as described in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4) except for the second phase of
compressive searches (CS) for MMS, in which relevant parent subclass weights
were used instead. Models learned by VB were also compared to those obtained
by maximum likelihood (ML) and the Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) score,
1
1
(3.59)
BIC(Ω) = log(LΩ ) − kΩ log(N ) − C(Ω),
2
2
where LΩ is the maximized likelihood for model Ω, kΩ is the free parameter count and CΩ is the model permutation penalty. BIC is a popular metric
for probabilistic model selection with hidden variables [14, 29, 34, 116]; as [14]
notes, (3.59) asymptotically approximates log p(Y|Ω) and can be seen as a limiting case of the VB lower bound for N → ∞. Thus, (3.59) is a suitable fitness
metric to compare against the VB lower bound L̃∗ . All experiments were run in
MATLAB (2.41 GHz AMD Athlon processor, Windows XP, 1.96 GB of RAM).
Since the generating models for the data are unknown, more sophisticated
nonlinear kernel classifier models were used as ‘high baselines’ to assess the
quality of the learned MMS and ME models by comparing holdout classification
4

the results were insensitive to these values, i.e. similar learning results were obtained with
much broader gamma hyperpriors.
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Figure 3.3: Selected MMS and ME learning results on benchmark data (uniform
MMS configurations shown only).

error rates. It is emphasized here that model selection is the focus of this study
and these error rates are included only for completeness.

3.5.1

Benchmark Data

Four binary class data sets were taken from the Rätsch benchmark set [113],
which is often used to compare sparse nonlinear kernel classifiers (e.g. [132, 68]).
Hence, these data offer a good challenge for Bayesian learning of ‘standard’
MMS and ME models that can only construct piecewise linear log-odds boundaries (cf. Section 2). The benchmarks used here are5 : Banana (2 dimensions,
5400 total data points, 400 training points), Thyroid (5 dimensions, 215 total, 140
training), Image (20 dimensions, 2310 total, 1300 training), and Twonorm (20 dimensions, 7000 total, 400 training). In all cases, ME models were learned for all
G ∈ [1, 5] and MMS models were learned for all sd ≤ 5. The compressive search
(CS) in Table 3.2 was also used separately with r = 5 and gmax = 2 (so that at
most 10 models could be assessed in each case). All sets used  = 0.05 except
Thyroid, where  = 0.10 to due to less available data. Table 3.4 summarizes the
5

the training/validation splits were tabulated previously in a standard catalog.
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benchmark learning results, where classification error rates for the VB-learned
models with the highest average L̃∗ are computed with MAP parameters (errors
via eq. (3.1) with ML weights are also shown for a ‘low-baseline’ comparison).
Also shown for the CS results are: the number of times non-uniform VB-selected
MMS models are scanned over all instances (#sc.); the average number of parents for the best-fit VB model (pa);
¯ and the maximum number of models assessed by CS across all instances (|M|max ). Figure 3.3 plots some of the average
L̃∗ and BIC model scores for ME and MMS.
Figure 3.3 shows that both scores generally behave similarly for MMS and
ME as a function of complexity, as expected from theory. Interestingly, BIC is
more conservative for the ME Twonorm case and less conservative for the MMS
Thyroid case. In the former case, the complexity of the ME model dominates the
BIC score, leading to a very stiff penalty. In the latter case, complex MMS models are often able to overfit with large enough LΩ in (3.59) to counteract small
fixed kΩ and CΩ penalties. VB avoids these issues and behaves more consistently in all cases due to L̃∗ ’s adaptive penalty structure, which also accounts
for estimated parameter magnitude. The MMS and ME models selected by VB in
Table 3.4 also show better agreement with each other, as the maximum sd closely
matches G in each case. This is reassuring, given the similarities between MMS
and ME [3].
The error rates can be compared to the following literature results for nonlinear kernel classifiers: Banana: 10.8% and Image: 3.9% (both RVMs) [132] ;
Thyroid: 4.3% and Twonorm: 2.6% (both Laplacian classifiers) [68]. From these
baselines, it is easy to see that the models learned by VB are reasonable and
accurate. Since MMS and ME only use piecewise-linear class boundaries here,
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the errors in Table 3.4 are expected to be somewhat higher than these baselines
(which used much more highly optimized complex class boundaries), although
they are still fairly close for these data. The models learned by VB and ML/BIC
generally performed similarly (i.e. < 1% error difference), with some exceptions. The [1,2] MMS model ‘selected’ by ML/BIC for Twonorm leads to 12.27%
error, while the ML/BIC-selected G = 2 ME models for Image and Thyroid give
errors of 7.33% and 13.37%, respectively. The former result stems from poor BIC
penalization. The latter results are due to ML overfitting, as evidenced by the
fact that VB selects G = 2 in both sets while achieving smaller errors (the ML
weights are two orders of magnitude larger).
Table 4 also shows that CS searches over no more than 6 models to consistently find MMS models that are the same as/very close to the best models obtained by VB with a more expensive brute force search. The results for
pa
¯ also show that complex higher order models are frequently compressed to
lower orders (e.g. for Banana, pa
¯ = 1.8 is reasonable for [3,3] since it can only be
spawned by two models: [4,4] and [5,5]). Varying  between [0.01, 0.1] and/or
setting gmax = 3 did not change the set of scanned models significantly (Thyroid
was similarly insensitive for  ∈ [0.01, 0.36]). The slight disagreement between
brute force and CS for Image gives a small 0.12% difference in classification error,
though it is worth noting that CS never spawns the [3,1] model (altering  or g
did not change this).

3.5.2

RoboFlag Data

The application data come from an experimental human-robotic interaction
study, in which 16 human operators were trained to play 20 games of ‘capture
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the flag’ with robots in the RoboFlag simulator program [27]. In each game, a
single player assigned waypoint locations for three robots over a search field
in order to locate/identify two enemy targets, while avoiding collisions and a
mobile enemy chaser. All telemetry and waypoint data from each game was
recorded. These were post-processed by hand-labeling each assigned waypoint
as one of several discrete high-level operator strategies that were commonly observed during the game. The ones considered here are (with number of total
instances):

• Strat: move robot to strategic place for later use (1277)
• Dcy: use robot to decoy chaser (1156)
• Srch: use robot to search for targets (1034)
• ID/Loc: use robot to identify/localize targets (1674)
• Evas: avoid collision between robot and enemy (736).

These data are used to learn P (D|X) via latent softmax variables, where
X is a 10-dimensional vector of continuous telemetry data (relative positions/orientations of all vehicles) and D is a discrete strategy given X. Ten
training instances of two different decision data subsets were used with 300
training data points per class: Case 1 with classes [Dcy, Srch, ID/Loc], and Case
2 with classes [Evas, Strat, Srch]. Further details on the experimental data and
the motivation for learning P (D|X) in the context of hybrid Bayesian network
modeling can be found in [22] and [27]. ME models were learned for all G between 1 and 6. CS was applied to each case with r = 6,  = 0.05 and gmax = 2 to
generate M for MMS.
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Figure 3.4: VB model log-likelihoods for RoboFlag cases 1 and 2 (uniform MMS
configurations shown only).

Table 3.5 summarizes the learning results, with classification error rates for
high-baseline nonlinear kernel SVM classifiers (N-SVM, with Gaussian kernels
whose bandwidths were set via cross-validation) and low-baseline basic softmax models (trained via ML). Figure 3.4 plots some L̃∗ values from MMS and
ME learning. The VB-learned MMS and ME models are comparably accurate
to each other and the N-SVM classifiers (the modest error rates for the N-SVMs
reflect the inherent difficulty of separating the decision classes using telemetry data alone). Thus, the VB models are indeed reasonable and unlikely to be
overfit. The models selected by ML/BIC show good agreement with L̃∗ in both
cases for the MMS model. This is not the case for the ME model: ML/BIC heavily overpenalizes model complexity and always selects the basic softmax model
(G = 1), which is least accurate in both cases. Figure 3.4 shows that L̃∗ is generally higher for MMS than for ME. This is due to the dimension of X, which leads
to heavier penalties in (3.58). Table 3.5 also shows that CS searches over 10 or
fewer models in each case. While the [1,2,2] model is scanned in all instances by
CS for both Case 1 and 2, the [1,3,2] model in Case 2 (which has slightly lower
classification error and slightly higher L̃∗ ) is scanned in only half the instances
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(altering  and gmax did not force [1,3,2] to appear in the other half or change
pa).
¯ The CS results for Cases 1 and 2 were consistent for  ∈ [0.015, 0.11] and
 ∈ [0.02, 0.08], respectively.

3.5.3

Performance Times

Table 3.6 shows average computation times for VB and ML/BIC learning for
the ‘non-basic’ models selected via L̃∗ in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 6 . The ML results
used direct nonlinear optimization via Matlab’s quasi-Newton fminunc routine (the Hessian was computed explicitly for MMS and automatically approximated for ME). It is clear that direct ML is faster than VB on low-dimensional
problems such as Banana, although the times increase (mainly for ME) as the
problem dimensions increase 7 . The times required for the VB approximations
are reasonable, especially for the higher dimensional problems (as the factorized mean-field approximation advantageously decouples complex parametric
dependencies).
6

A comparison of the times for the baseline nonlinear kernel models is not feasible, as these
times are either not available in the literature or cannot be directly compared to m-code execution times (e.g. the N-SVM used highly optimized compiled C code)
7
turning off Hessian computations sped up ML greatly, although it converged to poor local
maxima much more frequently
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3.6

3.6.1

Discussion

Performance Considerations

While a full analysis cannot be given here due to space limitations, some comments are in order regarding sample size sensitivity for the proposed VB approximations. Further trials (not presented here) on the data of Sec. 4.5, on
synthetic truth data and on more complex/highly sparse benchmark data (e.g.
the Forensic Glass set [9]) suggest that the proposed mean field VB approximations can perform badly with very sparse data sets and are instead most reliable
for intermediate and large sample sizes (i.e. relative to the number of parameters to be estimated). This agrees with the findings of previous empirical and
theoretical studies on the asymptotic properties of mean field VB approximations in other related models [35, 60, 136], which show that VB estimates are
generally biased with respect to the true posterior statistics (as an unavoidable
consequence of ‘deliberate model misspecification’ via the mean field assumption). While such biases can be quite significant at small sample sizes, they
generally become much less significant as the proportion of observed to unobserved variables in the training set increases (or equivalently, as the number of
training data increases when the number of hidden parameters can be fixed, as
in the models studied here). As noted in ref. [14], sparse data can cause significant difficulties even for state-of-the-art sampling algorithms, which typically
require more effort to tune and are more computationally expensive than VB for
fully Bayesian learning.
Since latent softmax models are useful for pure classification as well as general hybrid probabilistic modeling (cf. Section 4.1), it should also be noted that
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models selected to maximize the VB lower bound L̃∗ are not necessarily guaranteed to minimize classification error rate (as these metrics are not the same
[16]). For instance, it was found that the [4,3] model learned by VB had the
best overall MMS error rate for Banana (12%), despite having a slightly lower
L̃∗ score than the [3,3] model. Thus, the proposed VB approximations should
be used appropriately. If the goal is to optimize classifier accuracy, then estimated classification error should be used as the fitness metric, if possible [85].
While VB can always be used to approximate (3.5) for Bayesian classification,
L̃∗ should only be used for classifier selection if reliable error rate estimates are
infeasible/expensive to obtain [17]. In contrast, L̃∗ should always be used in
general Bayesian network identification problems, since (approximate) model
log-likelihoods are of direct interest [14, 99].
Regarding MMS model selection, it should be emphasized that the proposed
compressive search (CS) is only a simple suboptimal heuristic for avoiding brute
force comparisons over an exponentially large model space. As such, it has
no formal guarantee of finding an MMS model to maximumize L̃∗ . Although
CS does well here overall at scanning suitable MMS models with limited data,
the results nevertheless point to some limitations. Firstly, as (3.33) suggests, CS
requires each class to have sufficient data for the estimates in (3.33) to be reliable.
Secondly, CS can get trapped with extra subclasses due to highly nonlinear class
boundaries in X (e.g. CS is unable to compress [3,2] to [3,1] in the Image results).
Therefore, while CS generally searches in the ‘best neighborhood’ of models
(given enough data), it may not fully explore this neighborhood. Running CS
with multiple  values per class can sometimes remedy this, though post-hoc
analysis of scanned models often yields better insight for improving searches 8 .
8

e.g. if sd = 1 is always spawned for certain classes, then a constrained brute force search
may be feasible over other classes
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Although beyond the scope of this paper, it is also possible to consider L̃∗ as a
score for other model search strategies (e.g. greedy searches [135]).

3.6.2

Extensions

The proposed VB approximations can be readily extended to hierarchical ME
models (cf. Section 2), where the local variational softmax bound can be applied
to every softmax gating/expert function in a mean-field approximation. The
proposed methods can also be extended to softmax-gated ME regression models
by replacing the softmax experts in (3.4) with linear-Gaussian output models
(e.g. see [17]). This replacement is particularly nice as it eliminates the local
softmax bound G times (it must only be applied for the gating function). The
proposed VB approximations can also be used if X is replaced by an arbitrary
nonlinear input map φ(X) (e.g. from feature selection or basis changes). As
such, the lower bound L̃∗ can also be very useful for comparing models with
different φ(X).
In light of these extensions, it is important to note that VB approximations
are always prone to poor local KLD minimizers. The implementations here
largely mitigated this via multiple initializations derived from maximum likelihood (ML) estimates (e.g. see [116]). Although ML is also prone to poor local solutions, it can often be quickly re-run many times using direct optimization methods to obtain a good set of a priori initial guesses for VB. However,
this strategy can be infeasible for problems involving very high-dimensional
parameter spaces and/or hierarchical models. While avoidance of poor local
solutions can never be fully guaranteed, it is straightforward to slightly modify
the general mean-field VB updates in (3.17) to accommodate the deterministic
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annealing approach of [74], which can effectively mitigate VB’s sensitivity to
poor initializations (a similar method is also defined in [57] for VB learning).

3.7

Conclusions

This paper derived new variational Bayes (VB) learning approximations for two
latent softmax variable models: the multimodal softmax model and the mixture of expert discriminative models. The proposed VB solutions overcome the
limitations of previous Bayesian methods for learning latent softmax variable
models, and are also readily extendable to hierarchical mixture of expert models for classification and nonlinear/non-Gaussian regression. Experiments with
benchmark and application data showed that the proposed VB approximations
are effective in practice. Comparisons to models learned via the Bayes Information Criterion and to baseline nonlinear kernel classifiers confirmed the soundness of the proposed VB approximations for Bayesian parameter estimation and
model selection.
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Table 3.3: VB ME Learning Algorithm for Fixed G

0. Given: X, D, number of experts G, initial ξng , γn0 , ξngd , and γng
1. for ξng , ξngd , γn0 and γng fixed for g ∈ {1, ..., G}, d ∈ {1, ..., K},
and n ∈ {1, ..., N }
for g = 1 : G
compute q(ug ) using (3.44)
compute q(αg ) using (3.45)
for d = 1 : K
compute q(wgd ) using (3.46)
compute q(βgd ) using (3.47)
end
end
for n = 1 : N
compute q(En ) using (3.48)
end
2. for fixed q(Θ|X),
for i = 1 : nlc
(a) update all ξng and ξngd for all fixed γn0 and γng
(b) update all γn0 and γng for all fixed ξng and ξngd
end
3. Compute L̃ using (3.58). Stop if L̃ converged; else, Repeat 1-2.
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Table 3.4: Benchmark Learning Results (MMS: best [s1 , ..., sK ] from brute force (BF) and
compressive search (CS) shown; ME: best G shown)

MMS

ME

Eq. (3.1)

Data
BIC-BF

VB-BF

VB-CS (#sc., pa,
¯ |M|max )

VB-CS % Error

BIC

VB

VB %Error

ML %Error

Banana

[4,3]

[3,3]

[3,3] (-,1.5,6)

13.01±0.73

3

4/3

12.60±0.98 (G=4)

47.63 ± 4.17

Thyroid

[2,1]

[2,1]

[2,1] (10,4,6)

5.60±2.65

1

2

5.20±3.17

12.53 ± 4.71

Image

[3,1]

[3,1]

[3,2] (10,1.8,6)

3.40±0.57

2

3/2

3.69±0.88 (G=3)

48.81 ± 9.71

Twonorm

[1,1]/[1,2]/[2,1]

[1,1]

[1,1] (-,4,5)

3.06±0.36

1

1

3.06±0.36

4.26 ± 0.68

Table 3.5: MMS/ME Learning Results for RoboFlag Data (MMS BIC/VB results for CSgenerated models)

MMS

ME

N-SVM

Eq. (3.1)

Case
BIC

VB (#sc., pa,
¯ |M|max )

VB %Error

BIC

VB

VB %Error

%Error

ML %Error

1

[1,2,2]

[1,2,2] (10, 3.6, 8)

16.33±0.34

1

2

16.02±0.35

15.71±0.48

19.09±0.63

2

[1,2,2]

[1,2,2]/[1,3,2] (10/5,2.1/0.9,10)

18.44±0.45 / 17.92±1.05

1

3

18.10±1.03

18.53±0.83

23.23±0.68

Table 3.6: Mean learning times for models selected by VB (secs).

MMS (CS selection)

ME

Data
ML

VB

ML

VB

Banana

0.25

5.91

0.84

4.83

Thyroid

0.20

1.49

2.92

1.64

Image

39.98

24.95

209.70

14.91

RF 1

1.79

12.92

32.24

10.83

RF 2

1.16

16.30

27.59

10.84
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CHAPTER 4
HYBRID BAYESIAN INFERENCE FOR SOFT INFORMATION FUSION IN
HUMAN-ROBOT COLLABORATION

4.1

Introduction

In order to behave intelligently in complex environments, autonomous robots
must continuously update their understanding of the world by combining new
pieces of information from various sources. Despite considerable advances in
autonomous robot control and sensing in the last decade, human inputs are
still required in most practical settings to overcome various perceptual limitations and ensure robustness in the presence of uncertainties. As such, data fusion
plays an important role in the application of collaborative human-robot teams
to diverse areas such as defense and security [18], search and rescue [21], space
exploration [54], and social robotics [12]. In the information-sharing context, humans are typically treated as sensors that describe high-level phenomena only.
That is, outside of commanding robots in control tasks such as low-level teleoperation or high-level planning, humans are only expected to provide crisp observations about discrete abstract world states, such as behavioral goals/intentions
or object/place classes [134]. In addition, low-level continuous world states are
expected only to be described by well-defined data obtained directly from robot
sensors. While this split high-level/low-level data fusion approach underscores
the primary strengths of human and robot perception, it also emphasizes the
consumption of concrete ‘hard’ information only. The fact that humans are rich
sources of potentially useful ‘soft’ information is thus frequently overlooked in
the data fusion problem.
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Though less precise than conventional hard sensor data, soft low-level sensor data in the form ‘negative measurements’ have already proved quite useful for robotic mapping [131], localization [64], and object tracking [81, 118].
However, little work has been done on fusing soft low-level information from
humans with hard/soft data from robot sensors. As noted by Hall and Jordan
[59], a key issue that must be addressed in using ‘soft human sensors’ is that
of data characterization and representation; soft human information is highly
context-specific and is usually related through imprecise/‘fuzzy’ terminology,
as in the statements:

• ‘The car is moving quickly around the block; a bike is close behind it’
• ‘The truck is to the left of me’
• ‘Nothing is behind the building or on top of the roof’
• ‘The sidewalk is very steep; the nearby obstacle is much lighter than the
robot’.

Furthermore, although humans are subject to extrinsic uncertainties that also affect conventional hard sensors (e.g. weather, observation conditions), humans
are subject to markedly different intrinsic biases and uncertainties via psychological/cognitive factors (e.g. expertise level; susceptibility to stress and fatigue; memory and response capacities), and they are also not guaranteed to
provide information in a fully consistent or predictable manner. Despite these
challenges, soft human inputs have been successfully exploited for interactive
robot navigation and planning [12, 127, 84, 65]. These methods, however, treat
human inputs as sources of robot control commands/constraints only (e.g.‘go
around the table and between the chairs’) and therefore do not address the more
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general problem of extracting and sharing low-level information derived from
purely observational statements about arbitrary world states (such as those
listed above). To this end, the robot’s underlying data fusion process must be
adapted to accomodate soft human information sources.
The problem considered here is the dynamic fusion of ambiguous humanprovided soft descriptions of continuous unknown world states (e.g. object location, velocity and/or mass, as in the above examples) with conventional robot
sensor data. Depending on the application, the states of interest may not always
be observable through the robot’s sensors alone. For instance, as discussed in
[80], a robot equipped with a 2D horizontal scanning lidar can track the position
and velocity of moving people, but will not have direct access to height, weight
or goal location information that could be used to improve target motion models. Furthermore, all states become unobservable if targets are occluded or move
out of sensor range for a long time. By acting as an externally available soft sensor in such cases, a helpful human agent can provide the robot with relevant
information that substantially reduces uncertainty or inconsistencies in target
state belief (e.g. due to poor/reduced observability or previous fusion of faulty
information).
The integration of human-robot information sources for cooperative perception and estimation has been previously considered in the context of applications such as navigation via social interaction [97], target tracking and surveillance [75], and search-and-rescue [89]. Yet, few formal methods have been proposed for fusing low-level human-robot data within the Bayesian framework,
which is popular for a wide range of autonomous estimation [131, 118, 24] and
human-robot interaction problems [79]. Refs. [78, 77] developed a Bayesian
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method for fusing human-generated continuous range and bearing estimates
to tracked objects by modeling human sensors via linear-Gaussian regression
models, which were then incorporated into Kalman filters. Ref. [76] extended
this work to include probabilistic models of human visual sensing, which were
used to improve data association and object classification accuracy in joint
human-robot tracking tasks. Ref. [23] considered grid-based Bayesian fusion
of human target detection for a distributed 2D search problem, where human
field of view is modeled as a soft binary ‘detection/no detection’ sensor likelihood model (akin to the UAV visual detection models of [21, 118]). While the
fusion methods developed in these previous works are formally Bayesian, they
are not general enough to efficiently handle soft low-level observations from a
human sensor. Indeed, despite the tendency of humans to softly categorize continuous data as a convenient means for sharing and processing complex information (e.g. ‘near the landmark’ vs. ‘far from the landmark’), efficient Bayesian
fusion of such soft information is challenging from both a modeling and implementation perspective. Although non-Bayesian fusion approaches based on
possibilistic fuzzy set theory could be used instead [126], it has been shown that
Bayesian methods are generally superior for dynamic data fusion [28]. Mixed
‘fuzzy-Bayesian’ approaches have also been considered; for instance, [93] proposes random finite set-based ‘Kalman evidential filters’ for linear systems that
assign Gaussian fuzzy memberships to noiseless linear base measurements (this
method was also used in [80]). However, the measurement models assumed
by this approach require the identification of noiseless linear base measurement functions and cannot describe highly ambiguous reports that induce nonGaussian state uncertainties or non-linear/non-convex state-to-data dependencies (e.g. non-convex location rings from a range-only report such as ‘the car is
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somewhat far from me’).
This paper proposes a new recursive hybrid Bayesian fusion framework for
efficiently combining conventional robot sensor data with human-generated
soft categorical information about continuous states. In contrast to previous
approaches, it is shown here that such human information can be modeled
via discrete random variables that are conditionally dependent on the continuous states of interest through hybrid softmax likelihood functions (Section 4.2).
While these likelihoods allow for flexible and easily learnable representations of
soft human information, they also lead to analytically intractable Bayesian updates for the continuous state. A new variational Bayesian importance sampling
(VBIS) algorithm is proposed here to approximate the true hybrid Bayesian posterior as a Gaussian pdf in the baseline case of a basic softmax likelihood and
Gaussian state prior (Section 4.3). This baseline approximation is then extended
to produce Gaussian mixture posteriors for more general fusion scenarios involving extended softmax likelihoods and Gaussian mixture priors, which can
compactly represent arbitrarily complex soft measurements and beliefs over
the states (Section 4.4). The utility and accuracy of the proposed methods are
demonstrated through online multi-target search experiments involving a cooperative human-robot team operating under various fusion conditions (Section
4.5). The experimental results are used to assess human-robot search performance and the accuracy of the VBIS approximation across different types of
sensing modalities and prior information. Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes relevant insights, extensions and conclusions for general human-robot information
fusion applications.
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4.2

Preliminaries

4.2.1

General Problem Statement

The Bayesian data fusion approach proposed here equates soft descriptions of
continuous states with discrete random variables representing contextually distinct sets of state categorizations. These discrete random variable mappings can
be modeled directly via flexible ‘continuous-to-discrete’ hybrid likelihood functions, thus enabling recursive Bayesian estimation of the unknown continuous
states.
For discrete time index k ∈ Z0+ , let Xk ∈ Rn be the continuous random state
vector of interest with prior probability density function (pdf) p(X0 ) and transition pdf p(Xk |Xk−1 ) arising from known stochastic dynamics. Furthermore, let
ζk ∈ Rnr,h ×Znr,s be a mixed vector of nh,r hard continuous robot sensor data (e.g.
lidar returns) and ns,r discrete soft sensor data (e.g. ‘detection/no detection’
outputs from a vision-based object detector), with joint conditional observation
likelihood pdf p(ζk |Xk ). Finally, let Dk to be an m-valued discrete random variable representing the interpreted soft human observation, where Dk has conditional likelihood function P (Dk = j|Xk ) for j ∈ {1, ..., m} and m ∈ Z+ . The
m possible categorical realizations of Dk are assumed to be mutually exclusive
P
and exhaustive, so that m
j=1 P (Dk = j|Xk ) = 1. The sets of all ζk and Dk observations until time k are denoted ζ1:k ≡ {ζ1 , ..., ζk } and D1:k ≡ {D1 , ..., Dk−1 },
respectively.
Figure 4.1 (a) illustrates the recursive Bayesian process used in this paper for
sequentially fusing robot ζ1:k and human D1:k information at each time step k to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Block diagram for sequential Bayesian fusion of robot sensor observations ζk and soft human observations Dk with respect to continuous state Xk . (b) Example probabilistic graph
model for fusion of robot lidar and object detector readings
with categorical location, range-only, and bearing-only measurements from a human sensor. Continuous (round) and discrete (rectangular) random variables can be observed (white)
or unobserved (gray) at each time step; the state Xk is always
hidden, while intermittent Dk observations can vary in type.

update the pdf for Xk . Given ζ1:k−1 and D1:k−1 , the dynamics prediction block
in this diagram propagates the most recent pdf of Xk−1 forward in time via the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [10],
Z
p(Xk |ζ1:k−1 , D1:k−1 ) = p(Xk |Xk−1 )p(Xk−1 |ζ1:k−1 , D1:k−1 )dXk−1 .

(4.1)

The robot measurement update block fuses the result of (4.1) with robotgenerated information in ζk via Bayes’ rule,
p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k−1 ) = R

p(ζk |Xk )p(Xk |ζ1:k−1 , D1:k−1 )
.
p(ζk |Xk )p(Xk |ζ1:k−1 , D1:k−1 )dXk

(4.2)

Finally, the human measurement update block fuses (4.2) with humangenerated soft information in Dk via Bayes’ rule,
p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k ) = R

P (Dk |Xk )p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k−1 )
.
P (Dk |Xk )p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k−1 )dXk

(4.3)

The main problem then is to determine the posterior pdf p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k ) (i.e. the
filtering density), which represents the uncertainty in Xk given all information up
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to time k 1 . Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) correspond to the prediction-measurement update steps of conventional filters such as the (extended) Kalman filter (KF/EKF)
[10], unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [72], particle filter (PF) [8], Gaussian sum
filter (GSF) [6], and the like. It is thus assumed without loss of generality that
these standard filters can be used to estimate the pdfs in (4.1) and (4.2).
This paper focuses primarily on the measurement update defined by (4.3);
conditioning on ζ1:k−1 and D1:k−1 is suppressed for convenience in the sequel, so
that
p(Xk ) ≡ p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k−1 )

(4.4)

and p(Xk |Dk = j) ≡ p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k )

(4.5)

are the Bayesian prior and posterior in (4.3), respectively. Substituting these
expressions into (4.3) gives
p(Xk |Dk = j) = R

P (Dk = j|Xk )p(Xk )
p(Xk , Dk = j)
=
,
P (Dk = j)
P (Dk = j|Xk )p(Xk )dX

(4.6)

where the numerator p(Xk , Dk = j) is the joint pdf and the denominator P (Dk =
j) is the marginal observation likelihood.
Note that, for any given continuous state Xk , the possible realizations for Dk
can be quite large and must be suitably tailored for each practical application.
Hence, just as raw lidar data and camera images must be processed to generate meaningful ζk data, soft observations from the human agent are assumed
to be processed by an application-dependent interpreter to generate contextually recognizable Dk data. For instance, such an interpreter could be based on a
predefined human-to-robot communication protocol that relies on a dictionary
of known or desired descriptor models and contextual reference points. Such
1

if either ζk or Dk are empty/unobserved at time k, then the corresponding updates in (4.2)
or (4.3) are skipped
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protocols are commonly used to ensure consistently grounded communication
between human and robot agents for both structured and natural language interfaces, e.g. see [12, 84, 65]. It is assumed for simplicity and ease of presentation
that the m possible values of Dk represent all desired soft human input categorizations of Xk . However, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 (b), Dk can generally be a
vector whose elements are discrete random variables that each represent different types of soft categorical observations (e.g. range-only type vs. bearing-only
type, or categories over different arbitrary subsets of Xk ), in which case eq. (4.3)
is performed sequentially for each element of Dk 2 .
Since Xk is continuous and Dk = j is discrete, (4.6) defines a hybrid Bayesian
inference problem [88], for which two key issues must be addressed3 : (i) how to
specify an appropriate human sensor likelihood model P (Dk = j|Xk ), and (ii)
how to subsequently evaluate (4.6) for any given p(Xk )? These are addressed
next.

4.2.2

Softmax-based Likelihood Functions

Basic softmax likelihood

P (Dk = j|Xk ) must represent a valid m-valued discrete probability distribution
for Dk given any Xk = x. Hence, for each j ∈ {1, ..., m}, P (Dk = j|Xk ) must
2

the vector model also allows categories to be defined binarily, as in ‘nearby vs. not nearby’
and ‘next to vs. not next to’; this offers an alternative to lumping ‘nearby’ and ‘next to’ into exclusive realizations of the same random variable, so that different likelihoods for similar labels
are obtained as a function of Xk . However, the interpreter must also then ensure that contradictory elements of Dk (i.e. those with a joint likelihood of zero) are not observed simultaneously.
3
these issues also arise if ζk contains soft discrete data such as ‘detection/no detection’ observations that are difficult to model or fuse via conventional methods; as demonstrated in Section
4.5, the techniques developed here for modeling and fusing Dk can be applied to soft ζk data as
well
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map Xk = x to the interval [0, 1] such that

Pm

j=1

P (Dk = j|Xk = x) = 1. While

many functions satisfy this criterion, this work exclusively considers likelihoods
defined via the softmax function,

exp wjT x + bj
P (Dk = j|Xk ) = m
,
X

exp whT x + bh

(4.7)

h=1
n

1

where wj , wh ∈ R and bj , bh ∈ R are, respectively, vector weights and scalar biases for classes j, h ∈ {1, ..., m}. The softmax function (also known as the multinomial logistic function) is widely used in statistical pattern recognition [16]
and is naturally well-suited to modeling hybrid ‘continuous-to-discrete’ mappings in complex stochastic systems with state-dependent switching behavior
[88, 130]. An interesting feature of (4.7) is that the log-odds ratio between any
categories j and c for a given Xk = x yields a linear hyperplane,
log

P (Dk = j|Xk )
= (wj − wc )T x + (bj − bc )
P (Dk = c|Xk )

(4.8)

which implies that the ‘probabilistic boundaries’ between categories for a given
likelihood ratio are also linear and completely specified by the parameter sets
W = {w1 , ..., wm } and B = {b1 , ..., bm }. Note that the elements of W control the
steepness of the probability surface between categories and the locations of the
class boundaries, while the elements of B enable shifts from the origin. Ref.
[130] proves that boundaries defined via (4.8) always lead to a complete convex
decomposition of Rn , so that Xk can always be fully partitioned among the m
classes of Dk .
Consider the example of a human providing one of 16 soft location labels
to indicate relative 2D position Xk = [X, Y ]T of an object relative to some arbitrary origin in terms of categorical ranges and bearings. Figure 4.2(a) shows one
possible softmax likelihood model for describing this set of observation labels.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Probability surfaces for example softmax likelihood
model, where class labels take on a discrete range (‘Next
To’,‘Nearby’,‘Far From’) and/or a canonical bearing
(‘N’,‘NE’,‘E’,‘SE’,...,‘NW’) (b) Probability surfaces for example MMS range-only model, where labels with similar
range categories from (a) are treated as subclasses that define
one geometrically convex class (‘Next To’ with s1 = 1) and two
non-convex ones (‘Around’ with s2 = 6 and ‘Far From’ with
s3 = 8).

This example shows how the model in (4.8) represents categorical ambiguities
as a function of Xk : softer weights lead to ‘fuzzier’ probability contours between
class labels, while steeper weights lead to nearly deterministic probabilities over
the geometrically convex regions defining classes. Details on learning W and
B from labeled training data using convex optimization procedures based on
maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimation can be found in [16].
Note that geometric equality constraints can also be imposed on W and B to
enforce desired symmetry, regularity, similarity or congruency conditions for
the underlying class boundary geometries defined via (4.8); such constraints
can substantially reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, which is
particularly useful when learning from sparse human data sets.
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Extended Softmax Likelihoods

Eq. (4.7) can be generalized by introducing hidden variables to induce nonconvex/multimodal categorical partitions of Xk . One such generalization is
the multimodal softmax (MMS) model [2], which represents each observable class
j ∈ {1, ..., m} as a collection of sj hidden subclasses dependent on Xk that are
P
mutually exclusive and exhaustive, where sj ≥ 1 and m
j=1 sj = S is the total
number of subclasses. Let R represent the hidden subclass variable, which can
take values r ∈ {1, ..., S}4 , and define Dk to be conditionally independent of Xk
given R, so that P (Dk = j, R = r|Xk ) = P (Dk = j|R = r)P (R = r|Xk ). FurtherT
more, define σ(j) to be the set of all sj subclasses of class j, where σ(j) σ(c) = ∅
for j 6= c. If P (Dk = j|R = r) = I(h ∈ σ(j)) (the indicator function) and
P (R = r|Xk ) is defined via the softmax model,

exp whT x + bh
,
P (R = r|Xk ) = S
X

exp wcT x + bc

(4.9)

c=1

then marginalization of R from P (Dk = j, R|Xk ) gives
P (Dk = j|Xk ) =

S
X

P (Dk = j, R = r|Xk ) =

r=1

S
X

P (Dk = j|R = r)P (R = r|Xk )

r=1

X
=

S
X
r=1



I(r ∈ σ(j)) ·

exp wrT x + br



exp wcT x + bc
r∈σ(j)
= S
.
S
X
X


exp wvT x + bv
exp wcT x + bc
v=1

c=1

(4.10)
Hence, the MMS likelihood for Dk = j given Xk is the sum of all sj subclass
softmax likelihoods associated with class j. Given an appropriate subclass configuration [s1 , ..., sm ], (4.10) can model an arbitrary continuous-to-discrete likelihood function using an embedded softmax model to produce piecewise linear
4

assume without loss of generality that the subclasses are indexed sequentially in class order
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class boundaries. Figure 4.2 (b) shows a simple example of an MMS model derived from the basic softmax model in Figure 4.2 (a). In this example, the MMS
subclass weights are directly obtained from the model in Figure 4.2 (a), as any
basic softmax model can be trivially converted to an MMS model. However,
it is also generally possible to estimate MMS model parameters directly from
training data when a basic softmax model is unavailable, as discussed in [2, 4]
(geometric constraints can again be easily enforced).

4.2.3

Hybrid Bayesian Inference for Soft Data Fusion

Hybrid Bayesian fusion requires evaluating (4.6) for the continuous prior pdf
p(Xk ) and continuous-to-discrete likelihood P (Dk = j|Xk ). Although softmaxbased functions are well-suited to modeling P (Dk = j|Xk ), they unfortunately
do not lead to closed form posteriors p(Xk |Dk = j) for any choice of p(Xk ). For
instance, substituting (4.7) into (4.6) for any p(Xk ) yields

exp wjT x + bj
1
p(Xk |Dk = j) = · p(Xk ) m
,
X
C

T
exp wh x + bh

(4.11)

h=1


exp wjT x + bj
p(Xk ) m
dX.
where C =
X

−∞
T
exp wh x + bh
Z

∞

(4.12)

h=1

Eq. (4.11) cannot be represented in closed form since the integral for the normalization constant C has no analytical solution for any p(Xk ). Furthermore,
even when p(Xk ) is a well-behaved pdf such as a uniform or Gaussian pdf, the
softmax denominator in (4.11) cannot be ‘absorbed’ along with the numerator
and prior into a known parametric family (e.g. the exponential family). Therefore, (4.6) must be approximated, as in all hybrid Bayesian inference problems
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involving continuous-to-discrete dependencies [88].
Conventional EKFs or UKF measurement updates (which assume continuous ζk ) are not directly applicable to (4.6) due to the hybrid nature of P (Dk =
j|Xk ). Alternative approximations for such hybrid inference problems are typically sought using grid-based estimators [21, 131] or Monte Carlo particle filters
[131, 8, 118]. Grid-based methods naturally support recursive Bayesian estimation with arbitary priors and likelihoods, although they scale poorly with state
dimension n, do not provide a compact representation of the posterior, and are
not easily fused with conventional filters for ζk data (e.g. EKFs/UKFs). Particle
approximations are more flexible and easily fused with conventional filters, but
generally do not provide a compact posterior estimate that scales well with n.
In principle, a particle approximation of (4.6) could be compressed into a single Gaussian pdf, as in the Gaussian particle filter [83]. However, this leads to
significant information loss when (4.6) is highly non-Gaussian or multimodal.
Online global compression of particles to more flexible Gaussian mixture pdfs
is also possible [83, 45], but the required learning methods are prone to poor
local solutions and can be computationally demanding. Furthermore, sampling
approximations require special care to ensure accuracy and to mitigate undesirable phenomena such as sample degeneracy. For instance, the performance of
the standard bootstrap particle filter [8] can degrade significantly if n is large
and/or if the observation likelihood is small [115].
Motivated by the success of principled Gaussian/Gaussian mixture (GM)
posterior estimates for conventional ζk fusion [6, 45], this paper develops principled Gaussian/GM estimates for (4.6) using novel hybrid inference approximations. Gaussian/GM posterior representations are especially desirable for
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practical human-robot fusion applications since they: (i) have computational
costs that scale well with n and number of categories m, and (ii) can be compactly represented through sufficient statistics, which facilitates online storage,
communication, and fusion with conventional dynamic filters (for ζk ). Section
4.3 develops the proposed hybrid inference approximation for the baseline case
of a Gaussian prior p(Xk ) and a basic softmax likelihood P (Dk = j|Xk ). This
leads to a baseline Gaussian posterior approximation p̂(Xk |Dk = j) via variational Bayesian importance sampling (VBIS) for accurate estimation of (4.6) via
first and second order moments. Section 4.4 then extends this baseline VBIS
approximation to a general GM posterior estimate of (4.6) in the case of a GM
prior with MMS likelihood. The proposed VBIS approximations are guaranteed to converge to unique solutions and are easily coupled with conventional
Gaussian/GM-based fusion algorithms for conventional ζk robot sensor data.

4.3

Soft Fusion via Variational Bayes and Importance Sampling
Methods

4.3.1

Baseline Variational Bayes Approximation

Assume that Xk has a Gaussian prior p(Xk ) = N (µ, Σ) with mean µ ∈ Rn
and covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rn×n , and let P (Dk = j|Xk ) be given by (4.7) for
m ≥ 2. Ref. [100] shows that when m = 2, the joint pdf p(Xk , Dk = j) in
(4.6) is well-approximated by an unnormalized Gaussian pdf via the variational
lower bound to the binary logistic function proposed by [66]; this leads to a
variational Bayesian (VB) Gaussian posterior approximation p̂(Xk |Dk = j) upon
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renormalization. While this approach leads to an efficient and close approximation to the true posterior, it is limited to logistic likelihoods P (Dk = j|Xk )
or to tree-based hierarchical models defined strictly through the binary logistic
function (e.g. see [17]), which are cumbersome and difficult to learn/specify
when m > 2. The VB Gaussian approximation strategy is generalized here for
m ≥ 2 via the basic softmax likelihood (4.7), which gives more flexible and easily specifiable/learnable human likelihood models.
Defining f (Dk = j, Xk ) for now to be an unnormalized Gaussian function
that approximates the softmax likelihood P (Dk = j|Xk ), the joint pdf and normalization constant (4.12) are approximated as
p(Xk , Dk = j) ≈ p̂(Xk , Dk = j) = p(Xk )f (Dk = j, Xk ),
Z ∞
p̂(Xk , Dk = j)dXk .
C ≈ Ĉ =

(4.13)
(4.14)

−∞

Note that p̂(Xk , Dk = j) is an unnormalized Gaussian, since the product of any
two Gaussians is generally an unnormalized Gaussian [5]. This permits Ĉ to be
evaluated in closed form as an approximation to the marginal likelihood of the
discrete observation, C = P (Dk = j), in (4.6).
For m ≥ 2, f (Dk = j, Xk ) is derived here via the upper bound to the problematic softmax denominator in (4.7) that was proposed by [20], which uses a
variational product of m unnormalized Gaussians. Specifically, for any set of
scalars α, ξc and yc for c ∈ {1, ..., m}, [20] proves that
!
m
m
X
X
yc − α − ξc
yc
+ λ(ξc )[(yc − α)2 − ξc2 ] + log(1 + eξc ),
log
e
≤α+
2
c=1
c=1
(4.15)




1
1
1
−
and yc = wcT x + bc .
(4.16)
−ξ
2ξc 1 + e c
2
The variables α and ξc are free variational parameters; given yc , α and ξc are sewhere λ(ξc ) =

lected to minimize the upper bound in (4.15), thus providing the tightest pos104

sible upper-bounding approximation to the denominator of (4.7). Assume for
now that these α and ξc are known; the procedure for selecting α and ξc is given
in Sec. 4.3.1. Now, from (4.7), it follows that
log P (Dk = j|Xk ) =

wjT x

+ bj − log

m
X

!
e

wcT x+bc

.

(4.17)

c=1

After replacing the second term on the right-hand side with the bound in (4.15),
subsequent simplification gives
1
f (Dk = j, Xk ) = exp(gj + hTj x − xT Kj x),
"
# 2
X
1
m
where gj =
bj −
bc + α( − 1)
2
2
c6=j
+

m
X
ξc
c=1

2

+ λ(ξc )[ξc2 − (bc − α)2 ] − log(1 + eξc ),

"
#
m
X
X
1
hj =
wj −
wc + 2
λ(ξc )(α − bc )wc ,
2
c=1
c6=j
Kj = 2

m
X

λ(ξc )wc wcT ,

(4.18)

(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

c=1

and where f (Dk = j, Xk ) ≤ P (Dk = j|Xk ) follows from (4.15). Since the prior
can also be expressed as
1
p(Xk ) = exp(gp + hTp x − xT Kp x),
2
1
where gp = − (log |2πΣ| + µT Kp µ), hp = Kp µ, Kp = Σ−1 ,
2

(4.22)
(4.23)

substitution of (4.22) and (4.18) into (4.13) gives the unnormalized Gaussian
joint pdf approximation,
1
p̂(Xk , Dk = j) = exp(gl + hTl x − xT Kl x),
2
where gl = gp + gj , hl = hp + hj , Kl = Kp + Kj .

(4.24)
(4.25)

Normalization of (4.24) gives the desired variational Gaussian posterior pdf
approximation for m ≥ 2,
p̂(Xk |Dk = j) = N (µ̂, Σ̂),
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(4.26)

where Σ̂VB = Kl−1 , µ̂VB = Kl−1 hl .

(4.27)

The approximate posterior mean and covariance updates in (4.27) for discrete
measurements bear close resemblance to the corresponding continuous measurement updates for the Kalman information filter [10]. With this resemblance
in mind, an examination of Kj and hj in (4.21) suggests that the softmax weight
vectors wj determine the ‘average information’ content about Xk contained in
each category j. This is intuitively reasonable: as shown in Fig. 4.2, large
magnitude weights indicate sharp log-odds boundaries between classes in eq.
(4.8) (i.e. less ambiguity and greater separability between discrete classes as a
function of Xk ), which leads to more informative updates for Xk since p(Xk )
is ‘squashed’ more strongly by P (Dk = j|Xk ) via (4.6). On the other hand,
smaller magnitude weights imply that the log-odds boundaries between classes
are less well-defined (i.e. classes are less distinct from each other as a function
of Xk ), so that the prior is squashed less by the likelihood via (4.6). Finally, note
that Σ̂VB is independent of the actual discrete observation Dk = j, just as covariance/information matrix updates for the Kalman filter are independent of
observed continuous measurements.

Variational Parameter Optimization

Analytical minimization of the right-hand side of (4.15) with respect to the free
variational parameters α and ξc gives
ξc2 = yc2 + α2 − 2αyc ,
(4.28)

P
m−2
+ m
c=1 λ(ξc )yc
4 P
.
(4.29)
α=
m
c=1 λ(ξc )
However, these formulas cannot be used to compute (4.26) directly since yc
depends on Xk , which is unobserved. Therefore, following the same strategy as
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[100] for the m = 2 case, the variational parameters are chosen to minimize the
expected value of (4.15) with respect to the posterior. It is straightforward to show
that this is equivalent to maximizing the approximate marginal log-likelihood of
the observation Dk = j,
Z

∞

p̂(Xk , Dk = j)dXk ,

log Ĉ = log

(4.30)

−∞

where log Ĉ ≤ log C. Eq. (4.30) can be expressed in closed-form via standard
Gaussian identities, but direct maximization of (4.30) with respect to α and ξc
involves cumbersome calculation of highly non-linear gradient and Hessian
terms. The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [16] can instead be invoked to iteratively optimize α and ξc via expected values of (4.28) and (4.29),
while alternately updating p̂(Xk |Dk = j) via simple closed-form expressions.
The EM procedure is given in Algorithm 1, where the yc terms in (4.28) and
(4.29) are replaced by their expected values under the current p̂(Xk |Dk = j)
estimate at each E-step,
hyc i = wcT µ̂ + bc ,


2
T
T
yc = wc Σ̂VB + µ̂VB µ̂VB wc + 2wcT µ̂VB bc + b2c .

(4.31)
(4.32)

Since (4.28) and (4.29) are non-linearly coupled, an iterative resubstitution loop
is required for convergence of ξc and α (15 iterations were sufficient for this
paper’s implementations).
As shown in the Appendix, p(Xk |Dk = j) is log-concave, which implies that
the baseline Gaussian-softmax posterior is always unimodal. Hence, Algorithm
1 satisfies the necessary and sufficient condition derived in [122] to guarantee
monotonic convergence to a unique set of variational parameters for the local
VB lower bound Gaussian approximation. Convergence can be gauged by eval-
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uating the change in (4.30) after each M-step, where
log Ĉ = hyj i − α

m 
X
1
ξc
2
2
2
(α + ξc − hyc i) − λ(ξc )[ yc − 2α hyc i + α − ξc ] − log(1 + e )
+
2
c=1


1
|Σ|
− log
+ tr(Σ−1 Σ̂VB ) + (µ − µ̂VB )T Σ−1 (µ − µ̂VB ) − n
(4.33)
2
Σ̂
VB

and most of the required terms are already used in the E and M steps. However,
it is often more convenient to monitor convergence of µ̂VB between iterations, so
that the lower bound (4.33) can be evaluated at the end, if desired.
Algorithm 1: Local Variational Bayes EM Update
Input: prior µ and Σ; Dk = j with likelihood in eq.(4.7), initial α and ξc , for
j, c ∈ {1, ..., m}
Output: posterior mean µ̂VB and covariance Σ̂VB
1. E-step: for all fixed ξc and α,
(a) compute µ̂VB and Σ̂VB via eq. (4.27);
(b) compute hyc i and hyc2 i via eqs. (4.31)-(4.32);
2. M-step: for all fixed hyc i and hyc2 i,
for i = 1 : nlc do
(a) compute all ξc for fixed α via eq. (4.28)
(b) compute α for all fixed ξc via eq. (4.29)
end for
3. If converged, return Ĉ via eq. (4.33) and stop; otherwise, return to step 1.
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4.3.2

Improved Baseline VB Approximation with Importance
Sampling

Understanding the consequences of using the Gaussian variational lower bound
(4.18) in place of the true softmax likelihood P (Dk = j|Xk ) is important. Consider Fig. 4.3, which shows the variational lower bound approximation and resulting posterior for a standard normal prior and two different binary softmax
likelihoods in 1D. Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b) show that (4.24) is generally a close lower
bound approximation of the true joint pdf; as shown in Fig. 4.3 (c) and (d), a
key benefit of this property of the VB approximation is that µ̂VB closely approximates the true mean of (4.6) upon renormalization. However, Fig. 4.3 (c) and
(d) also show that since Ĉ ≤ C, the approximate posterior (4.26) obtained from
dividing (4.24) by Ĉ no longer lower bounds the true posterior p(Xk |Dk = j).
In fact, even if p̂(Xk , Dk = j) and p(Xk , Dk = j) are quite similar, multiplication
of (4.24) by Ĉ −1 ≥ C −1 forces (4.26) to be more concentrated around the peak
than 4.6, and therefore Σ̂VB is optimistic relative to the true posterior covariance
5

. The benefits of a good estimate in µ̂VB , can be outweighed by such optimism

in the Σ̂VB estimate, since this can lead to severe overconfidence and inconsistencies during recursive Bayesian fusion. Optimism in Σ̂VB also tends to produce
a very small bias in µ̂VB relative to the true posterior mean, as the approximate
posterior sufficient statistics are linked via (4.27).
As an alternative augmentation, the characteristic that µ̂VB from VB is close
to the true mean of the unimodal posterior can be exploited by another fast
estimation procedure to significantly improve the estimates of µ̂VB and Σ̂VB in
(4.26). Monte Carlo importance sampling (IS) [91] is particularly well-suited to
5

i.e. (Σtrue post − Σ̂VB ) will be positive semi-definite
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3: Bayesian update example for standard normal Gaussian prior
(green) and binary softmax likelihood (blue), showing true
posterior (magenta), softmax lower bound (black dash), and
approximate joint pdf (red dash) for (a) soft softmax weights,
with C = 0.1555 and Ĉ = 0.1525 and (b) steep softmax weights,
with C = 0.4220 and Ĉ = 0.2460. True posterior and approximate VB Gaussian posterior for cases (a)-(b) are shown in (c)(d), respectively.
this end, since it quickly can evaluate arbitrary moments of (4.6) using any ‘importance distribution’ that roughly corresponds to (4.6). Specifically, given Ns
s
samples {xi }N
i=1 ∈ Xk drawn from an importance density q(Xk ), IS approximates

the expectation of an arbitrary function f (Xk ) with respect to p(Xk |Dk = j) as
Z ∞
Ns
X
hf (Xk )i =
p(Xk |Dk = j)f (Xk )dXk ≈
ωi f (xi ),
(4.34)
−∞

i=1

p(xi )P (Dk = j|xi )
,
(4.35)
ωi ∝
q(xi )
where ωi is the importance weight for sample i, µ̂ = hXk i and Σ̂ =
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(Xk − µ)(Xk − µ)T . Note that (4.35) exploits the fact that the target posterior
density p(Xk |Dk = j) only needs to be known up to some normalizing constant,
so that the joint pdf p(xi , Dk = j) = p(xi )P (Dk = j|xi ) can be used to compute
each ωi (as is standard practice in this case, the ωi must be renormalized to sum
up to 1, which introduces a vanishingly small bias into (4.34) [115]). Although
q(Xk ) can in theory be any pdf that is easy to sample from and ensures proper
support coverage of p(Xk |Dk = j) (i.e. p(Xk |Dk = j) > 0 ⇒ q(Xk ) > 0), the estimate (4.34) is only reliable for reasonable values of Ns when q(Xk ) is sufficiently
‘close’ to p(Xk |Dk = j).
Since the true posterior is unimodal and has a mean that is close to µ̂VB , it is
natural to specify q(Xk ) as a unimodal pdf whose mean is parameterized by µ̂VB .
The prior covariance Σ can also be used to constrain the size/shape of q(Xk ) to
ensure adequate coverage of p(Xk |Dk = j). This is justified since the prior, joint
and posterior pdfs are all unimodal, so that conditioning on Dk = j reduces
the uncertainty in the posterior relative to the prior such that (Σ − Σtrue post ) is
expected to be positive definite [10].
These considerations lead to the Variational Bayesian IS (VBIS) inference algorithm, proposed here as drawing upon the strengths of both VB and IS. An
outline of the VBIS procedure is shown in Algorithm 2. The VB estimate in
Algorithm 1 is first used to define q(Xk ), which is then applied to (4.34) to estimate µ̂VBIS and Σ̂VBIS for the Gaussian posterior approximation p̂(Xk , Dk = j) =
N (µ̂VBIS , Σ̂VBIS ). This work uses
q(Xk ) = N (µ̂VB , Σ),

(4.36)

since this pdf is straightforward to sample from and permits convenient calculation of ωi . Other, more sophisticated unimodal pdfs could serve as q(Xk )
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on the basis of µ̂V B and Σ (e.g. heavy-tailed Laplace pdfs or mixture model
pdfs). However, compared with (4.36), the benefits of such alternatives are often outweighed by the extra computational cost of sampling xi and evaluating
ωi , especially if n ≥ 2 (e.g. an n-dimensional Laplace pdf with covariance Σ
requires Bessell functions to evaluate ωi [49]).

4.3.3

Likelihood weighted importance sampling (LWIS)

Another possible importane sampling strategy for computing µ̂ and Σ̂ is to bypass VB altogether in Algorithm 2 and simply set q(Xk ) = p(Xk ), so that (4.35)
becomes ωi ∝ P (Dk = j|xi ). This approach, popularly known as likelihood
weighted importance sampling (LWIS) [123, 88], defines the measurement update
step of the standard bootstrap particle filter [8] and works well if p(Xk ) and
p(Xk |Dk = j) are similar. While faster and nominally more computationally
convenient than VBIS, LWIS suffers if Dk = j is ‘surprising’ with respect to
p(Xk ) (i.e. the prior and posterior are not close) or if P (Dk = j|Xk ) is highly
peaked relative to p(Xk ) [30]. In such cases, ωi = 0 for many samples, leading to
inconsistent LWIS estimates. LWIS is presented here as a common benchmark
algorithm for estimating complex non-Gaussian densities.

4.3.4

Numerical 1D Example

Fig. 4.4 (a) gives a hypothetical 1D softmax likelihood model for a human observation Dk , with m = 5 categories relating to Xk , the location of a static target
relative to a robot. The prior p(Xk ) at some fixed time step k is shown in gray
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Algorithm 2: VBIS Measurement Update
Input: prior µ and Σ; D = j with likelihood in eq.(4.7), initial α and ξc , for
j, c ∈ {1, ..., m}
Output: posterior mean µ̂VBIS and covariance Σ̂VBIS
1. Obtain initial estimates µ̂V B and Σ̂V B using local VB EM update (Algorithm
1)
2. Importance sampling correction:
a. set q(Xk ) = N (µ̂V B , Σ)
s
b. draw Ns samples {xi }N
i=1 from q(Xk )
s
c. compute importance weights {ωi }N
i=1 using (4.35) and normalize so that
PNs
i=1 ωi = 1

d. re-estimate posterior mean and covariance,
µ̂VBIS =

Ns
X

ωi xi , Σ̂VBIS =

Ns
X

ωi xi xTi − µ̂VBIS µ̂VBIS

i=1

i=1

for three different scenarios in (b)-(d); in this example, the robot does not move
or contribute continuous sensor data ζk , but the update relies solely on a soft
human observation Dk . Figs. 4.4 (b)-(d) show the most likely soft observation
Dk = j for j ∈ D provided by the human in each case relative to the true target
location xtrue (black star). Moving from (b)-(d), the prior becomes less accurate
(i.e. more surprising/inconsistent) compared to xtrue . Such inconsistencies could
arise, for instance, via faulty information obtained from another agent or an
inaccurate/highly uncertain dynamics model.
Fusion results are shown for exact numerical integration (magenta), VB
(red), VBIS with Ns = 200 samples (dark green, five sample results shown), and
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Results for Dk = Near West , Prior at µ = −1.5, σ2 = 1
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Figure 4.4: Synthetic 1D fusion problem using exact and approximate inference methods: (a) human observation softmax likelihood
curves for P (Dk = j|Xk ), (b)-(d) posterior approximation results for human observations that are progressively more surprising relative to p(Xk ) (five sample posterior results shown
for LWIS and VBIS Gaussian approximations in each case).
LWIS with Ns = 200 samples (blue, 5 typical results shown). The true mean and
variance (µ∗ , σ∗2 ) of the exact (non-Gaussian) posterior are shown in Table 4.1,
along with the corresponding estimates and MATLAB computation times for
each approximate method over 50 different trials. The number of EM iterations
for VB and VBIS are also shown 6 . The effective sample size (ESS) is also provided
6

using a random initial guess for α in (4.29) and a tolerance of 1e-3 on Ĉ
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Table 4.1: Results for 1D Fusion Problem in Figure 4.4
Case

2
µ∗ , σ∗

2
µ̂V B , σ̂V
B

2
µ̂V BIS , σ̂V
BIS

2
µ̂LW IS , σ̂LW
IS

VB time, EM steps

IS time, VB/LW ESS

b

-2.56, 0.48

-2.55, 0.195

-2.55 ± 0.04, 0.49 ± 0.04

-2.55±0.07, 0.68±0.07

11.6 ms, 12

1 ms, 167, 91.7

c

-2.34, 0.84

-2.27, 0.236

-2.32 ± 0.06, 0.85 ± 0.08

-2.90±0.84, 0.53±0.15

13.8 ms, 16

1 ms, 115, 22

d

0.993, 1.28

1.02, 0.259

1.01 ± 0.07, 1.28 ± 0.11

-2.62±0.90, 0.15±0.05

10.6 ms, 10

1 ms, 141, 16.7

as a measure sampling effiency for VBIS and LWIS, where ESS(Ns ) =

Ns
1+cv 2 (z)

and cv 2 (z) is the coefficient of variation for the unnormalized importance weights
ωi . ESS estimates the number of samples that are effectively contributing to the
estimate and thus indicates the ‘closeness’ of q(Xk ) to p(Xk |Dk = j) (a low ESS
indicates an unreliable estimate) [91].
2
always
In all scenarios, µ̂VB is very close to µ∗ with a small bias, while σ̂VB

underestimates σ̂∗2 in each case. The posterior mean and variance approximations are quite accurate for both VBIS and LWIS in (b), since Dk is unsurprising
with respect to p(Xk ). However, since p(Xk ) and Dk disagree more in (c)-(d),
the LWIS Gaussian posterior approximation becomes steadily worse in these
cases, whereas VBIS always maintains a fairly close Gaussian approximation
with only 200 samples. The poor performance of LWIS in (c) and (d) is reflected by its diminishing ESS and the erratic/inconsistent nature of µ̂LWIS and
2
σ̂LWIS
. LWIS can be improved in (c) and (d) by increasing Ns , although this has

limited impact in (d): setting Ns = 10, 000 matches the computation time for
VBIS but still yields worse performance (ESS=200, µ̂LWIS = −0.70 ± 0.75 and
2
σ̂LWIS
= 0.47 ± 0.08) than the VBIS with Ns = 200. Note that the computation time

for VBIS here is modest: using unoptimized MATLAB code, VB requires 10-14
ms (10-16 EM iterations) to converge, while IS only requires 1 ms for Ns = 200.
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4.4

Soft Fusion with Non-Gaussian Priors and Multimodal
Likelihoods

VBIS nominally assumes that p(Xk ) is Gaussian and that P (Dk = j|Xk ) is a
basic softmax likelihood (4.7) with convexly separable classes. However, these
assumptions are often violated in practical human-robot fusion scenarios. The
prior p(Xk ) can be non-Gaussian through initial beliefs (e.g. uniform or multimodal priors on target location), if Xk evolves with non-Gaussian/nonlinear
dynamics (e.g. unobservable dynamic mode changes for moving targets), or if
updates via ζk in Fig. 4.1 involve highly non-Gaussian sensor likelihoods (e.g.
detector readings from cameras [21, 118]). Furthermore, a number of situations
arise where (4.7) is inadequate for modeling P (Dk = j|Xk ). For instance, soft
range-only observations induce non-convex categorizations of Xk that are better modeled by extended likelihood models such as MMS (cf. Section 2). Fortunately, VBIS can be extended for recursive Bayesian information fusion in such
scenarios using Gaussian mixture (GM) pdf approximations.
In the sequel, it is assumed that the prior p(Xk ) in (4.6) is given by an M -term
GM,
p(Xk ) =

M
X
u=1

p(u, Xk ) =

M
X

P (u) · p(Xk |u) =

u=1

M
X

cu · N (µu , Σu ),

(4.37)

u=1

where the hidden discrete component index variable U takes values u ∈
{1, ..., M }, µu ∈ Rn and Σu ∈ Rn×n are respectively the uth component mean and
P
covariance, and the component index weights cu ∈ R satisfy M
u=1 cu = 1. Since
GMs can approximate any pdf arbitrarily well through the compact M -mixand
parameter set {µu , Σu , cu }M
u=1 , they are well-suited to Bayesian information fusion problems involving complex pdfs. The universal approximation prop-
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erty of GMs was exploited by [6] to derive recursive nonlinear/non-Gaussian
Bayesian state estimators for continuous measurements via parallel banks of
KFs/EKFs, whose outputs are combined to form a single GM posterior approximation at each time step. This approach was later extended to incorporate GM
approximations via parallel banks of UKFs and PFs in [45] and [83], respectively.
Due to their beneficial statistical properties and high flexibility, GM-based fusion algorithms have been used in a variety of robotics applications, such as
autonomous localization in urban environments [120] and cooperative target
tracking with decentralized agents [76]. For the purposes of this paper, any
GM-based ζk fusion algorithm (i.e. a Gauss sum filter derived via EKFs, UKFs,
PFs, etc.) can be used to approximate eq. (4.1) or (4.2) as the prior pdf (4.37) for
soft human data fusion. Furthermore, it is assumed that the extended softmax
likelihood P (Dk = j|Xk ) is given by the MMS model in eq. (4.10).

4.4.1

VBIS with GM priors and MMS likelihoods

An approximation to p(Xk |Dk = j) is derived by first considering the joint pdf
given Dk = j,
p(Dk = j, Xk , U, R) = P (Dk = j, R|Xk , U )p(Xk , U )
= P (Dk = j, R|Xk )p(Xk , U ) = P (Dk = j|R)P (R|Xk )p(Xk |U )P (U ),

(4.38)

where the first line follows from Bayes’ rule and the second line follows
from the conditional indepedence properties of the MMS model (cf. Section
2). Recall from Section 2 that: (i) R is a hidden subclass variable with values
r ∈ {1, ..., S}, where each subclass is deterministically mapped to a single class
label j ∈ {1, ..., m} for the observation Dk , and (ii) σ(j) denotes the set of sj subclasses mapping to j, where P (Dk = j|r) = I(r ∈ σ(j)). From the law of total
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probability, the posterior p(Xk |Dk = j) can therefore be expressed as
M X
X
p(Xk |Dk = j) =
p(Xk |u, r, Dk = j)P (u, r|Dk = j).

(4.39)

u=1 r∈σ(j)

In other words, the posterior can be expressed as a mixture of conditional posteriors for all possible valid joint configurations (u, r ∈ σ(j)) of the hidden variables given Dk = j. Using Bayes’ rule and the joint pdf (4.38), the first term in
the summand of (4.39) can be written as
P (Dk = j|r)P (r|Xk )p(Xk |u)P (u)
.
(4.40)
p(Xk |Dk = j, u, r) = R
P (Dk = j|r)P (r|Xk )p(Xk |u)P (u)dXk
Cancelling the terms independent of Xk gives
P (r|Xk )p(Xk |u)
,
(4.41)
p(Xk |Dk = j, u, r) = R
P (r|Xk )p(Xk |u)dXk
which is the conditional posterior of Xk given observation Dk = j, mixing component u, and subclass r ∈ σ(j). Note that (4.41) is equivalent to the baseline
posterior in eq. (4.11): the numerator in (4.41) is the product of a Gaussian component p(Xk |u) = N (µu , Σu ) and a softmax likelihood P (r|Xk ), while the denominator is the marginal softmax observation likelihood of subclass r ∈ σ(j)
under Gaussian component u. Therefore, (4.41) is a unimodal conditional pdf
that can be well-approximated by a Gaussian using the VBIS procedure in Algorithm 2, so that
p(Xk |Dk = j, u, r) ≈ p̂(Xk |Dk = j, u, r) = N (µ̂zr , Σ̂zr ).

(4.42)

Next, the second summand in (4.39) P (r, u|Dk = j) can be written as
P (r, u, Dk = j)
(4.43)
P (r, u|Dk = j) =
P (j)
P (r, u, Dk = j)
1
= PM P
= P (r, u, Dk = j),
(4.44)
C
u=1
r∈σ(j) P (r, u, Dk = j)
where the numerator can be derived from (4.38) as
Z
P (r, u, Dk = j) = p(Xk |u)P (r|Xk )P (Dk = j|r)P (u)dXk
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Z
= P (u)

p(Xk |u)P (r|Xk )dXk ,

(4.45)

where P (u) = cu from (4.37) and the last line follows from P (Dk = j|r) = 1 for
r ∈ σ(j), from the definition of the MMS model. Note that the integral in (4.45)
is the same as the denominator in (4.41), i.e. the marginal softmax observation
likelihood of subclass r under component u,
Z
P (r|u) = p(Xk |u)P (r|Xk )dXk = Cru .

(4.46)

Substituting these expressions into (4.45) and then (4.44) gives
1
(4.47)
P (r, u|Dk = j) = · cu · Cru
C
Eq. (4.46) is analytically intractable, but can be estimated in two ways. Firstly,
since VBIS is used to estimate (4.41) through Algorithm 2, (4.46) can be directly
approximated by a corresponding variational likelihood lower bound Ĉru ≤ Cru
obtained via (4.33) in Algorithm 1. In this case, the nominal conditioning on
Dk = j in (4.33) is replaced by conditioning on R = r and U = u, so that
individual µ̂ru , Σ̂rz , ξc,ru , and αru estimates are used in (4.33) for each possible r
and u pairing to compute log Ĉru . However, since Cr,u is always underestimated
by the lower bound Ĉru , this approach could bias the posterior approximation
when the bound is insufficiently tight. Alternatively, (4.46) can be estimated via
direct sampling as
Nu
1 X
P̂s (r|u) =
P (r|Xk = xl ),
Nu l=1

(4.48)

u
th
where {xl }N
l=1 is a set of Nu samples drawn directly from the u prior compo-

nent N (µu , Σu ). However, the variance of P̂s (r|u) is inversely proportional to
P (r|u) and Nu , meaning that (4.48) can fall below the lower bound Ĉru if P (r|u)
is very small (i.e. P (r|u) << 0.01) and Nu is insufficiently large. Therefore,
to obtain a reasonable estimate for a given Nu , Ĉru is used to floor (4.48) as a
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consistency check. Thus, (4.46) is estimated as
P (r|u) ≈ max[exp(Ĉru ), P̂s (r|u)] ≡ P̂ (r|u).

(4.49)

Hence, eq. (4.47) becomes
1
· cu · P̂ (r|u) ≡ β̂ru ,
C̃
M X
X
where C̃ =
cu · P̂ (r|u).

P (r, u|Dk = j) ≈

(4.50)
(4.51)

u=1 r∈σ(j)

Finally, combining (4.41) and (4.51) into (4.39) yields a GM posterior approximation to p(Xk |Dk = j),
p(Xk |Dk = j) ≈ p̂(Xk |Dk = j)
=

M X
X

(4.52)

β̂ru · N (µ̂ru , Σ̂ru ) =

u=1 r∈σ(j)

K
X

β̂h · N (µ̂h , Σ̂h )

(4.53)

h=1

with K = sj · M components.

4.4.2

LWIS fusion and VB-only fusion for GM priors and MMS
likelihoods

Algorithm 3 summarizes the generalized VBIS fusion algorithm for GM priors
and MMS likelihoods. Note that, if the VBIS Gaussian approximation in step 4
of Algorithm 3 is replaced by an LWIS Gaussian approximation for component
h and P̂ (r|u) = P̂s (r|u) is instead used in step 5, an LWIS-based GM approximation to the posterior (4.39) is obtained. Likewise, a VB-only GM posterior
approximation can be obtained by using only Algorithm 1 in step 4 (i.e. ignoring the IS correction) and by setting P̂ (r|u) = Ĉru in step 5 (i.e. ignoring step
3). The next example shows that the VBIS procedure in Algorithm 3 improves
considerably on both of these alternative methods. Note that the VB, VBIS, and
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LWIS baseline Gaussian posterior approximations given in Section 4.3 for Gaussian priors and softmax likelihoods are special cases of the corresponding GM
posterior approximations for GM priors and MMS likelihoods, with M = 1 and
sj = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, ..., m}.
Algorithm 3: VBIS for GMs and MMS likelihoods
Input: M -component prior GM with pdf in eq. (4.37) and sufficient statistics
{µu , Σu , cu }M
u=1 ; observation Dk = j with likelihood in eq.(4.10) and sj relevant
subclasses in set σ(j)
Output: posterior GM with pdf in eq.
n
oM ·sj
µ̂h , Σ̂h , β̂h

(4.53) and sufficient statistics

h=1

1. set h = 0
for each relevant subclass r ∈ σ(j) do
for u = 1 : M do
2. set h = h + 1
u
3. compute P̂s (r|u) via eq. (4.48) using Nu samples {xl }N
l=1 drawn from

N (µu , Σu )
4. obtain (µ̂h , Σ̂h , Ĉh ) from VBIS fusion (Algorithm 2) using Ns samples,
µ = µu , Σ = Σu and Dk = r
5. compute P̂ (r|u) = max[exp(Ĉh ), P̂s (r|u)]
6. set β̂h = cu · P̂ (r|u)
end for
end for
7. renormalize all β̂h such that

PM ·sj ˆ
h=1 βh = 1
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Numerical 1D Example

Figure 4.5 modifies the previous 1D human-robot fusion example in Fig. 4.4,
so that p(Xk ) is now an M = 4 component GM (gray) and Dk now takes the
form of a coarse range observation with m = 3 non-convex categories: ‘Next
To’, ‘Nearby’, and ‘Far From’. The corresponding MMS likelihood model is
shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). Note the multimodality of both p(Xk ) and the likelihood model; Figure 4.5 (b) shows the results of fusing the surprising observation Dk = ‘Far From’ via numerical integration to obtain the exact multimodal
posterior pdf (magenta). Also shown are the full 8-component GM posterior
approximations obtained with 100 trials of VBIS using Nu = Ns = 500 (Alg. 3,
dark green), 100 trials of LWIS using 500 samples (blue), and VB-only (red).
Fig. 4.5 (b) shows that LWIS barely captures the minor posterior modes on
the right and struggles to approximate the major posterior modes on the left.
This behavior is again due to the brittleness of LWIS to surprising measurements. The VB-only GM approximation (which required 11-23 EM steps per
component for a total of 131 steps) shows considerable improvement in approximating the posterior modes, but it still significantly underestimates all component variances as well as the largest component weight on the left. In constrast,
VBIS provides a very high-fidelity GM approximation to the exact posterior using 500 samples and less than 20 EM iterations per posterior component. Table
4.2 shows the resulting computation times (using unoptimized Matlab code)
and Kullback-Leibler divergences (KLDs) between the true posterior p(Xk |Dk )
(from numerical integration) and each GM approximation p̂(Xk |Dk ), where the
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KLD is given by


Z
KL[p(Xk |Dk )||p̂(Xk |Dk )] =

p(Xk |Dk ) log

p(Xk |Dk )
p̂(Xk |Dk )


dXk .

(4.54)

The KLD is a non-negative information theoretic measure of ‘distance’ between
two pdfs, where (4.54) is zero iff p(Xk |Dk ) = p̂(Xk |Dk ). A smaller KLD indicates
that p̂(Xk |Dk ) loses less information from p(Xk |Dk ) and is therefore a better approximation to the true posterior. Clearly, LWIS loses the most information on
average, while VBIS loses significantly less information than either LWIS or VBonly. Repeating LWIS with 1500 samples matches the time required for VBIS
with 500 samples, but only reduces the LWIS KLD by about half. Also, the VBIS
KLD increases to 0.23 ± 0.20 if the direct-sampling estimate P̂s (r|u) of Cru is only
used in step 5 of Algorithm 3 (i.e. if the likelihood lower bound Ĉru from VB is
ignored), since P̂s (r|u) underestimates the weights for the minor GM posterior
modes on the positive Xk axis. This shows that the variational lower bounds Ĉh
help improve the posterior GM weight estimates in (4.49).

4.4.3

Practical Considerations

From inspection of Algorithm 3, the nested for loops containing steps 2-6 can
be parallelized into sj · M independent VBIS updates. As such, parallelized
Gaussian sum filtering strategies for ζk fusion can be readily adapted to incorporate soft categorical measurements via eq. (4.3) using Algorithm 3. In particular, if GMs are used to approximate eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) via Gauss sum filter
updates, then the complete hybrid Bayesian fusion loop of Fig. 4.1 can be implemented as a bank of parallel Gaussian filters that are combined to produce a
final GM posterior approximation p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k ) for each time step k.
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Results for Dk = Far From, with GM Prior

Categorical MMS Model Likelihoods

Prior GM p(Xk)

1

Exact Posterior p(Xk|Dk)

1
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Figure 4.5: Synthetic 1D fusion problem with GM prior: (a) human
observation MMS likelihood curves for P (Dk = j|Xk ),
which is derived by assigning the basic softmax classes
in Fig.
4.4 (a) to MMS subclass sets as follows:
σ(‘Far From’) = {‘Far West’, ‘Far East’}, σ(‘Nearby’) =
{‘Near West’, ‘Near East’}, and σ(‘Next To’) = {‘Next To’}.
(b) Typical GM posterior approximations for Dk
=
’Target Far From Robot’, with target at Xk = −6.8 m. Note that
GM prior statistics (µu , σu2 , cu ) are: (−1.20, 1.60, 0.20) for u = 1;
(1.72, 0.70, 0.30) for u = 2; (−0.70, 0.70, 0.30) for u = 3; and
(0.70, 1.60, 0.20) for u = 4.
Mixture Condensation

The number of mixands in the full GM fusion posterior p(Xk |ζ1:k , D1:k ) grows
geometrically over time if either: (i) the number of relevant subclasses sj > 1

Table 4.2: Results for 100 Trials of 1D Fusion Problem in Figure 4.5
Method

average time (sec)

KLD (nats)

LWIS

0.037

6.21 ± 2.32

Raw VB

0.11

0.93

VBIS

0.14

0.076 +0.15/−0.052
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in Algorithm 3, or (ii) eqs. (4.1)-(4.2) involve exact marginalization of other unobserved discrete random variables (e.g. discrete operating modes for switched
dynamics or components of GM process/measurement noise models). Therefore, standard GM compression methods, such as those found in refs. [119, 140],
and [117], should be applied to maintain computational tractability while minimizing a suitable information loss metric with respect to the full GM posterior
approximation at each time step k.

Skipping component updates through probabilistic gating

If P̂s (r|u) ≈ 1 from eq. (4.48), then the approximate GM posterior’s component
statistics µ̂ru and Σ̂ru will be very close to the corresponding prior component
statistics µu and Σu . Step 4 of Algorithm 3 can thus be modified to apply a gating threshold τ after step 3 to determine whether posterior component for the
pair (r, u) requires computationally costly EM iterations for the VB approximation in VBIS: if P̂s (r|u) ≥ τ , alternative component updates via LWIS or prior
equivalence (i.e. µ̂ru = µu and Σ̂ru = Σu ) are applied, and step 5 becomes
P̂ (r|u) = P̂s (r|u); otherwise, steps 4 and 5 are carried out with VBIS as usual.
Note that τ should be set close to 1 (e.g. τ = 0.9999) to ensure that only components which are ‘definitely’ not worth obtaining by VBIS are conservatively
skipped.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Experimental setup: (a) Indoor search area with obstacle walls
and targets, (b) base field map used in all search missions,
showing locations of six obstacle walls and two generic landmarks.

4.5

Experimental Application to Cooperative Multi-target
Search

As discussed in [89, 76, 23], human-robot information fusion is particularly relevant for cooperative target search applications such as coordinated search and
rescue, large scale surveillance, and urban reconaissance. To provide practical
insight on the utility of the proposed hybrid information fusion approach, an
experimental application to a cooperative indoor target search mission with a
human-robot team was conducted. Section 4.5.1 describes the overall problem
setup as well as the human-robot team hardware and interfaces. Section 4.5.2
describes the process for fusing robot and human measurements to modify GM
pdfs that represented uncertainty in the target locations. Section 4.5.3 describes
the different sensor fusion conditions studied in the experiment, which varied
both the types of sensor observations fused and a priori target location information. Section 4.5.4 presents overall search performance results for the humanrobot team, while Sections 4.5.5-4.5.8 examine specific aspects of the humanrobot information fusion loop in relation to these results.
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4.5.1

Problem setup

The mission goal for the experiments was for a single human agent and a single
autonomous mobile robot to correctly find and identify five hidden targets as
quickly as possible under a fixed time constraint. The robot plans and navigates
its own paths based on probabilistic target location pdfs, but has limited visual
target detection capabilities. The stationary human aids the robot by sharing
soft information and confirming target detections, where the number of targets
is known a priori. Fig. 4.6(a) shows the 5 m x 10.5 m indoor area used for the
search experiments. Fig. 4.6(b) shows the base map used to conduct multiple
search missions, which featured several movable obstacle walls and two generic
landmarks. The walls are placed such that the human (who remained seated off
field at a computer) could only see a small portion of the search area by direct
line of sight. The five targets were static orange traffic cones labeled with unique
ID numbers (1 through 5) that were hidden at various locations.
For t ∈ {1, .., 5}, target location X t ∈ R2 is unknown to the human-robot
team at mission start. Separate GM priors were assumed for each t,
t

t

p(X ) =

M
X

ctu · N (µtu , Σtu ),

(4.55)

u=1

where p(X 1 ) = p(X 2 ) = ... = p(X 5 ) at mission start; these priors are specified in
Sec. 4.5.3. Using the fusion loop of Fig. 4.1, each p(X t ) is sequentially updated
over time using two information sources: (1) ζ1:k , the set of all ‘detection/no
detection’ observations made by the robot’s visual target detector, and (2) D1:k ,
the set of all soft target location observations provided by the human.
Figure 4.7(a) shows the Pioneer 3-DX autonomous mobile robot used in the
experiment. The robot is equipped with a camera and software such that it can
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: (a) Pioneer 3DX robot used for experiment, featuring: Vicon
markers for accurate pose estimation; a Hokuyo URG-04 LX
LIDAR sensor for obstacle avoidance; an onboard Mini ATXbased computer with a 2.00 GHz Intelr CoreTM 2 processor, 2
GB of RAM and WiFi networking for control; and a Unibrain
Fire-I OEM Board camera. (b) Human-robot interaction GUI,
which runs on a computer with a 2.66 GHz Intelr CoreTM 2
Duo processor and 2 GB of RAM.

visually detect red/orange traffic cones up to a 1 m range with a 42.5 deg field
of view at 2 Hz. The robot moves at a constant speed of 0.3 m/s with a known
map of the search area and highly accurate pose information from Vicon motion tracking. The robot autonomously navigates towards intermediate search
points (i.e. goal locations) based on the updated combined target posterior GM pdf,
X 1
· p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ),
(4.56)
p(Xkcomb ) =
|T
k|
t∈T
k

where Tk is the set of undetected targets at time k. Note that (4.56) is the location pdf for all undetected targets marginalized over the target ID t. As in [24],
the target pdfs are used to autonomously plan search paths so that the robot
can visually detect targets without any direct human control inputs. The robot
searches for targets using a simple sub-optimal greedy strategy. First, (4.56)
is discretized to select the highest value (non-obstacle) grid cell to define the
robot’s next search point. The robot then moves to this fixed goal point using
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a path generated by the D∗ algorithm [129]. When the goal point moves into
the robot’s field of view, the robot stops to perform a ±45 deg spin to visually
scan for targets in the vicinity, before selecting the next goal point via (4.56) to
repeat the planning cycle. Note that other planning approaches for probabilistic
search could be used; the approach described here works reliably and is theoretically tied to searches based on receding horizon optimal control [21, 118]7 .
Additional comparisons to other planning approaches are beyond the scope of
this work.
The human remains seated at a computer station next to the field (coordinates x = 0.8 m and y = −3.3 m in Fig. 4.6(b)) and communicates with the
robot through the GUI shown in Fig. 4.7 (b). The human has two tasks: (1)
classifying detections by the robot as either false alarms or actual targets, and
(2) voluntarily modifying the target GM pdfs by sending soft target location information via Dk . For the first task, the robot streams camera images at 1 Hz to
the GUI and pauses to report visual target detections. If the human declares a
false alarm, the robot notes the object’s location to prevent reacquisition. Otherwise, the robot localizes the target via laser and camera data, and the GM for
the human-identified target t is removed from (4.56). For the second task (the
main focus of this study), the human can use direct observations of the field
and the robot’s camera feed to send structured observations that are used to update (4.56) (as described below). The GUI shows the 2D surface plot of (4.56) at
each time step overlaid on a labeled map of the search area, so that consistent
contextual information is available for data fusion. Note that the human can
only send information and cannot directly command or teleoperate the robot.
7

such searches are near-optimal for minimizing the probability of missed target detection or
the posterior target pdf entropy, but are costly to implement for the long lookahead horizons
needed to achieve good performance
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However, the robot automatically replans whenever a new Dk is fused, since
the maximum of (4.56) can change significantly.

4.5.2

Online target GM measurement updates

As ζk and Dk become available, each static target GM is recursively updated in
real time using GM approximations to eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. The ζk
update is skipped for false target detections, which are assumed to be filtered
out perfectly by the human. As human observations are spontaneous, the Dk
update is skipped whenever Dk is empty. Since the targets are all static, the
dynamic prediction update (4.1) is always skipped8 .

Robot visual detection model and ζk updates

The robot’s visual target detector likelihood P (ζk |X t ) is a hybrid probabilistic
mapping from X t to a discrete observation ζk ∈ {‘No Detection’, ‘Detection’}.
As such, P (ζk |X t ) is well-approximated by the 2D MMS model shown in Figure
4.8 (e), which describes the visual detector likelihood with three subclasses for
the ‘No Detection’ class (high probability outside the vision cone) and one subclass for the ‘Detection’ class (high probability inside the vision cone). The base
parameters for this MMS model were learned offline and shifted online to account for changes in the robot’s pose and to conservatively account for known
visual occlusions such as walls. Since P (ζk |X t ) is an MMS model, the inference
methods in Sec. 4.4 are used to obtain a GM approximation to eq. (4.2). LWIS
GM fusion with 1000 samples per component update and a component gate of
8

t
t
t
in this case, p(Xk+1
|Xk+1
) is simply the Dirac delta, δ(Xkt , Xk+1
)
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τ = 0.9999 provides sufficiently accurate results, since the robot’s slow motion
prevents the prior and posterior pdfs in (4.2) from moving too far apart between
successive ‘No Detection’ observations9 .
Figure 4.8 (j) shows an example LWIS GM fusion approximation with the
nominal MMS camera model. Note that this example illustrates the posterior
‘scattering effect’ induced by negative information from ‘No Detection’ measurement updates, which was also observed in [21, 81] and [118] using gridbased and particle pdf representations, respectively. Here, the central GM component is split into three smaller components, which increases the entropy of the
posterior GM with respect to the prior GM and elevates the probability mass of
the GM components outside the detection region.

Human observation models and Dk updates

Human messages sent and interpreted sequentially via the following 3-field
message structure,
(Something/Nothing) is (Preposition) (Reference Location),

(4.57)

where any combination of predefined field entries may be set via menus
in the GUI. The Something/Nothing field allows the human to provide positive/negative soft target information, assuming that target ID information is not
available to the human until a target has actually been detected; the data association problem that arises due to target label ambiguity is adressed below. The Reference Location field determines the observation’s reference point, which can be
either the robot itself, either of the two generic landmarks, or any of the six walls
shown in Fig. 4.6. Preposition determines the MMS model to use in modifying
9

VBIS GM fusion gives nearly identical results with fewer samples but is slower than LWIS
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each target GM given the Something/Nothing and Location. This study used a
family of three categorical range prepositions, {‘Next To’, ‘Nearby’, ‘Far From’},
and a family of two categorical bearing prepositions, {‘Front’,‘Behind’}. Altogether, Dk has 90 distinct realizations via (4.57).
Base MMS models for Preposition entries were learned offline with training
data from the single human user who performed all missions in this study. Figure 4.8 (b)-(e) shows the resulting base models, whose origins all correspond to
a nominal (0, 0) Reference Location position in X t space. The MMS weights of
these base models are shifted/rotated online to be consistent with the desired
Reference Location origin/orientation, so that the same MMS templates are used
for all reference points. The ‘Front’ of a wall is always assumed to be the side
closer to the human’s computer station, while the ‘Front’ of a landmarks is always assumed to face East. Negative (i.e. ‘Nothing’) observations with respect
to a Preposition class j are handled by performing measurement updates with
respect to all complementary prepositional classes t 6= j in the corresponding
MMS model10 . All Dk updates are performed online with VBIS GM fusion as
per Algorithm 3, using Na = Ns = 500 particles per component update and a
component update gate of τ = 0.9999.

Data association

Since Dk is not target specific, data association issues arise in (4.3). For example,
the positive observation Dk =‘Something is nearby the robot’ could apply to any
one of the targets, while the negative observation Dk =‘Nothing is nearby the
10

For example, Dk
=
‘Nothing Next To Robot’ is interpreted as Dk
=
‘Something Around or Something Far From Robot’, so that the subclasses for ‘Around’
and ‘Far From’ are temporarily treated as part of a single class for a pseudo-positive update.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 4.8: (a) Example GM target location prior, (b-d) base MMS models
for human descriptors, (e) base MMS model for camera detection likelihood, (f-i) posterior GMs from VBIS after fusion of
models in (a-d) with GM prior in (a), (j) posterior GM from
LWIS after fusion of ‘No Detection’ report with GM prior in
(a).

robot’ applies equally to all targets. This ambiguity is handled probabilistically
through the GM-based generalization of probabilistic data association (PDA)
[73]. First, (4.3) is computed as under the hypothesis that Dk associates to target
t to give p∗ (X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ). This pdf is then combined with the pre-fusion prior
p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k−1 ) (which represents the hypothesis that Dk does not associate to
t) to give another GM that marginalizes the association hypothesis,
p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ) = γ(η) · p∗ (X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ) + η · [1 − γ(η)] · p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k−1 )
(4.58)
where η = 1 if Dk represents positive information (η = 0 otherwise), and γ(η)
is the probability of the hypothesis that Dk associates to target t. Here, γ(0) = 1
and γ(1) =

1
,
|Tk |

where |Tk | is the number of undetected targets at time k 11 . The

probability of an erroneous/false human observation is assumed to be zero for
11

since all target t priors are initially the same, this is equivalent to setting γ(η) = P (Dk = j; t),
i.e. the marginal likelihood of Dk = j under target t, as in conventional PDA hypothesis mixing.
This is also equal to a conservative maximum entropy estimate of association probability
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convenience, although non-zero error/false alarm probabilities can be incorporated into (4.58) in a Bayesian manner while still maintaining a GM representation [73, 96].

Mixture condensation

Following each ζk and Dk update, each p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ) is condensed to M = 15
mixands via Salmond’s merging algorithm [119], which sequentially combines
mixands to preserve the overall GM mean and covariance ( see [119] for details)12 . Note that merging requires O(Mo2 ) time for Mo initial mixands, which
limits online processing speed when each GM has hundreds of components 13 .
Hence, brutal truncation is performed first to retain only the 100 most highly
weighted components of each p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ) for merging.

4.5.3

Target priors and fusion scenarios

To assess the relative effects of ζk and Dk and different initial target priors on
the fusion process, four sets of search missions were conducted under three
types of sensing modalities (‘Robot Only’,‘Human Only’, and ‘Human with
Robot’) and two types of initial target search GM priors (‘(Pseudo)-Uniform’,
‘Bad/Inconsistent’). Table 4.3 shows the resulting experimental matrix of 24
total search missions, in which the human always confirmed target detections/false alarms and the robot navigated autonomously via the greedy search
algorithm, regardless of sensing modality. Four target search missions were
12

similar results were obtained with Runnalls’ KLD-based merging algorithm [117], which
costlier to implement
13
this can arise from certain negative Dk updates, such as ‘Nothing is nearby the robot’
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Table 4.3: Experimental Search Mission Matrix for Human-Robot Team
Prior type/Sensing Modality

Robot Only

Human Only

Human With Robot

Pseudo-uniform GM Prior

4 missions without eq.(4.2) updates

4 missions without eq.(4.3) updates

4 missions w/ eq.(4.2) and (4.3) updates

Bad/Inconsistent GM Prior

4 missions without eq.(4.2) updates

4 missions without eq.(4.3) updates

4 missions w/ eq.(4.2) and (4.3) updates

used to study each cell of Table 4.3; each mission was characterized by a different set of true target locations and the same four missions are used to study
all cells of Table 4.3. The true target location maps for each mission are shown
in Figure 4.9(a)-(d), where missions 1 and 4 used the same target location map
14

. As shown in Fig. 4.9(d), the pseudo-uniform GM prior for each mission

used Mt = 8 spherical mixands with Σui = I to reflect the initial belief that targets can be located anywhere on the map with (almost) equal probability. The
bad GM priors shown in Fig. 4.9(a)-(c) used Mt = 5 spherical components that
were highly inconsistent with the true target locations in each mission, reflecting
worst-case search scenarios where a priori target information is badly flawed.
Missions under uniform prior and ‘Human With Robot’ sensing modality
were conducted first, followed by the corresponding ‘Human Only’ and ‘Robot
Only’ missions; the missions were then repeated in the same order using bad
priors. To simulate realistic target discovery in all cases with the same human
operator, the human did not send positive (i.e. ‘Something is...’) information
about targets unless they were either directly visible to the human or glimpsed
in the robot’s camera during the mission15 . All experimental missions reported
here were immediately stopped if the robot could not find all targets in under 15
minutes (900 secs). This challenging time constraint was chosen after extensive
14

the cones were initially labeled with white paper tags in mission 1, which inadvertently
decreased the probability of visual detection by the robot; the cones were relabeled in missions
2 through 4 to improve visibility
15
e.g. in mission 1 runs, the human could not establish a direct line of sight to target 3 and
therefore did not furnish relevant information about that target until after seeing it via camera
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: True target locations and initial GM priors used in each mission, showing ‘bad’ (a-c) and ‘uniform’ (d) search priors. The
uniform GM prior in (d) is the same in all four search missions
and the bad priors for missions 1 and 4 are the same.

testing with the greedy search strategy, which showed that 15-25 minutes are
generally required to find all five targets in missions 1-4 using ‘Robot Only’
sensing and uniform prior conditions.

4.5.4

Results: overall search performance

The overall search performance of the human-robot team under different sensing and a priori information scenarios can be gauged via the search completion time and number of targets detected in each search mission. Fig. 4.10
shows the results for these two metrics over all 24 search missions. ‘Human
With Robot’ sensing clearly offers the best overall search performance, since all
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Figure 4.10: Overall search mission performance under different prior
types and sensing modalities: (a)-(b) search mission times
(secs) under uniform and bad priors, respectively; (c)-(d)
number of targets found per mission under uniform and bad
priors, respectively.

5 targets were always found in each mission within 8.5-13 minutes. While more
targets were found under ‘Human Only’ sensing than under ‘Robot Only’ sensing (which has the worst overall performance), the mission completion times
for these two sensing modalities were about the same. The number of target
detections for each of these two sensing modalities drops slightly when moving from uniform to bad GM search priors; in constrast, the prior type did not
significantly affect performance with ‘Human With Robot’ sensing.
The ‘Robot Only’ performance results underscore the nontrivial nature of the
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search problem and the inadequacy of the robot’s greedy search strategy when
only ζk measurement updates are available. When Dk is available, the robot becomes much more proficient at detecting targets via the greedy search (though
performance is not necessarily ‘optimal’ in any sense). The improvement from
human input can be explained by comparing the typical level of informativeness of p(X t |D1:k , ζ1:k ) over time under the various fusion and prior conditions.
Fig. 4.11 shows time traces from all six mission 4 runs of the posterior probat
t
bility of finding target t inside a 1 m square region R(Xtrue
) centered at Xtrue
(i.e.

the belief that t is located close to its true unknown location). This probability is
computed offline at each time step k as
Z
t
P (R(Xtrue )|D1:k , ζ1:k ) =

p(X t |ζ1:k D1:k )dXt .

(4.59)

t )
R(Xtrue

Note that (4.59) approaches 1 as p(X t |ζ1:k D1:k ) becomes more highly concent
).
trated inside R(Xtrue

To illustrate the typical frequency of voluntary human-to-robot communit
)|D1:k , ζ1:k ), Fig. 4.11 also shows all
cation and its influence on each P (R(Xtrue

instances when human observations Dk were sent and fused. Despite being
highly rate-limited and imprecise, human observations Dk were generally int
)|D1:k , ζ1:k ) so that targets could
formative enough to quickly increase P (R(Xtrue

be easily detected by the robot’s greedy search in the ‘Human Only’ and ‘Hut
man With Robot’ missions. In contrast, P (R(Xtrue
)|D1:k , ζ1:k ) increases at a much

slower rate using only ζk updates in the ‘Robot Only’ missions. This has particularly severe consequences in the ‘Robot Only’ scenarios with bad priors, where
the a priori probability of finding the targets at their true locations is extremely
small (typically on the order of 1 × 10−35 ).
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t
)|D1:k , ζ1:k ) vs. time step k for various fusion scenarFigure 4.11: P (R(Xtrue
ios in the mission 4 setup: (a)-(c) Uniform prior with camera only, human only, and human with robot updates, respectively, (d)-(f) Bad prior with camera only, human only, and
human with robot updates, respectively. Dashed vertical lines
denote target detection events; black markers on the time axis
denote human observation instances.

4.5.5

Results: Diversity of Soft Human Sensor Inputs

Fig. 4.14 illustrates the observed counts of Preposition and Reference Location
codebook counts in each ‘Human Only’ and ‘Human With Robot’ mission,
where the number of positive and negative messages are also shown at the top
of each frequency matrix. The volume of messages is significantly larger with a
bad prior than with a uniform prior, as the human had to work harder to ‘convince’ the robot to shift more probability mass towards actual target locations in
bad prior conditions. There were also many more positive messages (1376) than
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negative messages (296) over all search scenarios, due to the fact that the contribution of the association hypothesis pdf p∗ (X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ) following positive
‘Something is...’ messages were downweighted via the PDA correction in eq.
(4.58). Hence, even with benign priors, the human had to ‘convince’ robot that
‘something’ was in fact somewhere by repeatedly sending the same positive information message multiple times. Since negative information (‘Nothing is...’)
messages were more potent in reshaping the target pdfs with fewer messages,
since they were not downweighted by PDA.

4.5.6

Complementary Team Behavior

As pointed out in [21], a simple greedy search strategy generally leads to inefficient ‘back and forth’ search paths over the map as a direct consequence of the
scattering effect from ζk updates (cf. Fig. 4.8 (l)). As such, in ‘Robot Only’ scenarios, the robot frequently jumped from one part of the search map to another
without searching thoroughly around its goal points, leading to very slow information gain. Additional difficulties in the mission 1 ‘Robot Only’ cases arose
from the fact that all targets were labeled with white tags and were therefore
less likely to be detected, despite being within the nominal 1 m visual detection
t
range 16 . Since eq. (4.56) diminished around missed Xtrue
following missed de-

tections, the robot could not remedy missed target detections until after greedily
searching the rest of the map. As Fig. 4.12 illustrates, in ‘Human With Robot’
scenarios, the human operator could quickly correct missed detections by sending relevant soft information that forced the robot to greedily re-examine areas
around actual target locations (this was particularly useful in mission 1).
16

e.g. compare the Uniform prior results of mission 1 to those of mission 4, which used the
same target locations as in mission 1
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.12: ‘Human With Robot’ sensing sequence showing soft human
correction of missed target detections with ζk updates: (a)
robot (pink) explores GM peak near target 1, but cannot detect
target 1 just at the edge of its field of view (green triangle); (b)
robot turns to go explore new pdf peak that appeared behind
target 2 via scattering effect; (c) human message ‘Something is
Nearby Landmark 1’ boosts pdf value near target 1; (d) robot
goes back to explore around target 1, but misses it again; (e)
human message ‘Something is Behind Robot’ boosts pdf near
target 1 again; (f) robot successfully finds target 1. Total sequence time is just over 1 minute.

Although ‘Human Only’ sensing leads to more target detections than ‘Robot
Only’ sensing, some targets remain undetected in certain missions and completion times are not improved consistently (especially in bad prior missions). This
can be largely attributed to the coarse nature of the soft Dk codebook, which
meant that eq. (4.56) could not be precisely updated to allow the robot to ‘nudge
closer’ toward the target if it was just outside the robot’s visual detection range.
As Fig. 4.13 illustrates, the human spent considerable time in ‘Human Only’
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missions compensating for this issue by sending many extra messages to ‘convince’ the robot into obtaining a better viewing position for certain targets. The
resulting high volume of Dk messages (especially in the bad prior missions) is
also evident in Fig. 4.14 (a) and Fig. 4.11 (b) and (e). These scenarios not only
account for the lack of significant mission time improvements and the fact that
some targets were not found, but also caused the human to become frustrated.
However, in ‘Human With Robot’ cases, scattering via ζk = ‘No Detection’ observations helped shift eq. (4.56) closer to any targets just outside of detection
range, thereby automatically refining the target posterior GMs following Dk updates. This also led to smoother interaction between the human and robot, as
indicated by the significantly improved mission times and lower message volume/frequency compared with ‘Human Only’ missions.

4.5.7

Accuracy of GM data fusion approximations

To assess the accuracy of online fusion of ζk data via LWIS and of Dk data via
VBIS in each search mission, the KL divergence (KLD) of each GM posterior
p(X t |ζ1:k , D1:k ) obtained at every time step k was computed offline for all search
missions with respect to recursive grid-based ‘ground truth’ fusion posteriors,
which used 0.1 m ×0.1 m cell resolution. To further assess the contribution of
VBIS in the ‘Human Only’ and ‘Human With Robot’ missions, KLDs were also
computed offline for a separate set of GM posteriors obtained by fusing both ζ1:k
and D1:k via LWIS GM mixture fusion with 1000 samples per component update
(to match the total number of sampling operations used for VBIS Dk updates).
The KLDs for both the online LWIS-VBIS and offline LWIS-only GM approximations were evaluated over 10 independent Monte Carlo runs to account for ran-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.13: ‘Human Only’ fusion sequence showing effects of limited
codebook precision without ζk updates: (a) target 1 positioned
just out of detector range for 70 secs while human unsuccessfully tries to refine the posterior with ‘Something in Front of
Robot’ messages; (b) human sends ‘Nothing is Next To Robot’
to get robot away from target 1; (c) human sends ‘Something
is Behind Robot’ to go back to target 1; (d) target barely out of
range again, so human shifts posterior towards newly spotted
target 2 instead; (e) human shifts peaks back towards target 1
after target 2 fails to come in detector range; (f) robot finally
sees target 1 as it swings towards nearby GM peak. Total sequence time is almost 4 minutes.

dom sampling effects. To remove the effects of the robot’s closed-loop greedy
planner, the offline grid-based fusion and LWIS-only GM fusion results were
obtained using the same robot trajectories recorded from the online LWIS-VBIS
implementations, as well as the same PDA and mixture management methods
described previously.
Figure 4.15 shows the logarithm of the time averaged KLD (K̄) for each tar-
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get GM posterior in the ‘Robot Only’ uniform and bad prior missions, where
only LWIS is used to fuse ζk . These results show that 15 component GMs provide good approximations to the exact grid-based target location posteriors over
the course of a full 15 minute search mission. Although not apparent from
these plots, the KLDs at each time step tend to drift up very slowly over as
information is gradually lost with respect to the true posterior. Such baseline
losses are expected, since 15 smooth and symmetric Gaussian components can
only approximate the highly asymmetric and multimodal exact target posteriors
with limited precision (especially as these change quite rapidly over time). Further baseline losses are incurred over time through mixture reduction via brutal
truncation and Salmond’s algorithm, which does not preserve GM information
above second order moments. Nevertheless, it is clear that the expected baseline
information losses incurred by fusing ζ1:k through LWIS are small enough over
the course of a full 15 minute search mission to justify using GM approximations
for the probabilistic search.
Figure 4.16 (a)-(b) show K̄s for LWIS-VBIS and LWIS-only fusion using uniform priors in the ‘Human With Robot’ and ‘Human Only’ cases. These results
show that, when prior information and human observations are generally consistent with each other, LWIS with 1000 samples per component update and
VBIS with 500 samples per component update offer comparably good fusion
accuracy. Note that, in missions 2 and 3 of the ‘Human Only’ cases, the posterior for some targets grew significantly more complex at certain time steps
following certain prolonged sequences of human observations. As a result, the
tails and several small components of the true posterior pdfs could not be wellmodeled by 15 component GMs following either VBIS and LWIS fusion after
certain points in time, leading to higher K̄ values for some targets. This diver-
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gence phenomenon nevers occurs for ‘Human With Robot’ fusion with either
the LWIS-VBIS or LWIS-only update methods, as the use of benign uniform
priors and the fusion of ζ1:k helped reduced the number of human messages
needed to modify the target pdfs (thus limiting the complexity of the posteriors).
Figure 4.16 (c)-(d) show the K̄s for LWIS-VBIS and LWIS-only fusion using
bad priors in the ‘Human With Robot’ and ‘Human Only’ cases. These plots
also denote several cases where LWIS-VBIS fusion shows a statistically significant K̄ improvement over LWIS-only fusion (using a Kruskall-Wallis test with
p = 0.01). These results confirm the notion that VBIS is more reliable than LWIS
for fusing Dk when the prior is possibly inconsistent with the true target state.
This is especially apparent from the smaller K̄s in missions 1 and 4, which show
that VBIS provides more accurate approximations for the ‘suprising’ human observations on almost every target. Due to the limited number of available GM
components, both VBIS and LWIS still obtain some high K̄s under bad priors
and/or ‘Human Only’ fusion conditions, which typically had more complex
posteriors due to increased Dk messaging. It is important to note that the LWIS
Dk fusion results in Fig. 4.16 greatly benefit from the JPDA-based positive message updates in eq. (4.58), since this always incorporates a substantial portion
of the prior into the GM posterior (i.e. the prior weight 1 − γ(η) ranges from
0.5 to 0.8). Although not shown here due to limited space, the use of either
target-specific updates (obtained by hand-labeling) to eliminate data association ambiguity gives significantly worse KLD losses per Dk update for LWIS in
all bad prior cases, whereas VBIS accuracy remains unaffected.
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4.5.8

Computational speed and storage

Despite its improved reliability, VBIS is slightly more expensive to implement
than LWIS. In particular, VBIS requires approximately 7 ms on average per GM
component update in these experiments using managed C# code, while LWIS
requires approximately 2 ms on average17 . The longer VBIS times stem from the
fact that Algorithm 1 can converge slowly if it is initialized far from the final
solution. However, even in such cases, VBIS computation times can be significantly reduced through several code optimization strategies not implemented
here, such as: parallelization of Algorithm 3; clustering of VBEM initializations
across similar GM components within and across target GM pdfs; and implementation of unmanaged pointer arithmetic code. Such optimizations were unnecessary for the present application, as VBIS did not lead to significant delays
for real-time operation with the human operator.
The online-computed GM approximations used to represent the target posterior pdfs require considerably less memory and communication bandwidth
than the offline-computed ground truth discrete grids. For a single time step, a
15 component GM approximation for a single target posterior requires 840 bytes
using double precision, while the ground-truth grid requires approximately 52
times as much memory at 44,064 bytes. Hence, for a full 900 sec search mission,
a full time history of the GM filtering posterior recorded at 2 Hz requires 1.51
MB, compared with 79.32 MB for a grid-based filtering history. Although not
demonstrated here, the storage discrepency between the two representations
becomes even larger if Xk includes additional states (e.g. vertical displacement,
velocities). Such storage costs are especially relevant in data fusion applications
17

these times did not increase significantly when the component gating threshold τ is increased to ≥ 1 to update all GM components
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in which pdfs over multiple time steps must be stored and/or communicated,
e.g. for decentralized data fusion in distributed sensor networks [95, 71].

4.6

4.6.1

Discussion and Conclusions

How should human sensors be used?

Soft categorical ‘human sensor’ observations can be exploited in many different dynamic data fusion domains and are particularly convenient in situations
where humans agents must communicate information quickly but do not have
enough time to precisely estimate particular states of interest (e.g. the precise
range and bearing to a target in meters and degrees, respectively). While the experiments here show that soft human observations alone can lead to a substantial
reduction in uncertainty through proper Bayesian fusion, it is clear that overreliance on soft human information can also have undesirable consequences in
practical settings. For instance, it is possible to reach a stage in the dynamic data
fusion process where soft human data reports alone no longer add useful new
information to the prior pdf without further information from other sensors, as
shown in Fig. 4.13 (a). As such, it is important in any application to account for
the facts that: (i) human inputs are rate-limited by cognitive processing and signal communication delays; (ii) soft categorical observations can only coarsely
shape the state pdf up to the effective resolution of the sensor model (which depends on both the model’s base parameters and the number of ways in which
the model reference frame can be shifted/rotated in Xk space); and (iii) fusion
of soft human data can sometimes increase the complexity of the Xk pdf (e.g. if
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negative information introduces additional modes via scattering).
Therefore, it is important both to specify/learn likelihood models with appropriate granularity levels and contextual reference points with respect to Xk
and to ensure that other data sources are available for more persistent and precise refinement of the Xk pdf. Note that if more refined continuous human
observations Ck are available for a particular application, then these can also be
incorporated into the Bayesian data fusion loop of Fig.4.1 as additional data to
update p(Xk |D1:k , ζ1:k ). This extension is especially straightforward if each Ck
is described by a linear-Gaussian or Gaussian mixture likelihood model as in
ref. [76], since this leads to closed-form EKF-like measurement updates for each
mixand of the approximate hybrid GM posterior derived in eq. (4.53). Furthermore, estimates of human sensor error/false alarm probabilities and likelihood
model uncertainties can be incorporated into the proposed Bayesian data fusion
process in the same manner as for conventional robot sensors [96].

4.6.2

Conclusion

This paper derived a computationally efficient and accurate approximation to
the recursive hybrid Bayesian inference problem involved in the dynamic fusion of soft categorical human observations with conventional hard robot sensor
data. The proposed VBIS fusion method combines the strengths of fast standalone variational Bayes and Monte Carlo importance sampling inference approximations to obtain consistent Gaussian posteriors in the baseline case of
Gaussian state priors with softmax likelihood functions. VBIS was then extended to derive GM posterior approximations for GM priors with MMS like-
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lihood models in order to handle more general recursive hybrid data fusion
problems. Experimental multitarget search results for a real human-robot team
showed that soft categorical observations from ‘human sensors’, although subject to limited precision and potential data association ambiguities, can still be
highly useful and informative for recursive Bayesian estimation problems featuring a high degree of uncertainty or inconsistency. The results also provide
valuable practical insight into the reliability of the proposed VBIS GM approximations under a variety of fusion conditions, vis-a-vis LWIS GM and grid-based
ground truth approximations.
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Figure 4.14: Frequencies of Preposition and Reference Location entries in human messages over all missions for Uniform and Bad Prior conditions: (a) Human
only measurement update scenario results, (b) Human+Robot measurement update scenario results. Counts are saturated above 20 messages
to create a uniformly scaled display across all missions. Reference points
along y-axis are l# = landmark #, w# = wall #, r = robot. P/N denotes
number of positive/negative messages.
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Figure 4.15: Logarithm of mean KLDs (K̄s) for each target posterior pdf
under ‘Robot Only’ fusion conditions with uniform and bad
search priors, using LWIS GM data fusion.
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Figure 4.16: Logarithm of mean KLDs (K̄s) for each target posterior pdf
under ‘Human Only’ and ‘Human With Robot’ fusion conditions with uniform and bad search priors, using VBIS and
LWIS GM data fusion. Stars on bottom axes denote instances
where VBIS for human data fusion achieves statistically significant lower K̄ than LWIS.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

5.1

5.1.1

Summary of contributions

Chapter 1

This chapter discussed the important roles humans play in multi-robot systems
and highlighted the cognitive limitations faced by humans when dealing with
autonomous machines. This motivated the question of how to best combine human and robot capabilities for practical applications. Three important issues
stemming from this key question were then outlined to motivate the development of models that could be used to: (1) predict human supervisory control performance, (2) predict human strategic supervisory decision-making outcomes, and (3) extract useful information from human observations. The use of
descriptive probabilistic models in this thesis was justified, and the background
and main contributions for each chapter was discussed.

5.1.2

Chapter 2

This chapter examined the prediction of human supervisory performance in
large-scale networked robotic teams. It was shown that metrics of human supervisory performance in large-scale networked robotic teams could be probabilistically predicted on the basis of individual factors and task/network-related factors. In particular, analysis of experimental human operator data from a multi-
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UAV air defense simulation suggested that working memory capacity measures
could be used to significantly improve operator performance predictions under
different task load and communication quality conditions. This notion was supported by model validation results for three different probabilistic predictive
models based on linear regression, Bayesian networks, and Gaussian processes.
The practical advantages and limitations for each of these different probabilistic
predictive models was also discussed.

5.1.3

Chapter 3

This chapter developed new probabilistic learning techniques that are relevant
to the problem of discriminatively modeling human supervisors as strategic decision makers in multi-robot teams. New variational Bayes (VB) learning approximations were derived for two latent softmax variable models: the multimodal softmax model and the mixture of expert discriminative models. The
proposed VB solutions overcome the limitations of previous Bayesian methods
for learning latent softmax variable model. Experiments with benchmark and
RoboFlag strategic human decision modeling data showed that the proposed
VB approximations are effective in practice. Comparisons to models learned
via the Bayes Information Criterion and to baseline nonlinear kernel classifiers
confirmed the soundness of the proposed VB approximations for Bayesian parameter estimation and model selection.
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5.1.4

Chapter 4

This chapter developed new recursive Bayesian data fusion methods for combining soft information obtained from imprecise human observations with
hard/soft information obtained from conventional robot sensors. It was shown
that soft human information could be modeled using discrete random variables
and softmax likelihood functions. The variational Bayesian importance sampling (VBIS) algorithm was developed for the baseline case of Gaussian state
priors and softmax human likelihoods. VBIS was then extended to the more
general case of Gaussian mixture priors and multimodal softmax likelihoods.
An experimental multi-target search mission involving a real human-robot team
was used to validate the proposed fusion approach and provided insight into
the practical advantages and limitations of soft human-robot data fusion.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LOG-CONCAVITY FOR THE BASELINE
GAUSSIAN-SOFTMAX POSTERIOR

It is to be shown that the logarithm of (4.6) is a concave function of Xk when
p(Xk ) = N (µ, Σ) and P (D = j|Xk ) is given by (4.7). Taking the log of (4.6) in
this case gives
log p(Xk |D = j) = log p(Xk ) + log P (Dk = j|Xk ) − log P (Dk = j) = L1 + L2 − LC
LC is the measurement log-likelihood, which is constant with respect to Xk . L1
is the log of a Gaussian pdf, which is concave with respect to Xk since its Hessian
is the negative semi-definite matrix −Σ (where Σ is positive semi-definite by
definition). Since the sum of two concave functions of Xk is also concave, the
concavity of L2 remains to be shown. Differentiating L2 with respect to Xk twice
and simplifying gives the Hessian matrix,
H(Xk ) =

m
X

wi P (D = i|Xk )

i=1

=−

!

m
X

wlT P (D = l|Xk ) − wiT

l=1

m
X

wi wiT · P (D = i|Xk )

i=1

+

m
X

!
wi · P (D = i|Xk )

i=1

m
X

!T
wl · P (D = l|Xk )

.

l=1

Next, define a random variable w that only takes values in {w1 , ..., wm } with
pdf δ(w − wi ) · P (D = i|Xk ), where wi ∈ Rd for i ∈ {1, ..., m} and δ(w − wi ) is
P
the Dirac delta function. This gives expectations m
i=1 wi · P (D = i|Xk ) = E [w]
 T
P
T
and m
i=1 wi wi · P (D = i|Xk ) = E ww , so that H(Xk ) can be expressed as a
negative covariance matrix,


H(Xk ) = −(E wwT − E [w] E [w]T ).
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(A.1)

The negative semi-definiteness of H(Xk ) can thus be verified via Jensen’s inequality,
E [f (w)] − f (E [w]) ≥ 0,

(A.2)

where f (·) is any convex function. In particular, let f (·) be the quadratic
form f (w) = aT (wwT )a, where a ∈ Rd is any non-zero vector; pre- and postmultiplying (A.1) by a gives
 o
n  

aT H(Xk )a = − aT E wwT − E [w] E [w]T a
o
n


= − aT E wwT a − aT (E [w] E [w]T )a = − {E [f (w)] − f (E [w])} ≤ 0,
(A.3)
which follows from (A.2). Hence, H(Xk ) is always negative semi-definite and
therefore L2 is concave.
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